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CONFIDENTIAL 

OPERATION SEA LORDS SWHARI 

During the month of October, Operation SEA LORDS cotnpletod iti first 

year of operations and continued to increase its effectiveness in aceonp- 

lishlng its major objectives vhich are:    (1)   the Interdiction of ene^r 

infiltration into the Mekong Delta region from Canbodiaj    (2)    the pacifi- 

cation of vital trans-Delta watonrayo for donestie commerce in order to «s- 

tend the influence of the government of Vietnam; (3) the harassment of the 

enencr in his base areas, disrupting his plans, and keeping him off balance. 

The first of these objectives, to interdict enenqr infiltration fro« Cam- 

bodia, came as a result of logical thinking after the 1966 Tet Offensive In 

IV Corps «hen the VC continued to enjoy ample quantities of arms and amm- 

niticn despite the fact that Market Time operations had effectively stopped 

infiltration from the sea.   The following statistics are provided for the 

first year as a partial measure of the effectiveness of the ongoing border 

interdiction operations which provided a continuous barrier adjacent to 

the Canbodian border fron north of Tay Ninh City to Ha Tien on the Gulf of 

Thailand. 

TRAN 
HING   DAG 

GIANT 
SLINGSHOT 

BARRIER 
REEF TOTAL 

START OF OPS 21 NOV 68 6 DEC 68 2 JAN 69 

DURATION 329 31U 280 

FIREFIGHTS 203 938 280 1206 

MIHINO INCIDENTS 17 11 6 3U 
MUNITICNS CACHES 2 209 1 212 

VEIOKT (TONS) 9.9 128.6 .U 1U5.2» 

CACHES (OTHERS) 0 18 0 18 

WEIGHT (TONS) 0 376.8 0 382.1» 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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159 22li8 

U6 296 

20 186 

130 il»5i 

CUNFIDBiTUL 

• Total» Include 6.3 tons munitions and 5.3 ten« other «terial captured 

during engagements with barrier operations forces. Intelligence reports 

Indicating eneny I-lans to attack patrol craft t 

123 163 19 305 

Confcat losses as of 18 October: 

ENEMI KIA 3U5 17U» 

CAPTURED 26 22k 

U.S./GVN KU 22 lUb 

U.S./OVM WIA 191 1130 

In addition to the statistics, the effects of the SEA LORDS effort sust 

be considered as instrumental in lessening the frequency and shortening the 

duration of the enemy "high points."   As more end more vaterways are dosed 

to him, enemy supplies are backing up resulting in «ell documanted report« 

(intelligence) of eneny units In the Delta being Improperly equipped. Their 

plight beccmss more apparent as continued Intelligence reports indicate that 

the eneny is short of rice during the harvest season nhen rice is easiest to 

obtain. 

Just as lirportant are the Intangible results of all the SEA LORDS cam- 

paigns vhich allow inhabitants along the waterways greater safety and free- 

dom to move about In areas formerly controlled by the VC, thus enhancing 

economic development and the image of the government of Vietnam. 

The means to aceonplishing these objectives can be seen In the discussion 

of the individual SEA LORDS campaigns and operations which follows and which 

includes several new operations.    SEA LORDS statistics for October are in- 

cluded In this section while a Task Organltatlcn Table is located at the and 

of the sumary. 

CCKFIDQITIAL 2 
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I la clos« proodaity to Tuyan Nboo, a new operation «as carried out in 

October. Called the Klnh Oay Canal Extension Operation (short titlet Deep 

Channel), Its purpose was the evaluation of demolition methods for clearing, 

extending, and ecraiecting the Klnh Gay and Klnh Lagrange in the vicinity of 

XS 370 902 where the two canals approach within two miles of each other. 

Ultimately, this would provide a patrol route for river craft and establish 

a cordon to ene^r infiltration from the tip of the "Parrot's Beak" southwest 

along the Bo Bo Canal. The feasibility of accomplishing this goal was proved 

by Deep Channel forces on 18 October when ECO and RAD units, using military 

explosives (MK8 MOD 2 Hose), extended the Klnh Lagrange 200 feet in length 

and 30 feet in width at a depth of five feet (vie ZS 358 876) j art again on 

CCNFTOBITIAL 
> 
i 

Giant Slingshot Cawpaipi 
♦ 

The month of October saw Increased participation by Vletnanese f orcee 

In Operation Giant Slingshot with the assignment of the 2nd Battalion of 

the Vietnamssa Marine Con» «^ Rrc-53, consisting of 20 VMJ PBR's, to 

riant Slingshot in a continuing refinemnt of an already highly effective 

interdictlcn operation.   The TOMC Battalion became a part of CTO 19U.9 on 

3 October and conducted aaphlblous and various defensive operations 

along the Vam Co Dong River in conjunction with naval units (see VHHC see- 

tion of the swaiy for details).   The VNN PBR's of RP0-$3 comnenced inter- 

diction operations on the Vam Co Dong and Vam Co Tay Rivers on 26 October 

with ten PBR's working oat of Ben Luc (CTE 19U.9.0.1) end ten PBR's work- 

i ing out of Tan An (CTE 19l».9.U.1).   After conducting the turnover and in- 

i doetrination of RPQ-53 units assigned to Tan An, RIVDIV $73 was shifted 

j to Tuyen Nhon and assumed responsibility for Barrier Reef East. 

22 Octcber «hen ECO and RIVDIV 552 units extended the Klnh Gay 100 feet by 28 

feet by six feet (vie IS 377 906) and widened to 35 feet the canal along a 300 It. 
COHFIDBiTIAL U 
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stretch (vie hi? 93h).   Upon completion of the evaluetlon, the Klnh Oey Canal 

Special Operations Group was dissolved with all «nits revertlac to their 

parent eonunds (for task organisation, see task crganizaticn section of 

the suimarjr). 

In addition to the new activity above, the overall activity level In- 

creased in the Giant Slingshot area of operaticns daring October. The hoe- 

tile fire incidents encountered by friendly forces,wfalch averaged 120 per 

month during the previous six months. Increased Trm 56 in Septenber to 67 

in October while the nunber of aneny killed by fWendly forces increased 

more significantly from Ili6 last month to 279 this mcnth. Kven with the in- 

creased nunber of enengr killed, USM/VNN casualties remained the same at 13 

wounded, however, friendly casualties increased substantially during the 

period primarily as a result of the first of the Giant Slingshot incidents 

recorded below. 

While participating In a Joint/conblned BSN/VUKACS? operation with RIV- 

DIV 511 and RAID 70 units, two KSF conpanies were pinned dom by heavy auto- 

matic weapons fire at 0825 on 2 October 21 miles north northwest of Hoe Hoe 

(VT 625 187). An Amor HunterAlller team arrived on the scene at 0900 to 

assist, and while putting in air strikes, one of the belos was shot do«. 

Troops of a third KSF company, who had been retained aboard the beets, were 

quickly Inserted to provide a security perimeter arand the domed aircraft. 

At 0910, TAG AIR was called in arriving at 1010 about the same time that the 

eneny automatic weapena fire began to be augmented by B-1»0 and mortar fire. 

The ground troops were unable to withdraw until 11*00 when they began pulling 

5 COJFIDENTIAL 
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back «a«r the cover of continuing TAC AIR strikes, and support ms rsceivsd 

fron s company of special forces troops «bo had bean moved into the vicinity 

by helo along with lO&m howitters.   By 1700, all the troops had novad out 

of tha ccntact are« and by 1930 had bean extracted by USN/VNN units and ware 

on their way to a site for regrouping, determining casualties, «id setting 

up night defense positions.   Aircraft and artillery continued to fire Into 

ORIGIN OF ENEMY FIRE 

I930M TROOP 
EXTRACTED 

TROOPS 
REGROUP AND 
SIT NICHT 

.DEFENSE POSITIONS 

S F COMPANY AND 
TWO 105MM 
CANNONS MOVED 
IN BY HELO 

CXI 
Mues 

the are« during the night receiving sporadic return fire while RIVDIV 511 

PBR's «si USA helos attempted to locate numerous troops missing in action. 

The final outcons of the engagement was: 25 VC/NVA killed and 17 wounded 

with friendly casualties amounting to 2b MSF troops killed and 21 wounded, 

one USA troop wounded, and one MSF troop missing.    Airstrikes during the 

CONFIDBKTIAL 
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action destroyed numerous herrUor f ortlf isd «IMV bxuloers and tranebas. 

As a result of this engagenant, the desireabillty of having a 105«" o^iipp^d 

Monitor assigned to joint operations in areas not cow«d by per«sn«»t ar- 

tillery was pointed out. 

Also on the night of 2 October, while the previous action vas talcing 

place, a Tango and Zippo boat of TU 19U.9.5 received B-UO and recoilaaa 

rifle fire as they operated on a snail canal off the Vam Co Dong River 

four miles up river from Oo Dau Ha (XT 335 276).   The Zippo made a flame 

run on the contact site, and artillery and additional afloat units (FBR'a) 

j were requested.   The artillery reaction time taking four minutes.   Army 

| LHFT awl Bronco aircraft placed alratrilces,and PBR's made firing runs in 

the area.   The following morning a sweep was conducted by district BF/PF 

i troops who didcorered 12 blood trails, three B-ltO rockets, 1 RFO-7 launcher, 

and sona propaganda leaflets.   Friendly casualties were three USN slightly 
i 
j wounded. 
i 

{ The next sigalf leant Incident to occur took place six miles dovn river 

j from Oo Dau Ha (XT UlO 15$) on the evening of 3 October when two TO 19b.9.$ 

< PBR's on normal patrol spotted a man on the bank running toward a damp of 

j plowed up earth. The units turned, made a firing run, and shortly there« 
j 

i after cbserred a green cluster flare and two or three more men running.   At 

this tine, the PBR's, receiving automatic weapons fire, requested «ad ob- 

tained artillery illunination, in addition, Seawolves and Black Ponies were 

scrambled.   When a man was seen waving his arms on the beach, a cease firs 

was ordered, and U. S. troops began standing up.   The scramble was cancelled. 

It was determined that the man originally seen on the bank was the Any «it's 

7 CCWFXDEHTUL 
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Kit CantB Scout «ho ran when h« ha«ni tl» boot» »pprooehlng.   Th« US4 

sicbttng of thes« persomel, th« «TM «W taken under fire, end the aetlv«» 

tions ceased.   About 30 idnutes later, the aetlTatloos began again on PSID 

No. 3, and the area ma taken under fire again, hocmrer, this tlas the aetl- 

Tsticns continued.   It vas suspected at the tlae that the ecntlnued activa- 

tion «as the result of damage to the dsriee caused by friendly fire.   The 

next morning «hen Duffel Bag units returned to the area to retrieve the 

PSID's, it vaa discovered that PSID Bo. 3 had been reaored and that there 
i 
: vas a trail leading away from the area »here it had been planted. 

Vietnamese Navy RAID 71 units sat a jolnt/eorhined VBQP on 6 October 

vhich resulted in 6 VC killed.   Two ASPB's, a Boston whaler, and one platoon 

of D. S. Amor Raiders opened fire on the VC when their presence «as detected 

along the banks of the Doc Ha Canal seven miles southeast of Ben Lock Just 

off the Vam Co Dong River (XS 663 663).   All the units received return snail 

ana fire, but there «ere no friendly casualties.   After suppressing the enemy 

CCNFIDBniAL ft 

i 

troops taken wider fire «ere from "C" Conpany 2/27 Infantry, and unfor- 

tunately, one of the three soldiers «owded In the mishap died.   The 

dally operations schedule for the 2/27 Infantry did not list any night 

Amy posltiens closer than 700 meter» to the poeiticn of the troop» 

the shooting began. 

Crossing back to the"lsft river"of Giant Slingshot, the Van Co Tay, a 

curious event occurred on the night of 6 October.   Two ASFB's of TU 19b*U«U 

set a WBOP four miles northwest of Tuym» Nhm and placed a four PSID (Pas- 

j slv» Seismic Intrusion Detector) perlaater around the boats on the north 

1 bank.   later, upon receiving activations on PSID Mo. 3 backed .up a visual 
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fire, the area «u clear«! «hila Black Peniea (owbead In two mlnutaa) 

placed a strike. 

Further op the 7am Co Done River, six miles to the vest of Tay Nlnh 

City (IT 162 U22), four TU 19U.9.5 craft were to night WBOP en 11 October 

on the north bank of the river when they heard novemit on the beach.   Vhen 

the two to three VC approached within 1$ feet, the boats broke VBG? and 

made two firing runs.   At 0237, artillery was requested,and to the ten rato- 

utea that ensued prior to the "first around on deck1* the heavies, Monitor and 

ATC, moved to and put Sims mortars into the area.   Also, during the lulls 

between artilleiy vollies, the heavies put mortar and MK-19 fire into the 

area.   While the patrol officer was spotting artillery, a FBR crewman using 

en NOD (night observation device) observed persons running along the south 

bank.   The heavies Imsdiately conmenced mortar, MK-19, and ttOnm cannon fire 

while artillery was being readjusted to the south bank.   This action to which 

three VC were probably kUled represents a good exanple of the use of heavies 

to react to support of FBR WBOP's and to provide lansdlate heavy firepower 

during lulls to artillery fire. 

Three days having elapsed since their last significant enemy contact, 

RAID 71 units were back at it on the night of 11 October.   Two ASTO's, a 

Boston Whaler, and a platoon of 0. S. Arngr Raiders were involved to the 

action which took place four miles northwest of Ben Luc on the Vam Co Dong 

River (IS 590 789) and accounted for nine VC killed.   The VN Navy units, 

while to WBOP, sighted and opened fire on eight of the VC while they were 

approaching the boats.   As the boats pulled away, they received small arms 

automatic weapons fire from both banks of the river which was suppressed, 

and an additional VC was killed to the exchange.   After a Black Pony airstrike 

9 CCNFIDENTIAL 
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a sweep of th« «re* revaalad miMrooa blood trails and drag narkt.    Thar« 

«era two ft-iandly caaualtias In ihm aeUoox   on« USA raider and cna USN 

advisor, ENS KilUa« M. Dewey, ali^ttljr woondad. 

A acraribla of TO 19U.9.8 Saamlvas on the night of 13 October «as cen- 

ducted in support of ü. S. Anqr troop» in contact six mllas northeast of 

Tan An (IS 615 715).   The liffT placed Multiple rocket and nachlne gun at- 

tacks en the estlaated squad sise «nit.   0. S. Anqr troops in a subsequent 

sweep discoTered four TC killed by the alrstrik*. 

Five days later, a triangular arrangenent of anengr caches was discovered 

by 25th ARVN Dlvisicn troops «bo had bean inserted by VNN ATC's.   The caches 

«ere located in a pineapple field at IS 539 832, IS 9*2 632, and IS 9*2 636 

and contained the following iteas:   Ili5 62aa rounds; 150 62im booster kits} 

38 B-UO rockets; 38 B-l»0 boosters} and 50 75m rocoUoss rifle rounds.   There 

was no eneiqr contact, and all the aaterial recovered «as retained by the 

ARVN units. 

Four miles to the southeast of the triangular cache, 0. S. Navy SEAL'S 

mcovered a large cache in the Bo Bo Canal on 22 October at a point «here 

a dike crosses the «aterway in a heavily wooded area (ZS b93 792).   The 

find was in conjunction «1th an underground search and area reconnaissance 

operation conducted by &. S. Amy and Navy «Its along the Bo Bo Canal (a 

«aterway which bisects the angle formed by the Giant Slingshot Rivera). 

The total ordnance recovered during the 72 hour operation «as 201» 62nn 

mortar rounds; lit 107mm rockets} 13 75>m recoiloss rifle rounds; U AK-^'s; 

1 case of AK-li7 arammltlaa; 3 V. S. Claymore nines} 5 grenades} 1 gas mask; 

and 1 55 gallon drum of TNT (badly deteriorated).   All of the heavy ordnance 

«as in excellent ccndltlon and «as sealed in metal containers.   There «as no 

cnaay contact. 
CCNKIDENTIAL 10 
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Ob the night of 2$ October, «MOT contact «as Md« by * USH and VNM 

ASPS established in VBGP with 25 0. S. Anv Raiders two miles north of 

the ccnfluence of the Tea Co Dene and Va» Co Tay Rivers in the vicinity 

of the Zen Bo Canal (ZS 722 652). Shortly after moving into position, 

the patrrl officer aboard the VNN ASPB detected movement on the west 

bank of the Vam Co Dong «hereupen the two ü. S. ATC's acting as a blocking 

force en that river beached, their enbarked USA snipers taking wider fire 

and killing three VC. As the ATC's pulled away from the bank, they began 

receiving fire from both banks; all four crafts made firing runs. Two 

large groups of enei^f troops (20-30 men) were spotted along the west bank, 

and the boat cleared to the north as Seawolves put in a strike which was 

followed by OV-10 strikes and a TAC AIR strike. Three VC were killed in 

the action, and there were no friendly casualties with the exception of a 

helo that was hit by «neny fire forcing it to return to Ben Luc. 

j 11 CCNnDBJTlAL 
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Opwiitlcn Reaiy Dtk 
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Soon «fter the Initial exploration of the upper Salgcn Hlwer la July 

by Hirer Division 551» vhlch traveled as far up the rlrer as the vlllaga 

of Trl Tu, 35 miles northwest of Sale«» (XT 183 U70), regular eonbat op- 
I 

orations by TF 116 PBR's in conjunction with the 1st Infantry DlTlslon, 

USA, were instituted on the Saigon River.   OB 11 August, RIVDIV $71 

traveled froa Nha Be to Riu Cnong, thereby doubling the nuaber of PBR m^**^ 

divisions fighting the VC In the upper Saigon area.   Other coabat forces. 

Including the Vietnamese RAO 21», the 5th ARVN Division, local RF/PF 

forces, and the 62nd Airborne Division, USA, further expanded the successful 

operatlcn. 

i 

Cn 10 October, the nickname "Ready Deck" «as officially proclaimed as 

the eonblned USN/VHN operation on the upper Saigon River assigned to la-      ! 

terdiet eaeny lines of conmunlcation. Five days later aa 15 October 

"Ready Deck" was designated as a SSA LOBDS operation. The OBN eognander, 

CTU 116.9.1, assumed the task force designation CTO 19l*.6 ant the title 

Interdiction Commander, Opper Saigon River. River Division 531 became 

TU 19U.6.1 and RIVUIV 571 became TD 19U.6.2. 

Working from their base at Riu Cuong (XT 803 IliO), nine miles north of 
i 

Saigon, the two FBR divisions conducted river patrols anl troop lifts, «id 

established waterbome guardposts fron Rm Cnong iq>stream 35 miles to Trl 

Tarn (IT 803 ItiO to ZT 63I* lt70). Operations «ere also carried out on the 

Thi Tlnb River that channels Into the Saigon River five miles upstream 

fro« Phu Cueng (XT 755 205). 
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Although th« statistics for Ready Deck only reflect the results la 

the area after It was established as a SEA LORDS operation, thay are in- 

dicative of the strong eneny resistance and the definite success of the 

USH, VNN, USA, AHVN, and RF/PF forces in the area.   Since 15 October IBH 

and VKN units have accounted for 69 VC killed (including 23 preteable).   In 

the sans tine frame they reported six hostile fire incidents. 

Intelligence information and captured documents were particularly grat- 

ifying in that they pointed to the extreme difficulty that the «neny «as 

having in moving food, men, and supplies on the upper Saigon River.   To 

counteract the US/QVN operations, the eneny have been forced to try and 

locate new and safer crossing points. 

The more successful operations for the navy wits have been in th« 

night VBOP's.   Eight miles northwest of Fhu Cuong (XT 682 22U) on th« 

evening of 22-23 October, LTJQ Roahen, the patrol officer, and two IBR's 

of TO 19U.6.2 were disguised along the bank in WBOP.   Several hours after 

midnight, the FOR crews visually detected an estimated 15 VC crossing th« 

river, south to north, using Inner tubes and one 15 foot sampan as th« 

means of conveyance.   When the VC were approximately ten maters from th« 

north bank, the FBR's broke the guardpost and charged the «nerqr with 

weapons blazing.   After two more firing runs, the FBR's returned to the 

contact area to ascertain the extent of damage.   Five dead VC were strew 

among the floating debris.    Five more VC were probably killed.   The IBR 

crews were able to recover two AK-UT's, one Czech rifle, a small quantity 

of ammunition, some food stuffs, and miscellaneous personal gear.   After 

the PBR cleared the position, artillery was placed in the aroa. 

CCHFIDENTIAL 11» 
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A similar action took plac« m tfa* tnmthtg of 23 October.   L?JD 

Toung, In charge of tvo PBH's in a waterbome guard post upstream fire« 

the morning action in the previous paragraph (XT 6l|t 319)« spotted semi 

swiimers attenptlng to cross the Saigon River firom north to south.   A»» 

ploying a slightly different tactic, the young officer called in artillery 

illumination and then directed the FBB weapcns en the swimners.   Closing 

the location of the swimmers, the FBR's sighted five deed VC bodies and 

collected seven packs, one AK-U7, two iK-lt7 magaslnes, two U. S. hand gren- 

ades, some documents, elothing,and rice.   After the FBR's had cleared to 

the south, artillery «as called into the suspected location of the two 

swimmers 1*0 had escaped. 

15 CONFIDBiTIAL 
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Border Interdieticn Cggdg i 

At the end oT October, the Border Interdieticn Carapeign had 1U1 OS« 

and VNN River craft assigned along with six USH helos.   The continued 

build up of friendly forces and vaterbome guardposts in the Border In- 

terdiction Campaign had a significant effect on eneiqr operations during 

the month as eneirgr casualties soared   from 85 killed and tm wounded in 

September to 308 killed, 13 wounded, and two captured in October.   An in- 

dication of the difficulty caused the cneqr by the numerous WBGP's is the 

fact that during the month there war« several instarccs in which large 

enencr forces tried to fight their «ay across the Vina Te Canal while di- 

recting mortar fire at the boats in a seldon used tactic.   The eneny 

seems to prefer attempting to breach the Tran Hung Dao barrier rather 

than effect the extensive commo-liaison reorganization that would be re- 

quired if he ware forced to make end runs through the coastal waters of 

northwest Kien Giang Province or down the Bassac/Mekcng River Corridor. 

As in the Giant Slingshot Campaign, Vietnamese farces took on increased 

responsibility in the Border Interdiction Campaign during October. On the 23rd 

ten of the 20 boats of RPG-5U arrived at IRBM-20 (VS 183 825) for patrols in 

the Tran Hung Dao area of operations assuming task designator CTE 19U.U.3.3, 

after which. River Division ££) was relocated to TRBH-21 (WS 390 899) and 

commenced patrolling Barrier Reef West.    In addition, at month's end, VKH's 

ware on their way to Chou Doc to nan Kenner ski barges that are to be added 

to the Vinh Te Canal interdiction effort.   In an earlier change, the USS 

JEWNDJGS COUNTI (LST 8U6) relieved the USS HUNTERDCM CCUJTI (LST 838) and 

chopped to CTG 19U.U on 16 October assuming duties as Coramnder Ha Tien 

1ST (CTU 19U.U.U).   The same day, HAL 3, DET 3 «ntoarked for oparattcns. 

CCNFIDEMTIAL 16 
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On the first day of the «cnth, • RAD 132 A1C nas In nl«ht WOP « th« 

Vinh Te Canal 16 miles northeast of Ha Tien (VS 6l»0 63I1) when two sanpans 

carrying five people were sighted crossing the canal from south to north. 

Taken under M-l6 and M-79 fire, the enemy personnel disappeared into the 

water.   A Brmeo aircraft in the air that had diverted to assist sighted 

three aiditional sampans from which light small arms fire was received. 

k ready reaction force was then requested from Vlnh Qia, and US troops 

were provided who conducted a sweep under illumination provided hy a Viet- 

namese outpost.   The troops captured some documents revealing MOMS of 

commo-liaison women in the area and the amount of amnunltion and location 

of a cache.   In addition to the troop sweep, an alxboat/LHFT sweep was 

CIDG.   Total results of the incidents were three VC killed, five ?C prob- 

ably killed, two prisoners captured, eleven sampans destroyed and two 

damaged, and a large amount of VN women's clothing captured.   Later in the 

day, In conjunction with the same Incident, an army IOH and airboats eon- 

ducted an additional sweep to the east (vie     VS 662 $15) killing five VC, 

destroying eight huta, and capturing 16 sampans, 2,500 pounds of riee, and 

50 rounds of AK-lt7 arammltion. 

Three days later on U October, two FBR's of RIVDIV 51U were In night VBGP 

on the Vlnh Te Canal whan one of the boats located two miles south of Chou 

Doc (VS 099 827) received small an» fire from a tree line north of the canal 

as three sampans were sighted approximately 200 meters to the north having 

been observed coming oat of Canfcodia.   As the FBR returned fir«, the sampans 

evaded into the tree line, which was then marked with traces of fir« enabling 

17 CCNFIDEKTIAL 

conducted prior to daylight and was followed after daybreak by a two hour 
I 

sweep by 19 USN personnel In assorted craft, 2 U. S. Anqr troops, and 50 ' 



Two Tango boats and a PBR from RAD 132 and RIVOIV 535 were In night WBOP 

19 miles east northeast of Ha Tien (VS 726 613) on the Vlnh Te Canal an hour 

and a half before midnight on 6 October when Tango Boat 2h detected a sampan 

with three VC crossing the canal from north to south. T-2lt initiated firs as 

the sanpan pulled into a rice paddy at about $0 meters range.    PBR 27 provided 

60inm illumlnatlcn and HE mortar fire on both banks as T-23 prorided a cross 

fire.   Several minutes later, T-23 personnel observed lights moving north from 

the contact area and took them under fire with T>2U providing supporting fire» 

A USN IKFT arrived shortly thereafter and detected three additional sampans 

CCNFIDmiAL 18 
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a Black Pony aircraft to put in multiple rocket strikes.    About thirty min- 

utes later, personnel on the second IBR, which was under RHC Cruel and located ; 
i 

h miles down the canal, heard movement and voices from four locations.   After 
i 

continuing to monitor the area for over one half hour, three VC were sighted i 

in front of the boat, and the area was taken under fire and illuminated.   A 

sweep at daybreak turned up the following:    2 VC killed, three sampans 

destroyed, one sampan damaged, and miscellaneous uniforms and ponchos captured 

along with 35 assorted Chlcom and NVA band grenades and some sapper material. 

There were no friendly casualties. 

Cn the same day, another PBR of KIVDIV 51U, while moored alongside IRBM-16, 

was subjected to what appeared to be a possible sabotage.   QK3SN Herring dls- 1 

covered a concussion grenade, with pin removed, under a 60ram white phosphorous 

mortar round In a box which contained ten assorted rounds of VP and high ex- 

plosive 60tnm mortar amnunition.   The pin was found lying beeide the ammo box 

and was carefully reinserted in the grenade.   The grenade was throm overboard. 1 

An immediate inspection of all other boats at YRfiM-16 was conducted with neg- 

ative results. 

«-• -.T ■ 
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which were destrcgrad hj mehin« gun and rocket attacks.   During thl» tlM, 

T-2I» destroyed another saapan.   A sweep conducted later hf alrboats and «HO 

troops tamed vp one NVA killed and nanjr places of sanpans In the are«. Sine« 

the water depth in the area is approximately ten feet, a conplete sweep was 

precluded, however, 11 «neigr were considered as probable kills.   There wer« 

negative friendly casualties. 

Less than two hoars later, six miles to the east (VS 833 61 It) three ad- 

ditional RAD 132 and RIVDIV $35 craft in night WBOP sighted two sampans with 

approximately eight persons enbarked about 100 meters from PER 722.   As th« 

PER opened fire, thai sanpens ended northward, one of them sinking In the 

process.   T!<e second saapan was caught in a crossfire as T-19 opened up on 

it.   A 05N DOT In the contact area placed a strike and Monitor 3 illuminated 

the area until a sweep «as conducted at daylight. CIDO troops found one NVA 

killed, two rifles, sons grenades, and various additional gear and documents. 

It is also estimated that seven cneny were probably killed. 

Two Seawolves ware on routine patrol 3h miles east of Chou Doe and six 

miles north of the Kinh (tag Lcn en 111 October when they sighted eight sam- 

pans at VS 670 660. After obtaining clearance fron DSA Dong Tien and CTO 

19U.1», Seawolves 309 and 318, piloted by IT MeCallum and LTJO Ross, placed 

rocket and machine gun strikes In the area. All the sanpans were destroyed, 

and a post attack search for aoveaent/survlTors produced negative results. 

It is estimated that 18 anenQr «ere killed and five wounded in the attack. 

Back in the TTan Bung Dao area of eperatiens on the evening of the 20th 

of Octctoer, Intelligence reports began coming In troa Vietnamese Special 

19 CONFIDENTIAL 
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Forcas •& Vlnh Ci«. that ISO to 200 VC»VA were positioned near the Cavfcodian 

border 16 raUes northeast of Raeh Cia (VS 680 6U0) and that they would attewpt 

to cross the Vinh Te Canal which was 1200 yards to the south.   At 1901, an 

ATC in WBGP In the crossing area observed a flare burning on the ground direct-' 

ly north of its position (VS 675 630).   At 2130 another flare was sighted, 

and shortly thereafter an ASPB In WBGP 1,000 yards to the west of the ATC 

opened fire on nine enemy personnel in three sampans.   Twenty minutes later, 

VN Special Forces reported IJO enemy moving southeast, and the area in that 

direction was taken under artillery and mortar fire (vie N/S grid line VS 

670).   Meanwhile, the VN Special Forces had assembled about 1$0 troops at 

Vinh Gia and transported them by sampan and whaler into the contact area 

where they connenced a sweep from the west (VS 6U0 63U).   During the «weep, 

the troops were supported by a Monitor which fires 105m Beehive rounds 

ahead of the advancing troops and by other WBGP unixs which illuminated the 

area as the troops made contact with the eneny at four separate locations. 

One of the guardpost units, while illuminating with a searchlight, received 

three 62mm mortar rounds close aboard.   Earlier in the action, another unit 

had observed three explosicns near its stem which were believed to be caused 

by mortars.   As a result of the sweep, seven VC bodies were found along with 

four SKS and three AK-U7 rifles.   At 2230, a general harassment of VN outposts 

In the area began apparently in support of the attempted crossing.   Four afloat 

units provided supporting fire for the outposts, and Seawolves put in rocket 

and machine gun strikes which drew automatic weapons fire from the ground. 

When the Seawolves reached a low fuel state, Black Ponies were requested and 

continued the strikes.   At 2213, three additional 82ran mortar rounds were 

fired at WBGP units, and the Black Ponies shifted their strikes to the 

CCMFIDBiTIAL 20 
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Bortar locatlcn.   All firing ceased at 0015, «* l*ter intelligence report« 

indicated that a battalion sized unit eatlmted at 270 VC had massed betveen 

U/S gridlinea 66 and 68 with the intention of crossing between H/S 690 and 

69$.   Total results for the action were 11 VC killed and 20 VC probably 

killed.   There were no friendly casualties. 

Just before dawn on 21 October, en ATC      involved in the previous action 

«as sitting in WBOP after a long night when what appeared to be a coconut 

drifted downstream and stopped alongside the boat.   Considering this a rather 

unusual phenomena, a closer observation «as made proving the "curious" co- 

conut to be the head of a man who was clinging to the craft's bar armor. 

Three ccncussion grenades were dropped, and the swianer submerged and did 

not surface.   A check was made of the hull for nines with negative results. 

The following morning at 020b, PCF-35 under LTJO Zunwalt was in W5GP five 

miles northeast of Ha Tien when noises were heard en the west bank of the Bach 

Clang Thanh followed by the sighting of a nunfcer of sanpans in a small canal 

(VS U78 $22); PCF-35 Initiated fire.     No return fire was received as the 

enemsr personnel evaded into a nearby treeline.   Right after it was light, a 

company of troops swept the area and found three NVA bodies, two destroyed 

sampans, six AK-liT's one 0. S. carbine, one Qilcom carbine, 7,000 rounds of 

AK-li7 amrunition, nine AK-U7 magazines, 16 60nira mortar rounds, eight 57B« 

■ortar rounds, 20 B-bO rockets and 80 boosters, two Russian anti-tank gren- 

ades, and five pounds of miscellaneous canned food, clothing, and papers. 

In addition, three sampans were captured.    Sweeping troops determined that 

PCF-35 had intercepted five aanpans that «ere attempting a crossing fToa 

vest to east. 

21 CCNFIDBiTIAL 
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PBR's of RIVDIV 515 were la WBGP position 19 wiln due east of Chau Doe 

en the Deng Tien Canal (WS hh$ 821) during the night of 22-23 October «h«n 

they observed three saj^pans approxinately UOO meters away on the north bank 

of the canal.    After the sampans were observed proceeding south for approocl- 

raately ten minutes and with clearance from DSA Dong Tien, they were taken 

under fire. Black Pony aircraft were diverted from patrol to assist and were 

overhead In ten minutes and placed a strike in the area.   A Black Pony sighted 

another group of sampans nearby and received small arms fire from the pass- 

engers in the sampans while conducting visual reconnaissance.   The aircraft 

retaliated by placing multiple rocket strikes In the area which suppressed 

the ground fire.   They then departed because of a low fuel state and were 

relieved by Seawolves five minutes later which placed strikes on the sanqpan 

resulting in eight sampans destroyed and three VC killed (BC).   After the 

strike, two personnel were sighted emerging from the contact area.   They 

were detained by FBR's in the area and were later turned over to D. S. Army 

advisors at Tram Chin.   A few minutes after the action ended, three more 

sampans were sighted crossing the canal at WS UUO 821.   When they attempted 

to evade, the PBR's initiated fire and destroyed them.   Black Pony aircraft 

arrived on the scene five minutes later and provided illumination for the 

Seawolves.    They also delivered a strike on a partially camouflaged barge 

and several sampans.   They drew no return fire.   The enemy lost 1? sampans 

and one barge in this action, and seven VC were killed (BC) and 12 VC were 

probably killed.   There were no friendly casualties. 

Vinh Gia UDB (Vietnamese Special Forces) were in listening post about 

20 miles northwest of Ha Tien (VS 735 622) on the night of 23-2U October 

when they ctoserved approximately 80 saapims carrying over 100 persons cross 

CONFIDENTIAL 22 
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the Caittoodian border and proceed south. Friendly troops Initiated fire 

sinking three saapans. A few minutes later, heavy mortar fire was receivad 

by boats on the Vinh Te Canal fron a launch site about one mile fron the 

previous fire site (VS 731 625). Mortar rounds landed vithin 100 meters 

of Tango Boat 20 which was in WBGP at VS 730 612 and were then walked in 

an arc terminating at VS 760 611 where CCB-3was located. Heavy A/W fire 
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The VC seldoa pay attention to these waterbome 

road signs. 

fire was directed at CCB-3 ft-om the north bank.    The units returned fire 

and Black Ponies 01» and 06 on Barrier Reef Patrol were diverted to assist. 

Also, a night hunter/killer team was scrambled from Chi Lang and a relief 

Black Pony was scranbled from Binh Thuy.   A Vinh Gia LIM lOSmn howitter 
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commced firing into a suspect«! Mrttr launch sit«.   Vfhlle Black PonlM 

provided Illumination, the ni«ht hunter/klllar team coransnced air strikaa 

in tha vicinity of VS 730 613.   At 2250, a VC support alanient loeatad at 

VS 730 600 opened fire on the boats.   Air illumination and visual recon were 

conducted throughout the night, and 5th Special Forces air boats and troops 

fro* Vinh Gia commenced contact area sweep at first light.    Enentr casualties 

included U VC killed (BC) and ten VC probably killed. There were no friendly 

casualties, and although numerous A/W hits were detected on the T-20 and 

CCB, there was only minor damage.   There are preliminary indications that 

the engaged unit was the 195th VC transportation conqsany. 
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Search Turn Camalgi 

Task Group 19l».3 with 29 PBR'a, two halos, and OM CCB aa»l«n«d con- 

tlnued Interdicticn operations In Kien Clang Province and the Gulf of 

Thalia«! In addlticn to supporting the 21 st ARVN Division In the "Three 

Sisters" area.   Oaring the ncnth, in reaction to local intelligence, the 

PBR river division« successfully conducted nine counter measure operations 

on the Song Cal Lon and Song Cai Be utilitlng USD's (ninesveeper drone) 

thus demonstrating that the MSD can be effectively controlled from a PBR 

on a winding river. 

Although there were many Intelligence reports of eneny build up in the 

Search Turn area of operations, the ntnber of hostile fire incidents recorded 

in October dropped slightly from 28 last month to 26 this month.   The number 

of enengr killed also decreased more significantly tram 76 killed in September 

to 38 in Octcber.    The following incident narratives are typical of activity 

in the Search Turn AO. 

to the 15th of October, two PBR'a of RIVDIV 553 ander Petrol Officer RDC 

Kelly were in night WBGP with ten R? troops 19 miles north northwest of Rach 

Gla (VS 990 360) when two sampans with eight occupants were sighted to the 

west of the guardpost.    The sanpans «ere taken under fire and a troop sweep 

In the morning yeilded the following results:   one sampan captured along with 

1020 rounds of AK-lt7 ansunltlon, three AK-U7 clips, one Chicora grenade, one 

field medical kit, 21 rounds of 7.62 Chicon pistol ammition, and assorted 

clothing and food.    It is estimated that four VC were killed in the action. 

There were no friendly casualties. 

Two RIVDIV 553 PBR*s were in WBGP under Patrol Officer BMI Edwards the 

following night «hen five VC were observed approaching their position at 
25 COIFIDBITIAL 
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(V3 7W 310).   Vhen the eneny w»8 within 100 Mters of the WBOP end 20 MUrt 

of the periiwter, three of them were Ukw wider fire hy • "nipw «nd the other 

two were unfortunate enough to have approached via a claymore mine uhlch «as 

detonated as they neared It.   Moderate snail arms fire was recelred in retqm, 

but it was surpressed by the sniper,   k morning sweep revealed blood trail« 

and body parts in the vicinity of the claymore detonation.    Eheny casualtlee 

vere three killed and two wounded.   There were no friendly casualties. 

RIVDIV SU PBR's,under Patrol Officer LT Graham, enbarked 70 VN troops 

a»l two U. S. Arnar advisors on 18 October for a sweep In an area where a 

smll VC coraroo-llalsm unit had recently been sighted.   After Insertion at 

VR 37b 723,26 miles southeast of Rach Ola, the VN conoander requested that 

the FBR's follow behind the sweeping troops who, within 50 yards of ineertlon, 

a*le heavy contact with VC armed with B-bO's, machine guns, and light auto- 

matic weapons.   At this point, the Patrol Officer suggested the troops break 

contact to permit a firing run by the PBI'sj the VN conoander requested that 

the PBR's move up to a specified point ard eonmence firing.   As the FBR's 

reached that point, they came under he»<y automatic weapons fire.   As the 

PBR's placed return fire, they receive 1 word from the VN Anqr advisor that 

the friendly forward element was in the same area attempting to maintain 

contact.   The VC then chose to break contact.   The FBR's extracted the 

troops and returned them to Kien Binh for medevac of two wounded VN's 

(one by FBR).   FBR's also coordinated Seawolf and Black Pony strikes in the 

vicinity of the contact area and along the VC withdrawal route.   Four VC 

were killed In the action. 
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Rlfwliw Strikt Oroup 

During the month of October, an awtga of 36 RIC raaaind«d undor tho 

opco» of Comndor RiTorin« Striko Oroup.   Tho RiTorlno Strik» B»M, con- 

sisting of ÜSS BE1JEKAH, OSS SPHIMI, AND WD 152 r««»in«d oa tho V« Co «hllo 

wits of RAD 131 based la Deng Tan proridsd security for salvago of tho 

dredge "Sandponper" «hieb souk in the «y Tho River and coducted Joint cp~ 

orations In cenjunctien with the Vietnanese Joint Aapbibions Teak Force 

211 in the Ticlnity of Old Song Ong Doe (VR 980 025) and continued Inter- 

diction patrols of the Cho Gao Canal.   Itaits of RAD 152 prorided water 

mbile support for 6/31 Bl 3rd Bte 9th Infantry Division and one platoon 

of the U6th Rgt. 25th 1KTO Division In the vicinity of Old Song Cktg Dec. 

In addition, they cecducted heavy interdiction operatioos on the Rech Cao, . 

Bach Cat, and Nha Be Rivers. 

Older the ppcon of other eeamnder«, 77 RAG «ere outchopped as follows t 

CTQ 19lt.2 

CTO 19b.3.2 

CIO 19U.U 

CTO 19M 

CTO 116.9 

CTO 115.7 

6 RiC 

1 RAC 

23 RAC 

30 RAC 

9 RAC 

6 RAC 

The 36 RAC under Riverine Strike Oroup opcon lifted 5*707 troops. In- 

spected 3,1466 saspans, cheeked 7,001 people, and detained 39 of then.   The 

Riverine Strike Oroup and eriaarkod Anqr troops killed 36 VC during the nonth. 

On the morning of 18 October, a D. S. Amy Hawk Teaa and an ARVN reeon 

element previously Inserted by RAD 152 units near French Fort (ZS 882 632) 

engaged two enemy sampans and six VC.   When the troops began receiving simll 

arms fire Aren the river bank. Broncos «ere called Into action and placed 
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multiple strikes surpressing enemy fire end killing one VC. There were no 

friendly casualties in the engagenait which cost the eneny seven VC killed 

and two sampans destroyed. 

The following day, in the evening, a U. S. Amy Hawk Team and a recon 

platoon of ARVN troops cane under heavy fire near the Van Co Dong River two 

miles north of its confluence with the Vam Co Tay (XS 712 6h2) while par- 

ticipating in an operation with RAD 152 units.    Seawolf and Bronco strikes 

were placed in the area, following which, the contact was broken.    Again, 

there were no friendly casualties, and the VC lost five killed and three 

AX-ltT's captured. 

The eneuy did Inflict some damage, however, en 22 October when two RAC 

assigned to a Joint operation at Old Song Chg Doc were mined while beached 

at the base cai^p (VR 971 023).   An estimated 100 pound bomb detonated between 

boats CCB-1 and ATC-5 resulting in 1$ wounded (none critically).    T-5 sank 

and C-1 was beached sustaining flooding in the engine room.   Three other 

craft in the vicinity were damaged.    The incident points out the advisability 

of greater separation between beached RAC in order to minimize damage from 

mining attempts. 
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Song Ong Poe Operatlwi 

At the end of September PCF»s operating In th* lover Ca Hau PenimaLi 

were replaced by PBEt'a and RAC operating on the Song Ong Doc in a new opera- 

tion called Breezy Core.    The operation is designed to prerent «neay 

infiltration, aovement, and resupply along the inland waterway d In the Song 

Ong Doc area in order to enhance the goverment of Vietnam*s paeificatioB 

prograa. 

At the beginning of October the following assets were assigned to 

Breezy Core:    USS GARRETT COUNTI (LST 786), R1VD1V 572, Seawolf Detach- 

ment SIX, 3 ATC's and 2 ASPB»s, and an advanced tactical support baa« 

(ATSB) composed of seven Amri. pontoons positioned on the riTer la the 

vicinity of the town of Song Ong Doc.    On 5 October, a 105»» monitor sailed 

from the USS BEIEWAH to Song Ong Doe to provide an artillery reaction fore« 

for the new operation.    In conjunction with this more, the RSSZ Duffel 

Bag assets were also to be soTed to Breezy Cove.   On 20 October, CTU 191.1.3 

RSSZ Crusade Coezaanler (QLnC TF 116 Kha Be Monitor Team 2} became CTU 1%.1.2 

Breezy Cove Crusade Cosaacnder (OinC TF 116 Monitor Team 2 - USS GARRSIT 

COIMT).    In another asset change,   SEAL Team, Det Alpha, Third Platoon 

arrived at Seng Ong Doc on 20 October and assumed CTU 19U.2.6. 

It was not long after comamencement of Breezy Cove until the ene^r 

was engaged.    On the 2nd of October, RIVDI7 572 PBa»s and a RAO 131 ASPB 

were in night WBGP 18 miles southwest of Ca Mau (VR 940 Oil) under Patrol 

Officer LTJC Tuholski when two sampans were sighted crossing the Song 0^ 

Doc from north to sooth.    Upon being hailed by voice, the sampans responded 
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with small arms fire which was supplenented by fire fro« the bank»   tte 

patrol took the sampans and the bank under fire killing four VC, destroying 

two sampans, and suppressing the fire from the btddc 

Late that night a sampan with two occupants was observed crossing 

from south to north.   After being hailed by vole a, the sampan attempted to 

evade and was taken under fire killing both passengers.    The sampan was 

captured and was found to contain numerous document«.   A half hour later 

a fourth sampan was sighted traveling from west to east.   After hailing the 

sampan with no results, it was illuminated and taken under fire.   The 

engine of the sampan exploded probably killing both occupants.   In all 

three contacts there were no friendly casualties. 

On 4 October, five PBR's of RIVDIV 572 under Patrol Officer LT Berry 

were participating in the first confined operation with local VH forces 

in the Breezy Cove AO acting as a blocking force for RF troops.   While 

proceeding north on a small unnamed canal which leads off the Song Ong 

Doe 24 miles southwest of Ca Hau (VR 852 033), the PBH's began receiving 

75nra recoilless rifle and heavy automatic weapons fire.    One of the PBR's 

was knocked out of action in the kill zone and its crew was transferred 

to another boat which then cleared the area.    All units returned fire and 

then Broncos, and Seawolves placed strikes.    One hundred troops were put 

ashore south of the contact area and swept northward.   Friendly casualties 

in the action were one USN killed and 11 wounded (2 seriously).   Sneey 

casualties were 7 VC killed by PBa»s and 7 VC killed by Seawolves and 

Broncos,    The damaged PBR was later reeorered and towed out of the canal. 
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Later, a dabiiaf of th« OTC and patrol officer» «ad aa oxMd nation of UM 

damaged PER produced speculation that the operation had been cooproaleed 

and the VC had known the Navy units were coming. The VC had been set up 

as a heavy weapons company and had initiated contact by detonating aa 

oTeraized claymore mine that had been filled with half inch pieces of 

steel construction rod.   During the firefight, the units noticed a large 

weapon on wheel that resembled a 7na Pack Howitser«   At least two .51 eal. 

weapons were used by the enemy along with s everal AK-i?*». 

In a non-hostile incident occurring on the 15th of October« two P6R,s 

on patrol stopped a sampan with on« TO mal« aboard who presented a Chiea 

Hoi pass and expressed a desir« to rally«   The return«« waa Trung XJj IM 

loan Thu, the former VC surgeon   for An Xnyen Province.   H« was turned 

over to VN authorities for dlepositlon. 
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Market Tlaa Raider CMnpaiim I 

During October, Market Time Raiders conducted 62 Sea tords ■IsaLone 

along the riven atd canals of the III and IT Coastal Zones.    Ships and 

aircraft supporting these missions consisted of two to seven PCF»st U.S. 

Coast Guard WPB's anl one WHEC, River Assault Craft, helicopters, OV-lO's 

and 07-6A'8 and Vietnamese Navy assets.    The Market Time Raiders, in 

addition to firing at targets of opportunity, conducting H and I firs, and 

responding to requests for urgent gunfire support, and manning of water- 

bom« guardposts, inserted, extracted and supported ground forces consisting 
i 

of Underwater Demolition Teams, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Teams, SEAL»B, 
\ 
\ PRU«8, VF/Pf troops, VNN Rangers anl ARVN soldiers.   There were only 15 

! incidents of enemy initiated hostile fire reported during October.    This 

was 10 less than the Septenfcer total.    One PCF and one skloaer were damaged 

in these firefi^its.   Friendly casualties were two U.S. sailors killed and 

four U.S. sailors and one VN sailor wounded. 
i 

Eneny personnel losses, which were lower in October than in Sejftember, 

were 49 Viet Cong killed (21 body count, 27 probable), two VC wounded and 

five VC captured.   Enany material losses; however, increased over the 

previous month with 167 Junks or sampans and 130 structures destroyed, 

66 craft and 240 structures heavily damaged and six craft captured in 

! October. 

The primary operational «nphasis continued to center on the pacification 
.1 > 

of the Ca Kau Peninsula under Operation Sea Float A1"*1» Hung Dao III while 

still achieving maximum damage in secret zones and en«ny base areas. 
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PCF»s 103, 5t, 17 «nd Ubt with two OT-10A (Broncos) aircraft fro« 

VAL-4 proTiding air cover, eondicted a S«a Lords aission on th« morning 

of 7 October along th« Each So Lon about flight ailea southeast of Thanh 

Phu (XR 728 880).   The "Swift" boats entered the canal ia pairs and took 

targets of opportunity under fire as they proceeded up the canal.    The 

Broncos placed a strike on two large sampans.    At noon the PCF'a exited 

the canal without making contact with the eneay.   The CW-lOA's then placed 

a strike on offensiTe bunkers at the north end of the canal.   The morning 

operation resulted in fire bunkers, 12 structures, two sampans and one fish 

trap destroyed, and six bunkers and 13 structures heavily damaged.   There 

were no friendly casualties« 

On the afternoon of 10 October, PCF's 25 and 28 entered the Bassac 

River (XR 3W) 545) on a Sea Lords mission taking targets of opportunity 

under fire.   Proceeding up the river numerous structures and sampans on 

the east bank were taken under fire and destroyed.   The "Swift" boats 

probed the river for about 10 miles when restricted water farced thea to 

turn around.    The PCP<s destroyed 17 sampans, 12 structures and eight large 

bunkers and damaged five structures.    There were two Tiet Cong probably 

killed and no friendly casualties. 

A Sea Lords aission was conducted in the Thanh Phu Secret Zone on 

10 and 11 October.   Prior to eommaneement of the operation, the Naval 

Intelligence Liaison Officer (NILO) at Ben Tre leaked Information through 

the province that an airborne assault would take place in the next few 

days.    At 0645H the PT CCHFOKT (USCO WPB) and PT GRACE (USCG WPB) conducted 
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a prob« of the a«ch Khau Bang and Rach Con M«nh taking targets of 

opportunity under fir«.    In the afternoon the ^PB's were Joined by the 

USCGC SEBAGO (WHEC 4?) and conduct«! on H and I Mission.    A representative 

! of the U.S. Amy Beach Jumper Unit ONE, Team 13 made a tactical »olee 

deception transalssion indicating an aixfcorne insertion of troops in 

Thanh Phu.    Shortly thereafter, two UH-IB helicopters arrived on the scene 

and ende a firing run and dropped four pare dusdes to sioulate an air- 

borne landing.    PCF's 102, 103 and 5k proceeded up the Rach Eo Ion and 

established a waterborne guardpost at 1945H.   While entering ths river 

two warning shots were heard along the north bank.   During the early 

morning hours of 11 October, PCF   102 took three evading sanpaas under 

fire.   The two lead PC7*s suppressed the enemy fire with .$0 caliber, 

H-79 and H-60 fire, while PCF 102 steamed slowly throu^t the area loaimg 

both banks with .50 caliber fire.   The PT GRACE detained four nalcs from 

a sampan and turned then over to the H1L0 at Ben Tre for elasslfieatioa« 

The total results of the operation in Thanh Phu from 0600H 10 October te 

01,OOH 11 October follow:   3 Viet Cong killed (2 body count, 1 probable); 

6 structures destroyed; k structures damaged; 3 sampans destroysd; 2 

sampans damaged; 6 bunkers damaged; 1 large sustained fire and 2 large 

secondary explosions. 

I The PT CXPRESS (USCG WPB) aid PT MARONE (USCG WPB ) inflicted 

heavy material lasses against the enaay in a Sea Lords aission on ths 

aoming of 21 October.   The VfPB's proceeded up the Ehea Bang Co (XR 364 

615 to XR 249 726) plying PSTOPS tapes, titled "Presider*. Thisa Speaks" 
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and "Open Ann Progruu"   On th* rvtnrn trip th« WB's took all t«rg«tt 

of opportunity under fire.   Four eeeondary additional explosions vmrm 

eigttod and U sustained firM wer* started.   Eosults of ths operation 

included 62 saapuis, U aatorlxed Junks, 12 structures and 2,000 pooads 

of de« deetroyed and 22 saapsns and k0 structures heavily damaged.   Ttare« 

large Junks, one snail sanpsn and 1,000 pounds of rice were captured.   No 

friendly or eneay casutlties were reported. 

On the afternoon of 27 October th« PT CQKfCBT (USCG WPB) «id FT 

ELLIS (USC0 WPB) with 0V-10A Broncos, providing air cover, proeeeded up 

ths Song Ganh H«0 (WQ kdk 960 to WQ 463 983) taking targets of opportunity 

under fire along ths satire route.   Ths Broncos placed air strikes adjacent 

to the river*   Airing the probe of the river the WPB»s sighted four B-Jrf) 

rockets aountsd on a floating platfom on a snail nan-aade elevation along 

ths river bank.   Ths three hour Sea Lords «iosion seorsd heavily with the 

following results:   4 Viet Cong probably killed} 22 structures destroyed} 

53 structures daaaged} 24 sanpans destroyed} 32 aaapana dssaged} 14 bunkers 

damaged and 4 B-40 rockets destroyed« 
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COASTAL SURVEILLANCE POftCE SIWUHI 

During October, Market Tin« and Stable Door forces eontloaed 

routine operetlona.    The weather wee generally good in the first and 

Third Coastal Zones; however, choppy seas is the Second Coastal Zone 

prevailed during aost of the month.    Task Force 115 units detected a total 

of 102,802 craft in their patrol areas along the coast and in tbs harbors 

of the Republic of Tietnam.   A total of 34,705 craft were inspected and 

19,069 were boarded.    As a result of these checks, 189 craft and 538 

persons were detained for possession of contraband, faulty or no identi- 

fication, violation of restricted zones or other suspicious activity. 

There were also 28 Viet Cong suspects detained.    In the Gaae iriarden are« 

of operations in the lover Bassae and Co Chien Rivers, Market Tine units 

detected 6,919 watercraft, inspecting 2,470 and boarding 3,256«   There 

were 92 craft and 17 persons detained. 

Enee^y initiated activity regained at a relatively low level during 

October as it has in the previous three aonths.    Intelligense reports of 

expected enery offensive actions that were to coneanee in October did not 

materialize.   There were no known large scale infiltration of men or supplies 

attempted during the month.   Task Force 115 forces continued to provide 

Naval gunfire and blocking patrols in support of friendly grourd operations 

along the coasts and in the rivers and canals.    There were five U.S. 

NatyuMin killed and 13 wounded while enemy loesee to the naval gonfire 

of Market Time units earns to 75 confirmed killed plus 39  probably killed 

and U wounded. 
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Operation IUrk<rt Timm 

Th« tempo of naral gunfir«, SM Lords« SM Float and Soa Tlgor 

■Isaions increased allgitly during October with 603 Bisslons conducted. 

Gun damage assessment on these missions was 40.6 percent« and comparable 

to the high of 42.3 percent recorded in Hay 1969«    Results of these 

BisBioi» were:    112 Viet Cong killed (75 body count, 37 probable; 11 Viet 

Cong wounded; 4 Viet Cong captured; 423 junks/sampans destroyed; 86 Junks/ 

sampans damaged; 687 structures/bunkers destroyed and 417 structures/ 

bunkers danaged.    There were 10 incidents of evading craft and personnel 

reported during the month.   These were taken under fire resulting in 

eight sampans destroyed and 13 Vift Cong killed (12 body count, 1 probable) 

and one VC wounded. 

SunreillAnee operations resulted in the detection of 42,581 junks and 

sampans.   A total of 17,760 inspections and 13,680 boardings were carried 

out.   Detections of steel hulled Tessels in Market Time areas totaled 

714.   Of these 413 were inspected and another 34 were boarded and deter- 

mined to be non-suspicious. 

There were more than 80 multi-craft missions conducted during 

October in support of Operations Sea Float and Sea Lords in the III and 

IV Corps Tactical Zones.   These river and canal inclusions (Market Time 

Raiders) continued to score heavily against the enemy, although the 

primary emphasis in the IV CTZ continued on pacification of the Ca Nam 

Peninsula«   The "Swift" boats assigned to Sea Float continued to support 

Sea Lords missions in areas adjacent to the Sea Float AO (see discussion 
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in the Market Tin* Haiders section of the Operation lie« Lords Sunaary . 

and Operation Sea Float Summr.ry). 

During October» SEAL units attached to Task Force 115 conducted 

alaost daily operations in the IV Corps Tactical Zone in support of Sea 

Float operations. 

In cerewMu.es on 31 October at the Vietnanese Naval Shipyard in 

Saijpn, 13 PCF's wer« turned over to the Vietnamese Navy,   The KFU, 11, 

23, 42, Uh, 47, 49, 57, 58. 66, 67, 68, 91 «id 100 departed that afternoon 

for Qui Nhon and »(ill eonmsnee Market Tin« patrols in the Second Coastal 

Zone dating Noveaber.    The Coastal Surveillance Center, Qui Nhon is also 

scheduled for turnover to the Vietnamese Navy in early Noveaber. 
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Pirat Coaaf 1 Zon» 

During Oetobar «drers« weather in the First Coastal Zone forced 

patrol units off station on several occasions.    As a result, the nuaber 

of detections of water-craft dropped fro» 13«475 in September to only 

7,224 for October.    Surreillance results were not as high as usual with 

only 59% of those detected being inspected and boarded.   There war« 

2,061» Inspections and 2,243 boardings resulting in the detention of 21 

craft and 170 persons for violation of restricted zones, lack of or 

faulty identification papers, draft dodgers, and incorrect or faulty 

manifests. 

There were approximately 100 naval gunfire support and Sea Tiger 

missions conducted by First Coastal Zone units.   Qun damage assessment 

was high since only 2U missions' reported no damage cbserved due to darkness, 

heavy foliage or the calls of troops available to sweep the area« 

On the afternoon of 7 October, while on normal Sea Tiger patrol, 

PCF»s 61 and 69 were destroying fishing wiers on the Truong Cdang River 

about 17 miles southeast of Oanang (BT 188 487) when they received heavy 

send-automatie (3/A) weapons fire.    The "Swift" boats withdrew to the 

northwest and saturated the area with Shm mortars and then made a .50 

caliber strafing run on the enmay positions.   After rearming both units 

proceeded north to exit the Truong (Sang River when they received heavy 

automatic weapons, semi-automatic and 57« reeoiUess rifle fire froa 

bunker positions.   In the general hail of fire, the helsmsn, Officep-ln- 
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Charge of FC? 61, LTJG Kenneth Dean NJ.<T'JN, ücih, 717895/UOO, wu Vllled 

and PCS 61 ran hard aground whil« trayellng at full speed.   At the MM 

time, both "SwJ   ." boats received 57» R/K rounds close aboard resulting 

in minor damage to PCF 69 and punctured the port fuel tank of PCF 61 

causing minor flooding.   Both units suppressed the enemy fire.   PCF 101, 

helo gunships and a dustoff helo arrived on the scene at 1310H.   The 

helo gunships saturated the area with rocket and mini gun fire whil« 

LTJG NORTON was MEDEVACED.   PCF*S 69 and 101 pulled PCF 61 free at 1600H 

and proceeded without further incident to Coastal Croup 14 headquarters, 

with the helo gunships providing cover.   There were 20 structures 

destroyed in the operation.    One U.S. sailor received a ninor wound, was 

treated, and returned to duty.   Enemy casualties are unknown« 

A Sea Tiger mission was conducted on the morning of 18 October about 

15 miles southeast of D&nang (BT 143 530), with units of Coastal Croup 14 

and River Assault Group 32 inserting a Vietnamese Navy (VNN) sweep end 

security team followed by the insertion of an Underwater Daaolition Teas 

(U3T), Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) team and a Duffel Bag Team by 

PCF's 13 and 69.   The VNN landing team conducted a sweep to the southwest 

and provided security while the EOD and UDT teams conducted beach recon- 

naissance and bunkers destruction, and the Duffel Bag team surveyed the 

area for sensor implantation.   The helo gunships, that were providing 

cover, took uniformed Viet Cong under fire 300 meters to the south of the 

insertion point.   The Duffel Bag Team successfully implanted the sensor 

string and all personnel proceeded along the south bank and were extracted 

without incident.   After all units had departed, the helo gunships returned 
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to the «rua, took a Ion« VC in a saapan undar fire, and »potted tha 

Slat mortar fir« of PCP 69 into tho area.   The morning operation resulted 

in U5 bunkers, nine structures, one sampan and one 155na projectile 

destroyed.   The VMM personnel captured large amounts of rice and fish. 

There were five VC killed (1 body count, 4 probable) and no friendly 

casualties. 

On ths afternoon of 25 October, a Sea Tiger mission was carried out 

about 15 miles southeast of Danang (BT 197 566) with two units of Coastal 

Group U (CG U) iniarting EOD, 'IDT and Duffel Bag personnel.   The SOD 

and UOT teams condieted a reeonnaissanse of the beach while Duffel Bag 

personnel reaoved a sensor string that had been rendered inaetiTe during 

recent high flood waters.   PCP,8 75 and 80 and two skimmers provided off- 

shore support.   Halo ganships and an Air Force 0-2 observation aircraft 

provided air cover.   After the troops had been extracted a CG 24 Junk ran 

aground and began receiving heavy S/A and A/tf fire from three positions. 

The two sklaaers mads strafing runs, and the PCF»s and CG li, Junk fired 

their 81BB mortars.   During ths 55 minutes required to free the Junk 

from the sand bar, the VC fired at the Juhk and skisraera on numerous 

occasions.    Onee tha Junk was afloat and out of danger, the "Swift" boats 

and skimera Inserted the BOD, UDT and Duffel Bag personnel two to four 

miles southwest of the original insertion point and removed inoperative 

sensors without incident.   All personnel were extracted and exited the area 

while the helo gunships took unifomed VC under fire along the river banks. 

The PCP« s destroyed four large bunkers and killed five Viet Cong.   The 
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helo gunahips accounted for three structures and seven larg« bunksrs 

destroyed and six Viet Cong killed.    Ohe O.S. seilor reeeiTed a minor 

leg wound from an «K-V7 round. 

On the evening of 20 October the PT SLOClM (UbCG WPB) provided 

emergency naval gunfire support about 11 miles southeast of Quang Mga 

(5S 755 593),    The Tra Dong Sector Advisor had requested assistance 

when his units came under enoqy attack.    Helo gunships were requested 

and arrived on the scene within 10 minutes.   The VIPB was credited with 

six Viet Cong killed in this action. 

A Sea Tiger mission to destroy concrete pilings which were blocking 

river traffic along the Song Ba Ren took place on 26 October.   Four unit« 

of the VNH River Assault Group 32 inserted a RF Company about 18 miles 

southeast of Danang (BT IV» 527) for a sweep south along the river bank. 

Several VC were sighted to the west and were taken under fire by helo 

gunships.    The RF troops quickly surrounded the area.    The enemy Initiated 

firefl^tt  (ENIFF), produced several dead or captured VC«    The troopa 

coitinued their sweep south and established a security perimeter for the 

UDT and ECD teams.    PCF«s 75 and 60, Coastal Group 14 and River Assault 

Group 32 waterbome units took station to provide gunfire support.   The 

EOD and UDT teams were inserted and commenced destroying the pilings.   The 

helo gunship spotted several VC moving toward the river and when the VC 

fired at the helos, the PCF'j, RAG 32, and gunships saturated the area with 

40nn, Sinn, 2.75 inch rockets, and mini gunfire.    The river obstacle« were 

destroyed and the £0D and UDT teams cleared the area without further 
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tNBASE A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
S. 
T. 

Sea Tiger - 7 OCt 
Sea Tiger - ^ 0" 
PT SLOCUM - 20 OCT 
Sea Tiger - 2$ OCT 
Sea Tiger - 26 OCT 
Sea Tiger - 30 OCT 

RE ISLAND 
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incident.    The UF troops were extract«! b> MC 32 units and all foress 

returned to their bases.   T^«ra were 15 structures and 12 cement pilings, 

3,X5*Jk6,v destroyed.   Eaengr casaalties were 10 VC killed and one captured 

along with several individual weapons. 

Coastal Group K» Junks inserted a VKh sweep and security force and 

PCF's 15 and 69 inserted a Duffel Bag teaa for a sensor string implanta- 

tion bout 18 miles southeast of Danang (3? U6 524) on the morning of 

30 October.    During the operation the hslo gunshipo, providing support, 

sighted several VC moving into the area and took them under fire.   After 

the sensor string implant was completed, the Duffel Bag end VNN troops 

were extracted without incident.   The operation resulted In 11 structures 

and three bunkers destroyed.   There were no friendly casualties, and four 

VC were killed. 

Second Coastal Zone 

There were over 100 naval gunfire support missions conducted in the 

Second Coastal Zone area of operation during October with 94 missions 

reporting no gun damage assessment (GDA).   A minimum amount of damage 

was reported from the other missions.   As in the First Coastal Zone, the 

main reasons for lack of GOA were darkness, no spotter available, heavy 

foliage, or no troops available for an area. 

The rough seaa in area 3 during the nonth and the assumption of 

additional patrol areas by VNN units are partially reflected in the 

lower   surveillance statistics in October.    There was a total of 20,01? 

detections of craft, with 9,618 inspections, and another 5,156 boardings. 
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There were 24 evading craft 23 detained craft in October.    T»o hundred 

«ight/-two persons were held for possession of contraband, restricted 

zone violators, deserters, draft dodgers, lack of or faulty Identification 

papers, aid curfew violators.    Fourteen Viet Cong »*-, ects, one confirmed 

VC were taken into custody. 

On 2 October the ?7 KENNEDY (USCG UPB) detected two Nationalist 

Chinese fishing vessels 17 miles southeast of Phan Thiet (fart 0995).    The 

two vessels, HWA TUNS 11 registration number CT5/1035 and HVJA FUNG 12 

registration number CTS/0135 were fishing inside the 12 mile limit.    The 

heavy seas prevented the UPB from boarding the vessels, but she did give 

them a close visual Inspection.    The vessels hauled in their fishing nets 

and were escorted beyond the 12 mile limit without incident. 

The same day the FT KÄST (U3CG MPB) was Informed by Coastal Group 21 

(CG 21) that one of their Junks had lost power and had parted the anchor 

line and was in need of assistance.    The ATB proceeded to the scene about 

60 miles south southeast of Quang Nga (CR 030 820).    Two hours later the 

WPB saw the Junk already on the beach tracking around in about five foot 

of surf and suds.    Initial attempts to attact a tow line were unsecessful 

because of the high surf and the Junk being full of sand and water. 

Members of the WPB's crew were put ashore to provide security for the 

rest of the night.    The following afternoon a tow line was successfully 

passed to the Junk via a helo.    Upon talcing a strain, the tow line parted. 

CG 21 advised to strip the Junk of all available items and leave the Junk 

beached.    Upon completion of stripping the Junk of all gear and taking 

five Vietnamsse sailors aboard, the FT MAST secured all salavage efforts. 
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OPERATIONS   IN  TUE 
SECOND   COASTAL   ZONE ( 

A. PT KENNEDI - 2 OCT 
B. PT MAST - 2-3 OCT 
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On 18 October the H'f CUHUli (U.5CG  «PB) was requested to prrrid* 

assistance in salvaging tho Junk's engiiw.    The '.VPB^s small boat was 

used to land a salvage pump to remove water from the Junk and the engine. 

Third Caa^cal Zone 

Indigenous coastal traffic increased in October as weather conditions 

continued to improve in the Third Coastal Zone.    Surveillance results were 

impressive as more than SIX of the 13#266 craft detected were either 

inspected or boarded.   The 5,543 inspections and 5,275 boardings resulted 

in the detention of only Uk persons for lack of or faulty identification 

papers, violating curfew, or entering restricted zones«   There were no 

incidents of evading craft.    The "Swift" boats continued their patrols 

of the lo^er Bassae and Co Chlen Rivers, detecting 6,919 ««1 inspecting 

2,470 and boarding 3,256 craft.    Of these 47 craft and 1? persons were 

detained. 

During October the "Swift" boats of the Third Coastal Zone conducted 

more than 200 naval gunfire support missions in response to urgent naval 

gunfire support, H and I targets of opportunity, or in pre-planned river 

and canal inerusions. 

On 12 October, PCF'a 21, 24 and 17 entered a canal off the Bassae 

River about 37 miles southeast of Can Tho (XR 353 713) and established a 

blocking force and waterbome guardpost in support of Mobile Asaault Troops 

(MAT) from Long Phu.   The troops were inserted by Coastal Croup 36 Tabuta 

Junks for a seetor sweep of Dung Island.    The "Swift" boats extracted 100 

troops and reinserted them about 10 miles to the west.    Light enaqy fire 
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was received and suppressed during the troop extrectioa.   The ground 

forces destroyed s munitions shop and a hospital, and captured 1/ kilos 

of nedicine.    Two Viet Cong «ere killel and one was captured without 

friendly losses. 

PCF*s 17 and 54 provided a blocking force for an AäVN troop sweep 

about 20 miles southeast of Can Tho (4R 135 073) on 14 October.   Shortly 

after the "Swift" boats were in position, they cane under heavy autoaatie 

weapons fire froa an estimated 60 Viet Cong.    The "Swift" made five firing 

runs and each tiKs counter battery was received.   Helo gunships were 

called in and placed strikes on the ensniy positions.    The PCF's continued 

a dose surveillance of the area; however, no further eneoy fire was 

received.    The troops, sweeping the area found it to be heavily booby 

trapped.    There were seven Viet Cong killed (3 body count, 4 probably}. 

Triondly forces suffered no casualties. 

On the morning of 18 October, the PT CCMfüRT (U3CG MPB) and FT ELLIS 

(USCG WPB) assisted Caostal Group 35 ground forces on a coastal raid about 

20 miles southeast of Phu Vinh (XR 798 670).    The WPB's and their skinners 

took targets of opportunity under fire at ranges from 20 to 2,600 yards. 

In two hours the firepower of ths WPB's destroyed U sampans, fivs 

structures, one bunker and 1,200 yards of fish net in addition to damaging 

18 strictures and nine bunkers. 

On the night of 21 October, the PT BANKS (USCG WPB) and Coastal 

Group 34 skinners conducted a covert surveillance of the Ham Luong River 
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about   '1 miles e»st of Phu 7inh (Jül 625 976}.    *n evading »amoan was 

destroyed and the three occupants as they taken under fire fled Into 

a nersh.    Later, four Viet Cong were spatted on the beach and taken under 

fire.   There were no friendly casualties in the operation while six VC 

were killed (3 body count, 3 probable). 

The USCGC TAKE! (XHEC 37) conducted fire naval gunfire support nissions 

on 29 October along the Thanh Phu coastline about 12 miles southeast of 

Thanh Phu (Xfl 802 875).   The missions were in support of the 9th AHVM 

Division conducting operations in the area and were aimed at bunkers, 

stricture complexes, and Viet Cong built up areas.    The five inch guns of 

the cutter destroyed 26 structures, 21 bunkers and one sampan and heavily 

damaged 23 structures and 16 bunkers.   Two large secondary explosions were 

observed. 
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Operation Sea Float/Tran Hung D*o 111 

Sea FloatAran Hung Dao III Operations continued in October with 

over 50 3ea Float and SLAL mission« recorded.   There were from six to 

', .n PCK's, three ATC'a, three ASPB's, one Zippo, a Zippo refueler, a 

PG, ani LST assigned to these operations in various nixes.   The following 

Vietnamese units ■supplemented U.S. Forces during October:   FCP's OU, (-6 

and C»», LäSL HQ 226, LSSL HQ 228, L5SL HQ 326, LSSL HQ 328, 1SM(H) HQ 

kOl, LoM HQ J»05, LSIL HQ 327, Coastal Groups 33* 35, 36 and U, the VKN 

FOLIAR Team, Mobile Strike Team TWO, VKN Heactlon Force, Regional Force 

Troops, FRlUs and VNN Hist Hai.   These missions supported SEhl-, £00 and 

UUT team operations.    Air cover was provided by Seawolves, Slicks, and 

W-lO's.   Day and nig^it PSYOPS patrols were pursued along the rivers and 

canals of the Sea Float operating area with airborne units conducting 

similar missions in those areas inaecessabla to the crnft.    The "Swift" 

boat, in addition to supporting ground operations, provided gunfire sup- 

port, waterbome guardposts, blocking forces and escort service for 

logistic craft along the Bo De and Cua Lon Rivers and adjacent canals. 

The PCF's also participated in Sea Lords missions in areas adjacent to 

the Sea Float AÜ,    All afloat units and the Mobile Advance Tactical Sup- 

port Base conducted nightly H and I fire into known VC base camps and 

extortion areas. 

On 2U October the nickname Solid Anchor was activated.    The unclassi- 

fied meaning is a combined USN/VMN operation to construct a coastal group 

Junk and PCF base at Old Man Cam.   The location of Solid Anchor is on the 

Song Cua Long (VQ 990 675). 
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In Sent «ober, River Assault Craft consistli« of two ÄSPB»«, tbrve 

ATC»b, one Zippo and on« Zlppo Recharger were assigned to Sea Float for 

a thirty day trial period.    The Coramander Sea Float considered th« trial 

very successful as indicated by the ever increasing traffic on the Bach 

Cai Nhap aid the resulting rapid growth of tht no fire zone (NF2) eoft- 

munity.    In addition to the increased security alor« the Bach Cai Shap, 

these units hnve proven their firepower, amore and expertise in other 

Sea Float operations.    Based on this evaluation of the capabilities of 

the River Assault Craft and potential employment in the Sea Float 10, 

Comnander, Sea Float recoiranonded that the RAC units b« ecntinuad at Sea 

Float, but that the composition be modified to consist of the fallowing 

units:    one ICSins monitor, one Zippo with Recharge and five ATC's. 

The Kit Carson Scout  (KCS) program has continued to be a valcnble 

asset in Sea Float operations.   With the establishment of their own agent 

net, the KCS have been able to gain valuable intelligence leading to 

several successful operations.    One large arms cache destroyed was the 

result of XCS intelligence, planning, and implementation with mimval SEAL 

assistance.   The KCS accompanied SEAL groups regularly, and have established 

themselves as competent and dependable assets.   Their strengths are 

patrolling abilities, indigenous characteristics, and sources intelligence 

while their weaknesses, which are correctable, are fire discipline, 

nanitary/medical training, animosities between other KCS and VKN, and 

the language barrier between KCS and USN.    By month's end there were 23 Kit 

Carson Scouts employed at Sea Float.    All of the KCS moved ashore during 
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the latter part of October to supplownt the operation Solid Anchor 

Base Defense Force. 

On 1 October additional PBU's arrived Sea Float to replace thos« 

transferred on 28 September* 

Vice Admiral E. R. Zunwalt, Jr., ÜSN, Coonander Naval Forces, Vietnaa; 

Coonodore Tran Van Chon, Vietnamese Navy Chief of Naval Operations} 

Captain C. F. Rauch, Jr., USN, Senior Naval Adviser, Staff NAVFUBV and 

party visited Sea Float on 6 October and received formal briefings by 

VNN and USN members of Sea Float, a visit to the Sea Float Annex, and 

an inspection tour of Old Nua Can city.   Coomodore Chon talked to 

representative  of all VNN units and stressed the Act that Sea Float/ 

Tran Hung Dao HZ was a combined operation and that there would be 

separation of comnands or forces within Sea Float.    He requested that all 

personnel work closely with their VNN counterparts and strive to train 

them in all aspects of the Sea Float operation. 

Captain W. E. Karquadt, CBC, USN, Conmander Third Naval Construction 

Brigade, RepresentatiTe Saigon and party arrived Sea Float on 7 October 

for an inspection of the Old Nam Can base c amp area in preparation for 

Operation Solid Anchor. 

On 9 October Captain R. E. Pyle, USN «nd a CNO briefing officer arrived 

Sea Float for a briefing and an airborne tour of the Sea Float AO. 

Admiral John J. Hyland, USN, CINCPACFI7, Vice Admiral S. R. Zuromlt, Jr., 

USN, Commodore Tran Van Chon, VNN and party visited Sea Float on 13 October 

, 
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and received briefing and toured the öea Floht Ann«.    Admiral Hyxand 

presented tl:e Bronze Star Medal to (JUL Francis w» Lopiccolo, USN and 

Comnodore Chon presented the VMM Gallantry Cross to Petty Officer 

Lopicoolo. 

On 15 October, Bear Ada iral John 0. Dillon, CEC, USN, Commander Third 

Naval Construction Brigade and Vie« Admiral Zumwalt visited Sea Float and 

were briefed on operations, and PSIOPS and toured the Solid Anchor sit«. 

Captain J. J. Shanahan, USH, Commander Task Force US, visited Sea Float 

on 24 October for discussions on Base Defense and departed In the aftem- 

noon for a meeting with the An Xuyen Province Chief« 

Also on the 24th 85 monbors of the VKN Biet Hai reported to Sea Float for 

duty and established perimeter security on the north shore« 

One 31 October, SEAL«« of 10X2 platoon. Detachment GüLF arrived Sea Float 

and KILO platoon d «parted after a distinguished record of service« 

On the morning of 2 October SSAL Team ONE, Detachment GOLF, KILO 

Platoon, five Kit Carson Scouts and U PRU's were inserted by Slicks in 

an attempt to located a suspected VC controlled hamlet shout 20 kUometere 

southwest of Old Nam Can (VQ 8850).   The SEAL's were inserted in two 

elements, 100 meters north and south of the objective area and began 

patrolling toward the hamlet.   The element to the north received small 

arms fire which they quickly suppressed.    After the area was secured» the 

patrol began a systematic search of the hootch complex.   The eoaplex was 

found to contain a small sampan factory, a garment factory, a each« of 
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tools and a messins: area for twe?.ve.    Before departing the are* U*y 

destroyed the entire hootch complex.    One Viet Cong hiding under a 

hootch was detained.    The second element captured two Viet Cong outside 

a bunkers.    Continuing   the patrol another hamlet was located and sniper 

fire was received wounding two PRU's slightly.    After all enemy fire was 

suppressed, the hamlet was searched and AO poundsof medicine, numerous 

documents North Vietnamese supplies and money, 1? VC flags, one Russian 

flag, wooden training carbines, and pistols were captured.    The hootches 

were destroyed, and 36 women and children were detained.    Both elements 

then departed via sampans as Seavolves and Black Pony air strikes were 

called in to destroy the remaining hootches and sampans in the hamlets. 

There were four Viet Cong killed, one wounded, and three detained, and 

one SEAL and two PRU*s were slightly wounded.    Damage Inflicted by the 

patrols and aircraft included:    1 sampan factory destroyed; 1 large tool 

cache destroyed; 19 hootches/structures destroyed; 4 structures damaged; 

18 hunkers destroyed; 24 sampans destroyed; 1 sampan damaged; 1,100 lbs. 

rice destroyed, and 40 lbs. nedicine captured.   The interrogation of 

detainees revealed that of those killed, one was the Chief Extortionist 

of the area, one was the second in conrt&nd and his wife was a commo- 

lialson cadre.    One of the detainees was also a VC extortionist. 

Sedwolves had one of their biggest days on 6 October,    .Vhile enroute 

to Sea Float, six sampans fully loaded with supplies were spotted about 

16 mile» southwest of the MATSB (VQ 7V50).   They were taken under fire 

and destroyed.   Three large secondary explosions were observed.    The 
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S«awclves returned to the target area an hour later and slfAted savaral 

VC atter.ptlng to oi-lvaf» supi.lies fron the sunken saapar.s.    The/ stmek 

a&iin denti-ojdng t<o more Soapana -while suppressing light autwuatie weapon* 

fire.    Two CV-lO'a ini 21ack Poni«s 101 and 103 were directed to the seen« 

anl sunk throe nore saiqrwis.    At 1215H the Seawolves were again airborne 

and d estroyed seven loaded sampans.    Later in the afternoon, while on a 

visual reconnaissance patrol with S&L's aboard, the Seawolves spotted 

several camouflaged saspans and destroyed five and damaged two others* 

On this strike Seawolf 11 was hit by k/ii fire, but there were no casuelties. 

The total destruction for the Seawolves was three VC killed (2 body count, 

one probable) and 20 ssspans and 1,000 pounds of supplies destroyed.    The 

Black Ponies probably killed two VC and destroyed three sampans. 

Underwater Demolition Team 12 (UDT 12) and two Kit Carson Scouts 

conducted a Sea Float mission on 13 October along the Cua Long River 

about eight miles east of Sea Float (VJQ 165 660).    The troops were embarked 

on the T-A with T-9 in company.    After inserting the troops on the south 

bank of the Cua Lon River the USS GRüCKETT (TP 88) stoodby for support. 

Following a troop sweep to the east which destroyed bunkers and structures, 

they were extracted And returned to Sea Float.   The operation resulted la 

27 bunkers and four strictures destroyed.    There was no contact made with 

the enemy. 

Early on the morning of 13 October, SEAL Team ONE, Detachment GOIF 

accompanied by a Kit Carson Scout conducted an intelligenee and recon- 

naissance patrol on an unnamed canal off the Cua Lon River about 16 
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kllamftirr» east of Old Jton Can {.«J 151 685).   The patrold«parted Se» 

?loat by LCPL and wer» Inserted along the canal where they traveled 

north along the west bank.    At 0620 a notoriied sampan novlng south 

was hailed, and when two male occupants attempted to evade, they wer« 

taken under fire and killed.    A short time later a sampan with two 

occupants was detained.   The patrol then proceeded in the sampans south 

to the insertion point where the LCPL took the sampans in tow and returned 

then to Sea Float.   There were two Viet Cong killed and two detained.   The 

SEAL*s captured three sampans, two engines and on« kilo of documents» and 

destroyed two engines, 1,500 pounds of ri«e, 20 gallons of gas, 20 gallons 

of kerosene, 50 pounds of sugar, on« box of engine tools and five gallons 

of liquor. 

A Sea Float mission was conducted on 16 Octolsr «long the Rach   Buong 

about four miles east of the Sea Float HATSB (WQ 074 676) with the following 

units:    PCF's 36, 31» 72 and 82, Hirer Assault Craft T-4, T-9, T-13 and 

2-2, USS CROCKETT (PC 88), two Seawolves, two CV-10, aOD and UDT teams, 

and Regional Force troops.   The RAC units and PCF's entered the Rach Buong 

and commenced prep fire of both banks, while the OV-lO's placed strikes 

in the area.    While the preparatory fire was in progress the enemy fir« 

which included one B-40 rocket hit T-4 on th« port side, an 81am rocket 

embedded in T-9, one claymore detonated alongside T-4, one claymore detonated 

alongside T-13 and AX-V7 fire was received.    After this had been suppressed, 

the troop« were inserted 100 meters from the site of the ambush and swept 

to the north along the east bank.    They found a nine banker and trench 

complex and various weapons and munitions which were destroyed by th« 
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EÜO aril DOT personnel.   Two aam^tns Jettisoning cargo wer« «potted ly 

the S«awolv«s and destroyed.   An 81m rocket \m» found eobadded 1» the 

T-4 and was removed and destroyed by £0D personnel.   The "SMift" bosU 

took the ambush site under 81ao fire.   There were nine bunkers and on« 

structure destroyed in the operation, while the ground forces destroyed 

fiTe claymore nines, one B-W> rocket, one Sim rocket, two glas rocket 

launching tubes, one B-W) rocket launching tube and several grenftde« «ad 

electrical firing mechanisms.   There were no friendly casualties and only 

minor material damage to the RAC unit«. 

fc^ji, 

LSSL HQ 223 «nbarked 20 makers of the VNN reaction fore« and Under- 

water Demolition Team 12, Detactownt GOLF «t the Sea Float Annex on th« 

morning of 21 October for a ground sweep Just east of th« Sea Float Aw 

(WQ 105 700).   The UDT destroyed bunkers encountered during the patrol. 

There was no enemy contact as ths troops were inserted at two other 

locations for sweeps.   The troops wer« extracted about noon and retwnwd 

to th« Sea Pleat Annex without incident.   Th« UDT destroyed 22 buidoat« 

and four structures.   There wave a« friendly casualties. 

SEAL Team ONS, Detaehaeit GOLF and 2 Kit Carson Scouts conducted • 

mission on the nlgit of 22-23 October that was designed to obtain 

intelligence on a PCW camp located north of th« Song Cua LOB about 16 

kilometers east of Old Nam Can (WQ 153 685).   The S£AL»s departed Se« 

Pleat via an ICPL, transited the Song Cua Lon and were inserted on «a 

unnamed canal where they patrolled 300 meters to th« surwillane« sit«« 

At 0345H on th« morning of the 23rd a sampan approached th« «it«.   VAwm 
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It was hailed by the XCS, It attested to evade.   It was isnedlatelj t 

taken under fire and bunt Into flaaea fro« the gasoline engine and ftiel 
4 

supplj.   The eampan Mas searched until the flaaes bccaac too intense. 

The teas proceeded to the extraction point and were returned to Sea Float. 

There were four 7iet Cong killed and no friendly casualties.    A snail 

amount of aedleiae wae captured and one sampan, two gas engine, 1,000 

pounds of rice and 500 pounds of yams were destroyed. 
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AYerap ....,... v.s. sld.,./craft oa pKI'Ol durin& .,&b. 

MSO IISC WPB PCI Jar PC WHIC 

AVG 1 1 12 » 1 .s l 

•••raa• lalllber ,. •hlps/Jw*• ~ ct~na .,ntb. 

Sea Pone 11.Yer force Coastal Porce 

'l'ot.al ,.. - 186 

U.S. ActiYlt.71 

Total Wect.ed Wood - Dq 28,556 l1&ht lJ,)ll 

stMJ.- Dq 343 li1sl* m. 
'l'ot.al hepec:Uoa Wood - Dq 11,204 ll1&ht 6,143 

She}- ~ 224 Jl1aJst. 139 

Total Boarded Woocl - D&7 11,)11 JU.pt 2,335 

Steel- Dq 22 ~ 12 

VII AcUY!tr. 

JunO Searehacl 78,128 tl1lnka DetaiJled 76 

P81'SOM Searebecl 278,U9 Persona Deta!.Md 441 

U.S. ·Act.1dfo7a 

Janka Detai.Jied 189 

Penom Detained SJ8 

St.able Door Stat1st1aa 

aa.ber of Jllllk• Deteet.ed 60,221 

Iaber of lapectlon. 16,945 

a.ber of Bo&l"d1Jtp S,J89 
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SSA FLOAT 
.     ;   i .n , li   COASTAL   ZONF 

.HA TIEN 

LEUbND 
Coautal Surveillance Center 

X - Hcstlle Fire/Evadicn Incident 
#     SAR/MEDEVAC Incident 

CG 43/44/45 BASE 
• RÄCH GIA 

A. SEAL'8 -    2 OCT 
B. Seavolves/Black Pony 
C. Seafloat - 13 OCT 
D. SEAL'S - 13 OCT 
E. Seafloat 780 - 16 OCT 
F. Seawolves - 20 OCT 
0. LSSL & UDT - 21 OCT 
H. SEAL'B - 22-23 OCT 

SCAUt 

0 

CA MAU 
POINT 

NAUTICAL HIIXS oPOULO 
OBI 
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Opration St>bl» Door 

Stable Door units Mintain«! «CUT« patrol in their areas of 

responsibility during October.   There was one successful onegy aining 

attempt in the Nha Trang harbor on 16 October.    Patrol units continued to 

support ground operations with blocking forces and reconnaissance -patrols. 

There was a total of 60,221 craft detected daring the aonth and of these, 

16,%5 were inspected and 5,389 were boarded. 

Unit <ME - VUIM Tau 

During October, there were a total of 476 Junks inspected resulting 

in 9 Junks am 21» personnel being detained for curfew violations. Improper 

identification or registration papers. 

The USKS H10N3TRCK while transiting the harbor to anchorage 0-13 ran 

aground at a position 265 degrees, i»,350 yards fro« the Harbor Sotranee 

Control Post.    After sereral attempts, whe was freed by ABStT tug on 

3 October.    There was no report of any daaage sustained. 

Unit ONE was given its send-annual inspection on 16 October with 

LCDR J. V. Cooper, USN, OinC Unit TWO, the senior inspector and assisted 

by meabers from the Staff, Unit FOUR and Naval Support Activity Oetaeh- 

■ent, Cat Lo.   A copy of the inspection report had not been received. 

On 21* October, the Officer in Charge, Unit ONE, requested the United 

States Embassy, Singapore to pass to the Western Pacific Maritime Limited 

that the Panamanian registered CO ANTERAS, anchored in Tung Tau harbor 

sinee 1U October, has refused to honor harbor patrols* request to show 
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proper anchor and watarlin« lighting rMan«nd«d for Vietnues« watsrm. 

This has eausvi a hazard to shipping and has placed the CC ANTbtUS la 

danger of possible swianer/sapper attacks. 

A proposal to pern it night fishing in certain areas ws not 

concurred la ty Unit ONE as it would ellainate four anchorages and provide 

an excellent location for the enemy to launch «lining attacks.    It was 

further pointed out that concussion grenades are expended nightly averaging 

600-1000 per «cek and that this would haaper fishing operations in the area. 

Conunder Coastal Surveillance Force (CTF 115) reconaended to Conaander 

Naval Forces, Tietnaa that the proposed fishing restriction changes not 

be approved» 

Unit TWO - Caa Ranh Bay 

There «ere 1,162 Junks Inspected resulting in the detention of 19 

Junks ant 21 parsons during October.   Reasons for detaiment were lack of 

or improper identification or registration papers and curfew violations. 

Ob 19 and 26 October, Unit TWO personnel, with aedical personnel 

fron the 56S;h Medical Company, aade civic action and MEDCAP visits to the 

village of SLrh Hung on Hon Chut Island.    Building naterials and school 

supplies were delivered to the Vilage Chief for distribution.   The Village 

Chief and Assistant Chief were given a tour of the Market Tiae Base on 

26 October. 

Unit T«0 skiaaers were fired on three tines by U.S. Army power ship 

guards on 1? and 20 October.   One incident took place in daylight when the 

Harbor Patrsl Officer boarded a Bkiaaer froa the power ship piers and was 
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of or improper Identifiektlon, eurfcv violations, and no boat roglstration 

papers. 

LCQR H. L. Barnas, USN, relievad LCI» M. H, Pcola, Jr., ÜSN, a« 

Officer in Charge of Unit TH3&E on 16 October.   I<CDR Pools was awarded 

the Bronx« Star Medal with Conbat "T" for aerltorlous serric« as the Officer 

in Charge. 

Sea Cobras participated in a week long operation in conjunction with 

a land sweep by U.S. Amor eleaents.    On 15 October the Sea Cobras' skinner 

destroyed a sampan and killed two Viet Cong while in a waterbome observation 

post off Phuoc Hai Penimola.    On 21 October« Sea Cobras with two skiaiers 

and PC7 7kf while in • waterbome guardpost, destroyed one saapan and 

killed one VC and captared one wounded 70,   The captured VC was taken to the 

Qui Nhon hospital and interrogation revealed that he was a aeaber of the 

Qui Nhon City Committee and manager of the Conoittee Hospital.   The Viet 

Cong killed was part of the 539th Sapper Company consisting of 16 men which 

mained a Vinnel Power Ship in the inner harbor of Qui Nhon on U July 1969. 

Unit POUR - Nha Trane 

During October, there were 6U3 Junks inspected resulting in the 

detention of UO Junks and 120 persons for curfew violations, no boat 

registration papers, and lack of or improper identification papers. 

LCPL u6, while on routine patrol on 7 October, collided with a 25- 

foot fishing Junk with 10 persons aboard.   The Junk sank in 60 feet of 

water; however, all persons were recovered without any injuries being 
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sustaintd. Stable Door EüD personnel attached flotation gear and raiaad 

the Junk. It was then towed to the Cau Da pier. There was no damage to 

LCPL t»6 an) the Junk had a 1X2 foot hole in the part bow. The Junk* a 

engine was restored to operating condition the next day by IU4C personnel. 

On 16 October, the eargo vessel KIH rfAH, under Panaaanian registry» 

was mined and sunk in the Nha Trang Harbor. She had arrived la Mha Trang 

on U October and was assigned anchorage A-2 by the Harbor Entrance Control 

Post. She was Informed of measures employed by harbor defense for protection 

of shipping from swinmera/sappers and recommended certain procedures for 

self protection, including waterllne and anchor chain lighting and the 

posting of sentries. During her stay it was noted that her Ugiting was 

insufficient and only one sentry was assigned to patrol the entire ship. 

Approximately 45 minutes prior to her sinking, Unit POUR EOD personnel mad« 
i 
| an inspection of the KIN WAH, including sides and anchor chain.   A 

. subsequent investigation concluded that the IrJhore Undersea Warfare Group 

ONE, WestPae Detachment, Unit FOUR had done everything possible to prevent 

swinner/sapper attacks. 

During the period 24-29 October, Unit FOUR personnel conducted visits 

to Vung Me, Hon Mot and Tung Ngam villages where foodstuffs and PSX0P3 

literature were handed out.   U.S. Army personnel. Morses and Unit FOUR 

personnel assisted by an interpreter conducted MEDCAPS on the visits. 

The villages reported no enemy contact. 

On 25 October, at the request of the U .S. Anqr 16th Quartermaster 

Terminal, Stable Door EOD personnel were attacking a maricer buoy to am 
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| used to nln« the KIN HAH on 16 October were obtelned fro« this bcab. 
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ttndenMter pipe line at the POL «nehorace «hen they received 10 rounde 
i 

of seni-automatle snail urns fire fron the U.S. Any Port Seenrltj person- 

nal aboard t\m pwership TAMAIPIA,   Thar« wara no parsonnal as aatarial 

eaaualtias*   Tha security guard stated that the standing orders required j 
i 

that warning shots be fired at boats and personnel not clear of all buoy«. 

The outpost oonnander was notified and an acrccnent was reached whereas 

unit POUR will notify the outpost conaBder*8 office and port security office 

prior to any approaches to the vicinity of the powerships by Unit FOUR boats. 

Unit FOUR provided a waterborne blocking fore« for a two week 

Republic of Korea Infantry sweep which oonaeneed on 10 October.    On j 

27 October, Recondos swept Hon Kot Island and discovered parts of a tail 

assanbly of a U.S. 750 pound bori>.   It was believed that the «xplosivas 
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ElVm PHTOOL FORCS SJHKART 

UM eomand ■lialoiu of tb* EiT«r Patrol Fare« of Operation Gum 

Wtrdon «r« to uinUln naval •upariorltj oa tho Inland waUrwa/s awl 

coating«™»« wator*; InUrdlct th« «mnif «a eow-liaiaon routoa; conduct 

coordinated eount«r-infiltration operations in coastal and inland watar- 

MJS of HI and XV Corps Tactical Zoms} conduct operations to opan and 

pacify assignod riTsrin« areas; conduct coordinatad and conbinad offonsiva 

operations In conjunction with frisndL/ forces; and to destro/ em^f 

forces, base areas and logistics systeas by rirarins and coastal assault/ 

raiding operations.   Th« River Patrol Force is eoapossd of River Patrol 
.i 
j Boats (FBRts), Light Helicopter Fire Teams (LHPT's), Fixed Wing Tactical 

| Aircraft 0V-1Q*. (Black Peny), Mine Ccuntemaaaure Craft, support LST's, 

| SEAL Team Detachments, and various support craft. The River Patrol Force 

j is currently organised Into four River Patrol Qroupsj they arei 
i 
i ! 
) 

Rasi^natoy Title H»adqwrt«rs Lacation 

Task Oroup 116.1 Lower Bassac Patrol Group Blab Thuy 
Task Group 116.3 Central DelU Patrol Ctoup Mr Tho 
Taak Oroup 116.5 Upper Dalta Patrol Ororxp XBBH-16 
Task GToup 116.9 Bung Sat Special Zoo« Mia Be 

Patrol Group 

Mditionally, River Divisions are aasigaed Soa Larda Interdiction Opera. 

Uoas under the operational «ontrol of designated Sea Lords Cooaaolers. 

River Division 5a and River Division 543 are assigned operational control 

of Coanand Task Fcrce Cleamatar in I Corps Tactical Zoo«. 

Th« River Patrol Force's resources and population control activities 

throughout the DelU and the *mg S.t Special Tme.   A majority of PBR's 
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(1ltO out of 1ÖO) mr« «ngagtd in the supper t of SM Lords Mopaigns 

Giant Slingshot, Barrier Beef, and the aeiO/ «ctivaUd Bsedjr Deck (which 

MS transferred from Task Force 116 to Task Force 194 during the aiddle 

of October).   River Division 593 «as routed to Fhu Cuoog to assuns 

Conand Task Unit 194.6.2*8 Operation Bead/ Deck and River Division 571 

i returned to Kha Be to aasuns oomand Task Unit 116.9.1.   Hotewort)^ i» 
1 

thefict that 49 PHS(« were turned over to the Republic of Vietnaaese Mnyj 

as part of the ACTOV Prograa (Accelerated Turnover Rrogra«) at the Saigon 

shipyard 10 October.    Thirty of these PBE's were fron River Division 533« 

534» 591 (which were disestablished that date).    Ten boat« belonged to 

| foraer River Division 574 and the remlnlngnln« were drawn fron Biver 
i 
; DiTlsions of Biver Patrol Flotilla FIVB. 

In a continuing effort to loep pressure on the eaesgr in the T-10 

area, Buag Sat Special Zone and Doung Island eonples^ cordon and search 

operations were used agalmt individuals providing Viet Cong support in 
i 
j three areas.   Task Group 116.9 conducted nicht patrol« which supported 
i 

snail units operations or provided waterborn« guardpot« in the area,   the 
I 
j Bung Sat Special Zone Regional Forces conducted daily swweps along the 

1 Long Tau shipping channel as directed by their respective district chiefs. 

j SSAL T»ana of Task Group 116.9 conducted operations based upon intelligene« 
■i 

reports within the Rung S&t Special Zone and the adjacent areas of Fhuoc 

Tuy, Ehon Trach, and Long An with the supper t of 116.9 Task Group FBR's, 

LHPTU, OV-lOA«», and Provincial Reconnaissano« ttait«. 
i 
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Operation Wolf Pftek MM *ctlvaUd 9 October to eooduet «XUMITO 

awMps of the lung S*t 5p«eial ZOM.   Iho operation eonUlMd eoabiaad 

f«rcM of UniUd State« N&vjr« Kapublle of Vlatnaa tnmi Tact; and fraa 

World Military kemti Porca» «as eonpoaad of 10 ASPB'a/PBBU, on« CCB, 

aid Mavy SEAL Twaa» for the Naval fore««} units of tha 6th Angr of tba 

Bapublie of Viatnan; and units of tha Bapublle of Thailand Ansd Poreas. 

Oparation Oaaa Warden aircraft assets at the and of October wsr« 

31 0H-1B helicopters deployed as follows t   Detachwnt 0» (two halos) 

aboard the USS TEBBEL COUHTI (LST 1157) aupporting Task Force 115 in 

Operation Sea Ploat/Tran Hong Oao III in the Lower Can Ma« Peninsula} 

OcUchasnt TWO (four helos) at Kha Be; Detaetaasot THBB (two helos) aboard 

ÜSS JMNINGS Comm (LST 846) in an area fir« alles south-southwest of Ha 

Tien, Detachasnt TK&S is attached to 194.4 Task Oroupj DetaetawBi POUB 

(two halos) at Ben Luai Detachaent PUTS (two helos) aboard XEBH-16 on the 

UppiT Bassac Biver southeaet of Ch« Pho (Chan Doe)} Detaebasnt SIX (two 

halos) aboard USS G/I12ETT OOUKTT (1ST 748) in the lower Can Man Peninsula 

areaj Oetaehntnt EBHT (two helos) «board USS UtKKSIT COÜCTT (LST 821) 

approximately 10 ailes west of Bach Oiaj Detaahmnt HUI (two halos) 

«board IßEM-21 located approxiaately three ailes northwest of Aa L»ng| 

and a aaintentnoe pool of U helicopter« at Binh Tbuy.   The 13 0T-10A»s 

(Black Pony) aircraft were deployed aa follows   Oetaehaent k (five planes) 

at VHAP, Binh Thuyj Detachaent B (five plane«) at Vaag Tauj and a 

aaintenanee pool of three aircraft at Binh Thuy.   The aircraft (0T-10A) 

accounted for over 1322*1 flight hour« in eoabat aiesion« in addition 
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to their norml ranrvillMe« patrol«.    A brMkdown of thoso aiMloas 

follotnt 

OT-10A 

froplaaiMd StrikM Ul 16 

BoacUoa Strlko» 10k 42 

TATgot* of Opportaait/ 14$ 155 

Support MLUIOM 170 O 

KB. patrol« «oodaotad la tho «aMUtioa of On* Wkrdoa rtaoar««« 

•ad popolatlea control, «oatlatiag of two boat patrol« «oro 3« 081. 

Oatoetlons« ln«p«otlea«f aad boardlne« «oro 100« 943« 40* t6^ 31*331 

roapovtltolj. 

gUwuator ftaratioa« 

tudc For«« CLtarmter «a« ««tablialwd Kkraary of 19U «1th UM 

prlawj nlaslon of mAataialm W» «o«vrlt/ of th« Caa fiot tlvor aad 

th». Ptrfa» Blrsr la I Corp« tactical Z»BO.   BoeaaM of the M«o««ity 

of roatrletlBf onsigr WToaoat« aad iatordiatlag «awgr laflltratloa 

roato« a« mar tho DuS a« po««ibl«t it i« l^porUat to a«1nUtn a 

rospoB>3lvo# eapablo «aeurlty fore« oa th« Caa Tt»t aad Httm* Rifar«. 

Incoriaf th« «af« mTeaont and prot««tioa of LCO*« (laadiag «raft 

tttmtx) aai LCX«« (laallac craft ■•«baalaod) Ureish th« lalaad «ator- 

wajr» to UM BM raogp« 1« «aothor fonetloa of Taak Foreo ClMrvator. 

During UM aoath of October Cloaraator a«Mt« aoro a total of 20 PA*« . 

Tea FB*« «aehvor« «BBlgncd to RITOT DiTialon & and Ri-rar D1TL«1CO 5U3. 
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ClMrwat«r O^Mratlona mr« tuupwA dwring the first part of 

October du* to Hood eooditions la tbm Cu& Tiot and Pu-fuM Elvoro. 

Aa a roault of aLust a wsk of rain (3 October to 7 Oetobor) in 

I Corps Tactical Zoas all lowlands axperionced flooding«   On 7 Oetobor 

the Cua Viet River was about throe foot above the high water level and 

currents of approxtnatel/ seven knots were ooaaon in the aaln channel« 

Oo Bight October the water level in the Psrfusa River was approxioatol/ 

ten feet above the high water aark.    doarwater FBR daytioo patrols 

were he?d during the period of high water but nigbttia* patrols wer« 

secured due to difficulties in navigation as aost river banks and 

navigational aids ware subwrged.   By 10 Oetobor the flood condition* 

in Qua Viet and Perfuse Rivers bad started to recede and routine 

operational patrols were resuaod. 

Clearwater Operations during the aonth of Oetobor involved 

resource and population control« daily ebaia drag sweep« of the Cua 

Viet and Ferfuas Rivers« canal incursions for waterbome traffi* 

inspection« distribution of Psjop* Matorial« and IMeap« (see Psycho- 

logical Operations and Civic Action Suaoary for detailed Psjrops and 

Medcap aissions).   Clearwater River Patrol Knits inspected 23«627 

personnel and detained 22 pereons who anr« inspected of being Viet 

Cong during the aonth of October* 

Qt-p» warden PSa. DB-lBf and OY-10A ft» rations 

TWo 0V-10A»e of Task (hit 116.4.8 placed a strike on the location 

of three caaauflaged saspsns four ailos oast of (äang Thanh (VS 625 267) 
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In ite «arly ■ornlnc hou« of I Oeiobar« Uflii UHOX mm tir* «MM 

rM«lv*d «t ite «MM of th« »ctlon. Tte OT-IOA •trik« maulicd in 

thr«« snap«» d«stroj«d. Sougr ptnomwl cMonlti«» mf IltUd u 

six probably killod.   Itero «or« no O.S. eamnltioo. 

On tte —rij »rning of 3 Octoter PBK 755 Md FGR SU i<  "rUd 

im mubm of the Rons Sat Spaeial Zorn Kqplosiva Ordnanea Diapoaal 

Tt«v two anbara of tte Bung Sat Special Son» Zntellltanea Squad, 

one inf onmr, and tea BMbara of Segional Porcaa Coapaoy 117 into «a 

area 8.5 ailaa aoutteaat of Can Giuoe (IS 965 662),   At 1200H tte group 

diaeoTerad «a anaa cache containing three Slaai aortar rounds, tkraa 

57*» ^t roonde, two 2.75 rocket teada, and oaa conical water aine. 

Tte Bung Sat Special Zone fitploalva Ordaaneo Uapoaal Taaa deatroyed 

all of tte aforementioned items.   Continuing tte «weep tte ground forces 

discovered aa old Tiat Cong baae eaap conaiating of six old bunkere and 

six destroyed hootches.   There waa a» contact with the aneay during 

th^ir sweep.   The FSB'a extracted tte group at 1345H.   PBB 775 u>d PER 

841 reinserted their groups in the vicinity of ZS 984 66$ at UOOH and 

discovered one dud 500 pound U.S. boab which the SOD Taaa daatreyad. 

PBS 775 «ad PBS 841 extracted tte taaa at 1445*   There were as friendly 

or eneay casualties during the oparatloe. 

While poaitionad aa a waterboma gnardpoat aaven ailea aorthweat 

of Pfau Cuong (XS 773 204} on tte aorning of 8 October, PER 78 «al 

PER 135 detected a eanpaa entering tte Saigoa River f roa tte Each Tong 

Tte (XT 733 202} beading north.   Tte aaapaa contained four Tiat Cong. 
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PBR 78 open«d fire on the sampan «t SO meter« and PBR 135 caae to asslet. 

Neither PBR   received return fire.    Pour Viet Cong wore killed.    The 

saapan was discovered to contain one «K-47 with aagazine, 20 packages of 

cigarettes, 20 packages of cocoa (U.S. issue), ten cans of nacheral, four 

cans of milk, eight flashlight batteries, and many other supply items. 

The aaapan was destroyed and the captured itens were retaj-.ed.   There were 

no U.S. casualties. 

Black Pony (OT-lOA) 104 *nd Black Pony 10? were on patrol cleared by 

CTG 194.9 on the evening of 11 October 10 miles east of Moc Hoa (US 685 945) 

to place a strike on an evading sampan.   The results of the strike were one 

sampan destroyed and four eainy personnel probably killed. 

Black Pony 106 and Black Pony 113 were scrambled to place strikes on 

structures 12 miles east of Soe Trang on the Ooung Island Complex (XE 275 

676 and XH 003 744) on the afternoon of 15 October.    Intelligence sources 

indicated that there was a hi^t level VC meeting taking place.    The exact 

position for which the strike wa> to be made was given by • unit of CTP 116 

who was taking enmny ground fire at the time of the strike.    Black Pony 106 

and Black Pony 113(s strike consisting of 24-5" rockets, 19-2.75" rockets, 

350-ZOmm rounds, and 3500-7«62m ronnds silenced the ground fire and destroyed 

four structures, damaged seven structures and left one structure burning. 

Thirty enemy personnel were killed in the strike. 

Black Pony 106 and Black Pony 101 were scrambled to place strikes on 

the Doung Island Complex (XR 292 683, XH 297 687) between 1415H and 1425H 

on 17 October.    Friendly units in the area were reported to have received 
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ground fire from this area.    «11 ordnance was directed against the 

trrgets anJ 10 tunkers were destroyed and 20 enwigr personnel were killed. 

On a routine patrol flight daring the night of 23 October, Black Poiqr 

102 aid Black Porqr 115 of task unit 116.4.8 placed strike* on eleven sampans 

which were attacking a friendly waterborne guard post approximately five 

miles west of Vinh (äa (VS 730 630).    Black Pony strikes were countered by 

small ams fire from the enemy sampans.    Duo to low fuel. Black Pony 102 

and Black Poiy 115 were relieved by Black Pony 03 and Black Pony 06 who 

continued making strikes upon the enemy positions.   The results of the 

encounter were eleven sampans destroyed and thirty three enemy personnel 

probably killed.   There were no reported friendly casualties suffered 

during the encounter. 

On a Game Warden patrol cleared by Comaand Task Group 19A.9 to plate 

strikes on a position on the banks of the Bach Cal Rang (WS 888 954) 

approximately three miles south-southwest of the Cambodian Border.    Black 

Pony 112 and Black Pony 105 engaged the enemy on the nig^t of 25 October. 

An estimated 30 to 50 enemy personnel troops were positioned In the area 

and were engaging units of CTU 194.9.6 In a firefight.    The strikes were 

placed and the eneqy fire was temporarily silenced by the LAFT'S (light 

attack fire team CV-lOA's) rocket and machine gun fire.   The Black Ponies 

returned to their base and were relieved by LHPT (light helicopter fire 

team UH-IB).   The LHFT received automatic weapons fire and the LA7T were 

scrambled to their aid.    Combined LAFT and LHFT strikes silenced the enemy 

fire.   The casualties were reported as eight enemy personnel probably 

killed.   There were no reported friendly casualties. 
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Game Ward«!» SEHL OperatioM 

Acting upon intelUgenc« reports of a high leTel Viet Cong Meting, 

fire SEAL«a of Detachment ALFA, 9th Platoon, Squad A, CTU U6.9.6 and 

six PRU personnel (Provincial Reconnalsaance Unit) departed Hha Be by 

Slick (helicopter UH-IB) on the «oming of 11 October. The SEAL teas 

and the PRU were inserted by Slick in an area approxiaatelj 7 1/2 ail«« 

southwest of Hha Be (XS: 877 68?) «nd set up a trail guardpost. At 1500H 

the six PP'J personnel conducted a false extraction by Slick leaving the 

five SEAL personnel in their guardpost position. At 1800H the SEAL squad 

took the Viet Cong under fire and iamediately reeeiTed automatic weapons 

return fire froa several positions. The SEAL squad called a Navy IÜFT 

(light helicopter fire team) to place strikes upon the enemy automatic 

weapons positions. One wounded Viet Gong was captured by the SEAL squad 

and medevaeed, another Viet Cong was killed. Imaj activity continued 

to threaten the SEAL squad and another 1HFT strike was called. The 

SEAL squad was extracted by Slick (UH-IB) at 1900H and artillery strikes 

were placed in the area by the 46th Army Republie of Vietnam. Because 

of the outstanding manner in which the SEAL team pursued the operation, 

LTJG D. D. ELLIS (squad leader) was awarded the Bronze Star; GMQl P. 

P. THORNTON was awarded the Navy Ccomendation Medal; and petty officer 

R. E. CXRUS was awarded the Navy Coanendation with Combat "V" award. 

There were no friendly casualties during the engagement. 

SEAL Team Detachment ALFA, Squads A and B departed Nha Be by LSSC 

(light surface craft) at 2400H m 12 October. The detachment set a canal 

guardpost on the Rach Ong Keo (IS 037 792) 6j miles east of Nha Be. At 
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0530H two Viet C01« in • sampan traveling wett toward Bach One IM 

passed in front of the detachments waterbonte fuardpost position. 

The SEAL detachment took the sampan under fire and a UM (landing craft > 

mechanised) placed 106«« recoilless rifle and 81» fire into the erroanding 

xiTsr banks.   The SEALts requested • LHFT whifeh placed intensified strike* ] 

into the area.   There were two Viet Cong killed in the encounter.   The 

SEAL'a captured one K-16 (U.S.)« one RPO (rocket propelled grenade)» four 

B-40 rockets, four initiators, two kilos of documents, two flashlights, 

two sets of web gear, and twenty pounds of clothing.   There wer« as 

friendly casualties. 

In reaction to PHD (Provincial ReeoBnaissanee Unit) intelligena«, 

SEAL Team Detachment UFA was inserted by Slick two miles southeast of 

Can Giuoe (XS 871 689) en the afternoon of 16 October,   The detaehseot 

engaged in searching stroetures which were reported to be Tlet Cong 

frequented.   At 1830H the SEAL Detaetecnt took four VC under fir« who 

were moving across a rice field from east to west.   The detaetasant callad 

in a LHFT to place strikes on the detected eimay position.   At 1900H tb* 

SEAL*s extracted by Slide.   The operation accounted for one Viet Cong 

killed and one AK-47 sod one kilo of personal clothing being captured« 

In Bien Hoc ProTioee, approximately eight and one half milee «act 

of Mha Be (XS 055 785) SEAL team. Detachment QQUP, BSAVO Squad, of CIS 

116.9.7.1 and one interpreter observed two sampans being beached by m 

number of Viet Cong personnel in the pre «rwm hour* of 2$ October.   Tb« 

SEAL team engaged an unknown «tmgr force in a firefight aal called im a 

LCPL (Unding ere ft, penomel large) and tBUlB*s to saturate the 
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with strikes.   Th0 tew «xtracted at O50O tgr UCPi« •** w«re r«iasert«d 

ty LCPL at 0630 to re-chaek the area and to destroy the saapbns «Aiich 

had been observed being beached earlier.   The teas discovered one 

bunker in the innediate area of insertion and destroyed it.   The enaajr 

casualties are unknown.    The team returned to Mha Be and suffered no 

casualties. 

On the aoming of 2? October, SEAL Detachaent ALFA, 9th Platoon 

of Can QLuoc (XS 885 628).    The detacbMDt was searching four suspected 

Viet Cong frequented houses when they captured one local Viet Cong 

guerrilla.   The detachment extracted at 1015H and returned to Ifca Be. 

There were no friendly casualties during the operation. 

At a point eight «lies east of Hha Bo (IS 067 768) in Bien Boa 

Province, on the evening of 27 October, SEAL Teas Detachaent ALFA, 9th 

Platoon, Squad A, of CTU 116.9« 6 observed a sanpan with five Viet Cong 

leave a snail canal on the east bank at IS 066 787 and enter the aaln 

canal proceeding north toward the detactaaent*» guardpoat.    The SLAL<s 

took the Viet Cong under fire and sailed la a Mavy IUFT to place striken 

on the west bank of the canal.    After the strike had been coapleted, the 

detachaent called In an LCK and eondaeted a false extraction while 

renaining in a "stay-behind" goardpoet.   At 1935H the detachaent heard 

ahots being directed toward their poelUoo.   At 19A5 the detachaent 

heard a Viet Cong on the west bank of the canal directly across fro« 

their guardpost.    The detachaent took the Viet Coog under fire and 

requested another Bavy LHPT who plaead strikes on the west bank along 
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with a LCM who proTldad llltmlnatlon and pUcad 81am aoriar and 106HB 

reeollless strik«».   After th« strikes wsrs eonpleted, the StM. detaeh> 

■en searchad the area and uncovered five Viet Cong who had been killed. 

The detachment was extiacted by LSSC at 2100H and returned to Nha Be. 

There were no friendly casualties. 

Enaaor MLning/^arassnent/Attacks on Merchant Shipping 

There were no reported incidents of enray harassaent/attack on 

Allied shipping on the Long Tau shipping channel during the Bonth of 

October. 
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DSM STATISTICAL SÜWttHT 

Detections 
Inspections 
Boardings 
Craft detained 
Persons detained 
Viet Cong suspects 
Hostile fire Incidents 
Enemy casualtiest 

a.   Killed 
b«   Wounded 
c.   Captured 

USN casualtiesi 
a. Killed 
b. Wounded 
c. Captured 
d. Kissing 

Enemy material lossest 
a. Destroyed»- 

(1) Junks or smrpans 
(2) Structures 

b(    Capturedt 
!1) Junks or saBpana 
2) Weapons 

(3) Ammunition (rounds) 
(10 Rice (tons) 

c. Damaged t 
(1) Junks or smpans 
(2) Structures 

USN material lossest 
a, Destrpyedi 

(1) Surface craft 
(2) Helicopter« 

b, Damagedt 
(1) Surface craft 
(2) Helicopters 

SAR missions 

HAMKUT Tgg 

U7,581 
17,760 
13,680 

76 
979 

26 
51 

OAMM MUfflEN 

107,902 
U3,33ii 
3U,587 

69 
32 
32 

3U8 

112 (75 BC * 37 BT) 285 
11 39 

U 15 

$ ♦ 1KCS 1 
13+6VKN-1KCS-1PB3 61 

0 o 
0 0 

1|23 199 
687 195 

• 21» 
• 2b 
• 25 

86 U6 
U17 175 

0 0 
0 0 

6 3 
0 0 
1 

Remarks i * Information not available or not applicable 

GROUP It 
Downgraded at 3 year interrals 
Declassified after 12 years 

88 
Enclosure 
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NAVAL ADVISORY CflüUP SUMMARI 
Vietnam«»« Navy 

Fl—t Coanand 

Fleet Command units patrolled 21 Market Ttse atatlona In October. 

This was an increase of one station* 7C, which was filled by the VNN 

.*PB«s in the Third Coastal Zone.    Operating in all four Coastal Zones, 

the Fleet Conmand ships, including the PCF's and WPB's, searched U,927 

people and U,12U Junks in October.    No detainsents were reported by the 

Fleet Comand.    The search and detainment figures of the Fleet Ccomand 

were only slightly higher than those reported in September. 

In the RSSZ, at Sea Float, in Operation Tran Hung Dao, and on the 

major rlrers in the Third and Fourth Corp» Tactical Zone, the Fleet 

Comsand ships were cuployed in rlyer patrols, PSICPS Missions, NGPS, 

and escort duties. 

During an sscort operation fro« Tan Chau to Vung Tau on 6 October, 

the LSIL 229 was the target of an««- receilless rifles and autoaatie 

weapons.    This was the second tlae in a« aany weeka that aerehant convoy« 

had come under en«ny attack f roa the same approximate location eight miles 

east southeast of Hy Tho on the Hf Tho Hirer (XS 357 401).   In this 

antenna and signal halyards.   The LSSL expended orer 5000 rounds of .30 cal,, 

. 50 cal., 20nn, 40m and eion anunltlon in the process of silencing the 

enemy positions. 

On the afternoon of 10 October the LSSL 229 returned to this ene^ 

ambush site and expended another 660 rounds of rarious calibers asnmition 
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a* A planned H and I alsslon.    The total nufcar of WFS aissions that 

all Pleat Command ships fired in October «aa 52. 

River Patrol CrottM 

With the christening of TF 212 on 10 October, the site of the VHH 

PBR force increased to 83 boats«    At the conclusion of the cereaoQp» 

RPC 51 returned to its home at Cat Lai and resumed operations on the 

upper Dong Nai River.   The RPC 52 transited to Its boae base of Kha Be 

and reinstated the regular river patrols en the Long Tan shipping 

channel and the associated operations In the BSSZ, 

Arriving at Ben Lac on the afternoon of fourteen October, HPO 53 

conducted training at its new hone base until 24 October when it detached 

ten boats to Tan An for introduction and relief of the tactical area that 

extended fron Tan *a northwest on the Tan Co Tay to a position (XS 390 

775) five Biles east of Tuyen Nhon fron Biver Division 573«   The reaaiaing 

units of HPO 53 assumed the responslbilltj for the section, of the Vaa 

Co Dong that runs froa Ban Luc northwest to a point four alles southeast 

of Tra Cu (IS 935 930).   Ten PBR'a of HPO 54 officially ecaaenced opera- 

tions on the Vinh Te Canal of the Tran Hong Dao I area of operation on 

24 October.   Chau Doe is presently serving as their base.   The other tan 

PBR's of RFC 54 have been assigned operations on the aajor rivers adjacent 

to the city of Ity Tho and on the Cho Gao Canal. 

Coastal Junk Forces 

The October coastal surveillanse figures of the Coastal Junk /orceo 

were sonewhat lower than those reported in Septeaber.   The inclcnent 
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weather that was experienced hf the let CoaatftL Zone forces was reflected 

in the substantial reduction in their statistics.    This is turn affected 

the overall lower figures.   The totals for the entire Coastal Junk Fore« 

in October were 48,56i» Jurfw and 182,7<»7 people searched; 78 junks and 

and 311 people detained. 

First Coastal Zone 

As in the past months, activity in the First Coastal Zone has centered 

around the operations of JUG 32 and CG 11» in the Qua Dai River basin. 

Four male Hoi Chanh were received by units of RAG 32 on 15 October fire 

miles almost due south of Hoi An (BT 176 543).   Lack of food and medical 

supplies and the knowledge that it was easy to rally to the boats were 

the reasons they stated for abdicating to the G7N.    RAG 32 had significant 

action again on the evening of 20 October.   A RAG 32 waterborne gaardpost 

engaged a sampan that was attempting to cross the Cua Dai River (Bt 105 

557).   Two VC were killed during the action, and one AK-47 and four hand 

grenades were recovered from the sampan.    (See summary of CTG 115.1 in 

Coastal Surveillance Susnary for discussion of incident surrounding the 

grounding of a CG 14 Junk on 25 October.) 

Second Coastal Zone 

An extensive PSYÜPS campaign implemented by the Second Coastal Zon«. 

coastal forces dominated their operations conducted during October.   The 

continued low level of encny activity was reflected in the infrequency 

of contact with the eneey by the coastal Junk forces.    A typical opera« 

tion involved two platoons and two Junks of CG 21 near the CG 21 base 
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of Degi (CU 020  640) or. 15-16 October, fhere were no casualties re- 

ported, and two VC shelters and two VC Jnnks were destroyed. 

Third Coastal Zone 

Scattered and light contact with the eneaqr was reported by the Third 

Coastal Zone Coastal Cruups again in October. Interception of enemy 

sanpans while conducting routine river patrols and acting as a blocking 

force proved to be the most fruitful in terns of casualties inflicted on 

the enemy. Coastal patrols, base defense, logistic runs and Sea Float 

operations performed by ten units from CG 33, CG 35, and CG 36 comprised 

the remainder of their operational comitments. During CG 36 small boat 

operations on 8 October, two VC were killed and one VC, onq carbine, and 

180 rounds of ammunition were captured. This particular action began 29 

miles southeast of Can Tho on the VC active Dung Island complex (XH 233 

693). In the middle of the afternoon, the CG 36 small boat spotted and 

detained one VC aboard a sampan. Not five ndnutes later a second sampan 

with three VC occupants was sighted but successfully eluded the VNN 

personnel. Two more VC in a sampan were detected as the small boat continued 

the reconnaissance patrol. Their attesqpt to evade was unsuccessful as 

they were taken under deadly fire by the CG 36 personnel accompanied by 

the U.S. advisors, LT LOMBAADO and ENS CHAMPION. 

In other action in the Third Coastal Zone CO 33 initiated an opera- 

tion on 17 October five miles north of the resort city of Vung Tau in 

an outlying section of the ÜSSZ (YS 262 555). Reacting to Intelllgenee 

reports of VC activity, three CG 33 units with the CO 33 reaction team 
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embartted departed their base and proceeded to the area where the U 

was inserted by skinner boat.    Mid-day the teaa observed two VC exchang- 

ing material with a fisherman.    When taken under fire, the three VC 

attempted to abruptly leave the area.   The VC fisherman with the documents 

was detained.    One VC was killed and one VC was probably wounded but made 

a successful getaway. 

Near the end of the month« on 23 October, VNN personnel of CG 34 

with a skimer boat Joined the Coast Guard units POINT BANKS and POINT 

WHITE and their skimmer boats in a operation «long the east coast of 

Kien Hoa Province 30 miles southeast of Ben Tre (XR 803 876 to XR 813 

887).    Shortly after arriving in the operational area, the units took four 

VC running near the beach under fire with M-60 machine guns and small 

arms.    Almost immediately the friendly units received enemy firs from the 

beach that was quickly suppressed.    Four VC war« killed in the action and 

several structures and sampans were demolished. 

Fourth Coastal Zone 

Employsent of the four Coastal Groups 41» 42, 43« «nd 44, was divided 

between Market Time patrols, river patrols, base defense and support opera- 

tions.   Ten Junks from the assets of CG 33, CG 35, and CG 36 reported to 

Sea Float on 23 October to relieve five CG 41 Junks.    On 25 October the 

CG 41 Junks began their transit to Ha Tien and Tran Hung Dao operations. 

A maintenance stop at Pouli Obi delayed their Immediate arrival.    Two 

of the three VNN PCF*s operating out of H« Tien were transferred to Sea 

Float,    (See Sea Float section In TF 115 Siunary and Tran Hung Dao opera- 

tions in Sea Lords Summary for further details of Fourth Coastal Zone 

operations.) 
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THIRD AND FOURTH HIVEHIME AH£A RIYHt HSSAULT tttOffS 

Th« 164 craft of Blrar Asaault Groups oporating in the Third and 

Fourth RlTerlna Areas conduetad 2,515 amphibious assaults and 1,175 

river patrols in October.    This was an increase of 1,140 aaphiblous 

assaults and a decrease of 960 river patrols in comparison to the statistics 

for September.   LegLstlc lifts, base defense, escort duties, and PSIOPS 

programs occupied the remainder of their operational cooaitaents. 

By the end of the month RAG 21/33 had completed a minor shift of 

base locations from Hf Tho to the Sellable Aeadengr *rea of Dong Tarn, four 

miles west of l^r Tho. 

RAG«s 25, 26, and 29, which were assigned to support operations of 

the 15th Regiment of the 9th ARVN Division in Chuong Thien Province, had 

several significant incidents during the month.    On 16 October RAG 29 units 

embarked the 15th Regiment Reconnaissance Company, ARVN, at 71 Thanh, 

(WH 517 613) 25 miles southwest of Can Tho and proceeded fifteen miles 

farther southwest to friendly positions along the Cua Lon River (WR 367 

695).   Enroute, the RAG craft reeonnoitered the river banks with their 

guns.   During part of the transit, scattered ssmi-autonatic weapons fire 

was received and returned.    One VN sailor was slightly wounded in this 

brief confrontation with the eneqy. 

In Mang Thit Nicolai Canal operations« RAG 31 boats war« underway 

from Ap Nhut (X5 188 168) on the morning of 21 October with the 275th 

Company, Hang Thit Special Force, eobariced.   The force proceeded south for 
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several miles (&i 15<i 145) "»»re the troops were put *shore.    The seven 

RAG craft continued the transit to Tra On (XS 013 OU), the souths» 

end of the canal converging with the lower Mekong.    About an hour after 

noon ths HAG units began the Journey up the Mang Thit Nicolai Canal to 

the Co Chien River as the escort for twelve Junks and LCMe'a.   The first 

escorted convoy on the canal was completed without any hostile incident. 

It was reeoonended that for future escorted convoy operations on the 

canal that craft having slailar speed capabilities bs employed. 

RAG 21/33 forces, aceoapanied by their USR advisor GMGC PAdSONS, 

were unlerway from Dong Tarn on the morning of 26 October.    Shortly after 

0900 they stopped and searched three suspicious looking junks (at AS 319 

i»05).   The Junks were innocent and the RAG boats resumed their journey 

to the Kam Luong Ferry landing (XS 482 293).   Following a brief stop, 

their proceeded to the 7th ARVN Division operational area nine miles south- 

east of the ferry on the Ham Luong River (XS $72 165) where they extracted 

the ARVN troops.    Five miles from the Ham Luong Ferry landing (from 

ZS 51A 205 to XS 495 250} the amphibious group was ambushed by a large 

enemy force equipped with 82aa, B-40, RPG, automatic, and small arms 

weapons.   All units returned the fire and artilery was called into the 

area by the ARVN.    After an hour of fighting, the RAG craft had cleared 

the ambush area with minor shrapnel holes in several boats.    Twelve ARVN 

and five VNN were wounded and one ARVN died of wounds.    The shrapnel from 

the rounds that exploded near the b oats accounted for the large nuifeer 

of personnel causlaites. 
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Over Uw last fifteen weeks KAC 21/33 operating with the 7th AKVN 

Division have been involved in three aajor enenor initiated ambushes. 

Thqr have all occurred on Sundajr afternoons between the hours of li»30 

and 1800, and in the saae general area (XS 490 250 to AS 520 190 to 

J(S 560 180 to 25 530 230). 

River .Assault and Interdiction Divisions 70 through 75 

The six RAID's, 70 through 75« with confined assets of 108 riverine 

craft conducted a total of 463 river patrols and 2,010 amphibious assaults 

in October.   This was soaswbat of a reversal of the September statistics 

when there were 756 river patrols and 1,161 amphibious assaults conducted. 

HAlD's 70 and 71« ATC 211.1, participated in Gdant Slingshot Operations 

from their bases at Tan An, CTS 194.9.4.2, and Ben Luc, CT£ 194.9.0.2, 

respectfully, and at tines during the month from Ban Keo, Tra Cu, and 

Hoc Hoa.   (See discussion of Giant Slingshot in Sea Lords Summary for 

further details of RAID's 70 and 71 operations.) 

The ATC 211.2 eonposed of RAID 73 and the 5th Infantry Battalion 

VSMC was involved in aaphibioas operations under the operational control 

of the 7th AEVM Division from their bass at Dong Tarn until 8 October. 

In this same time frame the RAID force was also supporting other ground 

units in Uan Hoa Province.   In one significant incident RAID 73 craft 

were preparing a beach prior to the insertion of two RF companies six 

idles south of Ben Tre (XD 512 208) on the Ham Luong River on the morning 

of 6 October when they came under B-40, 74ma reeoilless rifle, and 

automatic weapons fire.   The two forces exchanged fire until the enea? 
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unit» wer* silenced b: the 7NN and tiF troops.    Three of the Vhh boats 

sustained rocket or recoilleas rifle hits which produced seven VN» . 

and eight 3F wounded and one VNN killed.    Eneejr casualties ronalnsd 

unknown. 

With the termination of the operation« in the Dong T«m area, the 

ATG 211.2 was put under the control of the 2l8t AÄVN Division and proceeded 

to Ca Kau (wR 162 147) on 8 October.    The VN aarines moved overland and 

the riverine craft including USN units of RXVHON 13 and 1$ transited ths 

rivers an) canals.   The mission of tha ATG in the Song Ong District of 

An Xu/en Province was to penetrate via the navigable canals and water- 

ways south of the Cua Lon River, to attack the ensny in his base areas, 

and to evacuate the innocent civilians In the area to more secure areas 

along the Cua Lon River where GVN control existed.   In the process of 

carrying out this mission the amphibious fore* had small unit contacts 

through 2U October when RAID 73 was assigned to support the operations of 

the 32nd ARVN Regiment from a base at Thoi Binh (WR 100 320), eleven mil*s 

north-northwest of Ca Hau.    Tha RAID 74 supply group which was at Ca Mau 

made the transit to Thoi Binh with the RAID 73 boats.   The 5th Infantry 

Battalion and the USN boats continued the operations from the Ca Mau baa*. 

Under the operational control of the 7th ARVN Divlalon, ATQ 211.3, 

composed of RAID's 72, 74, and 75, and the 1st and 3rd Infantry Battalions, 

VNHC, carried out amphibious operations In the northern U-Klnh forest 

reaching as far south as the east west grid line WR 530.    The 4th 

Infantry Battalion relieved the 3rd Battalion on 4 October and the 6th 
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Infantry Battalion relieved the 1st BattAllon on 23 October.    Ob the 

afternoon of 10 October five VKN «board an ASPB five ttiles southweat 

of Vi Thanh on the Cai Tu Rivera were slightly wounded when • wateraine 

exploded close aboard. 

from the beginning of the ATG 211.3 operations on 10 SepteAer 

until the end of October, the combined VNH /VNKC fore« had compiled an 

impressive record of destruction of eneay forces in the U-Minh forest. 

The friendly forces had suffered $0 Killed, 1% wounded and one nissing. 

Ensty casualties totaled 233 killed, 37 captured, 101 Hoi Chan received, 

and 53 suspects detained.   Forty-nine indirLdual and seven crew served 

cneagr weapons had been captured.    (Set VNMC Suaoary for further details 

of ATS 211.2 and ATG 211.3 operations.) 
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The six Infantry battallona and two «rtlUaiy battalion« of tto 

Viotwunese Karin« Corps and their U.S. Karin« Corp« advisors nor« 

«nployad in amphibious, heliborne, defense and security operations la 

the Three and Pour Corps tactical areas of th« Republic of South Vietnaa 

in October. The 4th Infantry Battalion, supporting ATP 211 operations In 

th« U-Kinh forest of Kien Clang Prorlnce, reported the heaviest fighting 

throughout the month. This was confirmed In th« statistics which 

Indicated that the 4th Infantry Battalion had «offered approximately 60% 

of th« marine casualties and had inflicted approximately 6C9( of th« 

damage on the eneny forces. Por the «ntlr« VKHC, there were 16 ««a 

killed and 132 wounded. Enemy losses increasad for th« second eonsocutlv« 

month. There were 79 VC killed and 15 VC captured in September as 

compared to 114 VC killed and 8 VC captured in October. 

Brigade "A" 

Th« Brigade "A" staff was in a six hour reserve standby status to 

JOS for the entire month. 

Brigade "B" 

The Brigade nB" staff has been absorbed Into the Joint staff of 

ATP 211. 

1st Infantry Battalion 

Prom 1-23 October the 1st Battalion, as one of the landing fore« 

components of ATC 211,3, carried out amphibious and heliborne operation« 
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in thi U-Minh forest located In Kitn OUng Provinc«.   An «xtemiv» 

PSTOPS prograai I7 the 1st Battalion wu imiiuaantal in th« 32 Bai 

Chanhs that rallied to Uta aarinaa whila thajr oparatad in th« VC InfaaUd 

U-Minh forest.   After a aove on 10 October fron the baae location 14 

miles alaoat due south of Bach Cia (UR 004 781) to a new position ai^pfsd 

in significant fighting on 12 and 16 October that yielded tan VC killad 

and thro« VNNC wounded. 

The 1st Battalion was relieved by the 6th Battalion on 23 October 

and returned to the Tiia Doe has« camp (XT 895 035) for aereral day* of 

rehabilitation.   At the «d of th« month th« battalion transited to 

Nguyen Van Who (IS 874 935) in Saigon and «ssunad a one hour alert 

for JOS. 

2nd Infantry Battalion 

The 2nd Battalion departed Long Blob on 3 October and proceeded to 

Ben Luc in order to conduct QUnt Slingshot operations throughout tho 

Bonth.   After establishing a has« caap and affecting liaison with tho 

units in the area, the 2nd B attalion begsn aophibioos operations la tho 

Giant Slingshot A0 under the control of CTO 194.9.   Operation Beach Head 

One began on 8 October with «aphasia OB daytla« searches for «n«gr cache« - 

and fro« XS 569 850 up rirer to XS 57860 including 1000 rnters inland oo 

both banks.    Baach-Head One tenainated on 20 October with negllbl« rawlf 

and Beach-Head ft» Two begin the following aorning in an area farther 

north and Just southwest of Due Hoa (J3 530 920, 570 920, 570 890, 530 «90). 

Oa 18 October Beacb-Head Two waa co«pl«t«d with all units returning to 

Ben Luc.   light contact WM eneeuntorad in th« Beach-Haad series.   Squad 
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•nl pUtoon size operations and PSXOPa and MEDCAP nission» brought tha 

■onth to a eloa«. 

3rd Infantry Battalion 

Tha 3rd Battalion concluded ATG 211.3 oparations on 4 October whan 

it MM rellaved by the Uh Battalion.   After an oTernight stay in Bach 

Gia the 3rd Battalion began a truck convoy to Thu Due.    While traveling 

on 6 October, a civilian vehicle collided with on« of the narlne tracks. 

Two narines ware killed instantly and 14 war« wounded.    Two of the 

wounded later died.   After son« well deserved rest at the Thu Due base 

camp, the 3rd Battalion noved to the Tan Kiep National Training Center 

(TS 400 610) on 15 October to begin preparation» for a four week battalion 

refresher training course that eoananeed on 20 October. 

4th Infantry Battalion 

One« the relief of tha 3rd Battalion had been effected, the 4th 

Battalion Jumped off with a heliborne assault on 6 October in the 

northern part of the O-Minh forest.   By aid afternoon the new landing 

fore« «Iment of ATG 211.3 bad engaged an unknown «it« «neaor for«« 23 

ailee south-southwest of Räch da on the north western edge of the forest 

(VR 982 647).   Five VC were killed; one AK-47 and several grenade« wer« 

captured.   Four VN narines surrendered their lives and another 24 wer« 

wounded in the action.   Ten USA? air strikes in the area providad heavy 

support.    Continoing the operation the following noming, the narines 

discovered 16 TO bodies, 11 nines, 6,000 rounds of snail an» aanunitioa 

and 15 B-40/41 rockets in th« general area (VR 930 646).    Anothor VC 

fore« waa located that afternoon (VR 874 647).    That firefight produced 
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seven dead VC, three enengr rifles and five hand grenades.   One marine 

was killed anl six were wounded.    Significant contact with an unknown 

sized enem/ force on 15 October (VH 933 550) netted seven VC killed, 

one 60inm mortar, one AK-47, fifteen grenades, one cartridge belt and 

three claymore mines. 

In a companar alte patrol on 20 October, the marines uncovered a 

weapon cache (VR 933 511) containing grenades, mortars, recoilless rifle, 

rocket and small arms munitions.    During the search a well planned booby 

trap was activated resulting in one VNMC killed and 27 wounded.    It MM 

believed that a number of 82mm mortar rounds were mounted on the trunks 

of trees and activated by a trip wire.   The remaining days of October 

were interrupted by small actions and the discovery of a VC POM camp 

(WH OW 669). 

5th Infantry Battalion 

The eoaponents of ATG 211.2, the 5th Battalion and RAID 73, were 

actively engaged in security, amphibious, and helibome operations in 

ths vicinity of Ben Tre {/3 U9U 313).    Contact on 5 and 6 October 

produced four VC killed and eight VNMC wounded.    On 8 October, RAID 73 

sailed for Ca Man via Can Tho and the 5th Battalion boarded a truck 

convoy enroute to Ca Mau (WR 162 3J»7).   With the shift in location, the 

operational control of the 5th Battalion changed from the 7th ARVM 

Division to the 21st ARVN Division. 

Operations in the Ong Doe River area of An Xuyen Province began 

shortly after the arrival of the marines at Ca Kau.    Working the canals 
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that run north fron the Ong Doc River» the 5th Battalion» supported 

by HAID 73 and tISN RIVRUN 13 boats, had snail unit engagement« until 

the end of the monih.    On ?J» October, RKID 73 »>Ted north to Thoi Binh; 

howercr, the USN boats eontlnued to support the VNMC forces,    ftiring a 

two coopany reconnaissance in force mission on 29 October, the marine« 

killed 12 VC and captured three mines, 30 grenades, and 500 meters of 

coatonicatlon wire.   Thirteen marines wen wounded, but only three war« 

considered serious. 

6th Infantry Battalion 

After spenling the first six days of the month at the Thu Due base 

camp, the 6th Battalion aored to Camp Nguyen Tan Nho in Saigon on 

7 October and assumed a one hour alert reserre status to JGS.    On 

21 October the battalion traveled by truck to Ca Kau.   With the relieving 

of the 1st Battalion completed on 23 October, the 6th Battalion began 

operations.   Five TC suspects were apprehended on 28 October in a seven 

hut hospital complex (WR Ul 610) which also contained grenades, nines, 

B-40 rockets, snail arms aanunltion and food« 

1st and 2nd Artillery Battalions 

The six batteries of the 1st and 2nd Artillery Battalions were 

deployed as follows: 

Location Batteries Supporting 

1st Artllleiy 
A ATG 211.3 

ATG 211.2 
2iat mm 

Dong Taa 
(XS 409 448) 

Ca Man 
V«H 162 147) 
(VR 972 025) 

Tiso Frame 

1-31 October 

1-31 October 
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1 
2nd Artillery 

D(-)      v 
(one platoon) 

ATC 211.3 

JOS (reserve) 

Kim Oimg Province 
(^R 004 781) 
(VR 972 025) 

Tha Due 
(XT 903 037) 

JOS (reserve) 

E(-)    JGS (reserve) 
(one platoon) JOS (direct 

support) 

CMD (direct support)Cat Lai 
(CS 960 896) 

£ JGS (reserve) 
CMD (direct 
support) 

RSSZ 

Thu Due 
(XT 903 037) 

Thu Da« 
(XT 903 037) 

Thu Due 
Cat Lai 

(XS 960 896) 

RSSZ 
(IS 065 698) 

CCNFIDQITIAL 

1-31 October 

1-31 October 

1-8 October 

8-31 October 

1-8 October 
8-31 October 

1-8 October 
8-31 October 

1-31 October 
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VIETHA1CSK WAVTt 

COASTAL ratCB 
 1 

n 
in 

TMW/VNMC STATISTICAL SUMMART 

Dailr ATerag» 
Oper Erapl 

Suirchea Detained 
Junks People Junks     People 

1*8.9 
U2.5 
U7.9 
1*0.3 

1»7.1 
1*2 .U 
1*6.3 
1*0.2 

1$,192 
22,911* 
",053 
9,305 

57,119 8 
61*,531 29 
30,365 1*1 
30,732 0 

«FLEET COMMAND Tsmrmas  26.? 
FCF/WPB 18.6 

mo*» 
TF 211 

ifCESTHAL TASK 
 FÖRCB" 

123.5 
86.7 

89.7 

23.9 
11.8 

122.8 
80.5 

77.8 
TOTALS! 

1,636 
2,1*88 

7,260 
1*,005 

6,51*6 
8,381 

37,217 
12,213 

6.829      21 
ioTRT  21 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 w 
VIETNAMESE MARINE CORPS: 

66 
119 
125 

1 

S*-tot«l8:     1*6,50*     102,71*7   TB W 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
5TT 

VC/NVA 

VNMC 

HOI CHANHS 

PA 11h 

m i6 
Captured     8 

VIA   132 

Suspects detained   53 

MIA     » 

*   Provided     52     cooflre support misslms 

#   Ihclndes arrlTal of 39 new PBR's reporting after 25 OCT and RAG 27. RTBO 
and RPO'e 51 «nd 52 » » 
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38 miles east northeast of Saigon (2T Via 061), installed surgical ligtt« 

in the operating room of the luan Loc hospital.    The gat« post of it» 

Kien Hoi Technical school were plastered and painted by the men of SeabM 

Team 0312 stationed in Ben Tre City (£> 486 303).    Four metal support 

splints for patients with leg damage at the Kien Hoa Hospital were 

fabricated by Seabee Team 0312.   The orphanage school and Chieu Hoi Center 

building located Just northeast of Phu Vin City in Vin Binh Province 

(AR 463 973) was completed by the cooblned effort of Seabee Teams 0514 and 

7103.   The L>shaped building« 15 meters by 12 meters by 4 meters has a 

concrete deck, hollow block stuccoed walls and pilasters, wood rafters 

and purlins, sheet metal roof, and wooden doors and shutters.   The roof 

was exterded from the new building to the existing building to provide 

and extra 50 square meters of covered area with concrete floor«   A three 

aster by three meter concrete pad was poured behind the new building in 

order to provide an area for showers and clothes washing. 

COMRIVPATFLOT FIVE reported that KEDCAPS have resulted in numerous 

intelligense data of enemy locations, crossing points, and confirmation 

of enmy casualties of recent f irefitfits.   KEDCAPS   held in the Hiep Hoa 

area on the upper Tarn Co Dong (XT 450 090) revealed that the populace 

feels that their area la more secure and they they no longer fear the PUB's 

but have confidence in them. 

Or II October, USN, VNN ACTW, and NSAD Cua Viet personnel Joined 

forces to carry out a ninl-KEDCAP in the Dai Loc Hamlet approximately 

ten miles southwest of Cua Viet (ID 295 593).    The ACTOV sailors under the 
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auperrlslon of ths hospital eorpsnsn from NSAD Cu» Vi«t treated 00 

■edlcal patients and distributed 80 bars of soapj 50 tocth brushes, and 

80 hjgiene leaflets.    The KEDCAP's have been part of a weekly prograa 

by TF Clearvater forces. 

An aerial PSYOP's aission was conducted by the KSSZ VN PSYüP's tea« 

and USN advisor on the afternoon of 14 October.    Utilising a USA Slick 

from Long Blnh, the teaa dropped 28,000 safe conduct passes and 72,000 

Chieu Hoi leaflets, and plajed one and one half hours of lire loudspeaker 

broadcasts over suspected enemy positions in the RSSZ (ricinity TS 170 630 

to TS 200 640 and TS 060 490 to TS 080 550). 

At Sea Float near Old Naa Can City (VQ 992 673), the school that 

under construction at the end of Septeaber was finished on 3 October and 

classes began the following day.   The introduction of a fish net at the 

beginning of the month on the Cua Lon River has reduced the local price 

of fish and marked the first revltalization of the potential fishing 

industry in the Kam Can area. 

The RAC patrols that were initiated on the Cai Khap Canal at the 

end of September have seriously hampered the VC extortion and harassaeflt 

aetiv ities along the canal.   However, there was no doubt that the enemy 

was not going to give up without a fight.   Shortly after day break on 

12 October four or five VC entered the no-fire son« near the Sea Float 

Annex (>/Q 065 690), warned the woodcutters to stop cutting green wood, 

and tried to make the people go with them.   The woodcutter« ran away from 

the VC and later, when the VNN reaction team made a sweep of the area, tho 
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VC ware not to b« found.   Two suspected VC living at the annex ww« 

brought to Sea Float and questioned on 16 October.    It *« learned thai 

one of then was trying to organite all his ex-VC friends to generate dis- 

content among the VMM forces and civilians at the annex. 

By the middle of the month, the fishing ecnaunity had »tablixed with 

approximately five families solely engaged in fishing.   Faxt of the catch 

is sold to the annex community and the remainder is exported to nearby 

villages.   The first outdoor barber shop opened at the annex on 17 October. 

In a short time a long Una of people had formed in order to receive the 

50 piaster haricut. 

The population explosion that has been taking place in the Sea Float 

community continued to demonstrate the desire of the people to live in 

the relative secure area.   The following is a comparison of the census 

statistics of the no-fire »one for the last three months. 

Daty       No. Houses   Mo. Sampans   Stable Population   transient Ponnlatioq 

30 Aug 25 ISO 160 540 

2i» Sep        110 226 660 798 

28 Get        U01 540 2,i»06 1,620 

The total population of approximately 4000 represented about 3331 of 

the Nam Can District population and has raised the total population of 

the Sea Float area of operation from roughly 5*000 to 9*000.   This has 

brought 45* of the resideits under direct gun protection of Soa Float 

forces. 
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The total nunber of viaitors and rasidmt« that had reeaivad 

PSIOPS indoctrination aa of 31 Octobar was 41*947 paopla (5,116 for tha 

fi-at tiaa).   Tha number of samptns that hara tranaitad to Saa Float« 

dapartad fro« Saa Float, or travelad within tha Saa Float araa of oparatioa 

at tha aot of the month was 17,410.   There have been 566 hours of PSIOPS 

broadcasts by the combined USN/VNN forces» 
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:)5N CIVIC ACTION STATISTICAL StMMART 

26 AÜD 69 - 25 SEPT 69 

• .        • 

»TOTAL NUMBER UF MAN-DAYS PERSONNEL OP UNITS ENOACED IN CIVIC 
ACTIQi PROJECTS t ~" $.$80 

COST OP- SUPPLIES CCNTRTBOTED BY MILITARt RESOURCES FOR CIVIC 
ACTIOI PRQjEcfSl ""        "     EH 3j,'931296 

EXPiyDITURES FROM THE US/FHMAF CIVIC ACTION PSYWAR FUND   VN$ 1.127.019 

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBOTICNS VN$     6$9.06O 

PERCENTAGE OF Ü. S. MILITART CIVIC ACTION ACTIVITIES CCMDXTB) 
Jöiam mt  

Other WHAF 1% 
RVNAF rg 
ü. S. ciTlllan voluntary agencies b% 
Average percent of self-help by VM clTlllans 77% ' • 
Self-help labor materials furnished by people 69> *"'   . 

PROORAKS 
Mm Days Expandlture« 

Economic developraent 71? »VN$      2lU.g62                                              i,-.^^:-^ 
Education 1.355 "                VK$ 1.319.050"                                          -T.    -* 
SocUl Welfare 2.300 "                VN$ ^.Öl^'ffS" 
Transportation 620 VN$      BSH^Bir 
Refuge« 592 VM$      6oi.5T9" 

NUMBER OF SEPARATE INSTITUTIONS ASSISTED DURINO THE REPOOTINO PSRICD v  .V '.- 

Schools 60 • • 
Hospitals/Dispensaries IB 
Orphanages 33 
Others 59 

» NOTE.    Che nan-day equals one 10 hour work day 
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ACCSLrSUTED TURNCWHt PKOGRAH AHD TRAINING SUMMARI 

Another big step forward in the Accelerated Turnover Program traa 

witnessed on 10 October at the Vietnaaese Navy Shipyard in Saigon by 

U.S. and VN dignitaries that included Ambassador S. J. Berger, Deputy 

Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam; General Abraas, Comander U.S. 

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam; General Rosson, Deputy Comander 

U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam; Vie« Admiral Zumwalt, Comander 

U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam; General La, Deputy Chairman of the Vietnaaese 

Joint General Staff, and Commodore Chon, Chief of Naval Operations 

Vietnamese Navy. 

In the brief eerenoay that was interrupted by a aid-afternoon thunder» 

shower, the U.S. Navy turned over 80 PBR«s to the Vietnamese Navy including 

all the PER*a that had previously been transferred to the Vietnaaese.   The 

source of the 80 PERfs was ten boats each from the deeomissioned River 

Divisions 574» 533« 534 and 591; one boat each from River Divisions 511, 

512, 513, 514, 515, 535, 551, 552 and 593; 26 boats from the Military 

Assistance Service Fund (MAS?); and one boat that recently arrived in- 

country from Naval Inshore Operation Training Center (N10TC).    Pour MASF 

boats which had not arrived in country at the time of the eerenoay were 

represented by four USN boats. 

Within the Vietnaaese Navy the 60 PBR's were divided into four River 

Patrol Groups, EPG's 51, 52, 53, and 54 *nd placed under the the control 

of Comander Phu, the Comander of the Vietnaaese Task Force 212 which was 

eonaissioned during the same ceremony. 

-    ' i 
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At the conclusion of the ceremony HPC 51 and RFC 52 retaraed to 

their previously asai -ned missions on the Dong Ngui River and in the 

RSSZ respectively.   The remaining 39 boats, cooprising RPC's 53 and 54 

undertook a shakedown froa Saigon to My Tho via Nha Be and Vaa Co River« \ 
.     I 

ard Cho Gao Canal.   Fron My Tho the armada proceeded up river to Sa Dee 

and then to Binh Thuy.    Leaving Blnh Thuy the boats proceeded back up the 

Bassae River, crossed over to the Mekong via the Vam Hao, and continued 

the return transit to My Tho with a fuel Stop at Vinh Long.   RFC 54 remained 

at Mjr Tho in order to prepare for operations In the Cho Gao Canal and on 

the Vinh Te Canal.   RFC 52 remained overnight of 13 October at Hf Tho and 

proceeded to Ben Luc the next day in order to relieve River Division 573 

in Giant Slingshot operation (see earlier discussion of RPC's 51-54 and Giant 

Slingshot operations in Sea Lords summary for further details). 

During an informal ceremony held on the offshore island of Can Son 

on IB October the Can Son radar site was transferred to the Vietnamese 

Navy.    For the Vietnamese sailors the ceremony culminated months of technical 

instruction.   Three U.S. Navy personnel are remaining at tho site as 

advisors for a period of 30 to 45 day«. 

F<-jr LCM-B's, numbers 587, 857» 870, 874L were transferred to the 

Vietnamese Navy on October 22 at the NSA Danang lighterage causeway.   On 

behalf of the U.S. government. Captain B. Mussetto, Assistant Chief of 

Staff for Operations, NSA Danang, signed the LCM-8*s over to Captain 

Nguyen Van Thong, Commander First Coastal Zone, who represented the 

Vietnamese Navy. 
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This was the second turnover of USN vessels in Damng this year. 

In August LCÜ 1475 was transferred to the Vietnamese Na*y during eereaonios 

at Danang. 

The next turnover of USN assets occurred on 29 October on the USN/ 

VNN base at Nha Be.   Two yard boats, TTL 452 and 456, were presented to th« 

Vietnamese Navy during informal ceremonies.   The new acquired units arm 

scheduled to be used by the VNN Port Control Office to provide mooring, 

berthing, and dry docking assistance at the Saigon Shipyard and Naval Baa«. 

Returning to the Vietnamese Naval Shipyard in Saigon on 31 October, 

representatives of the United States and Republic of Vietnam government 

viewed the lowering of the Star and Stripes and the raising of the Vietnamese 

National ensign on thirteen PCP's formally assigned to Coastal Squadron ONE. 

The 50-foot "Swift" boat, which had repeadedly proved their worth to th« 

U.S. Navy in Market Time Coastal Surveillance Operations, will assume th« 

mission of coastal surveillance and counter-infiltration patrols in 

Market Time areas in the vicinity of Out Nhon in November. 

Since June of 1968, there have 242 U.S. Navy craft transferred to 

the Vietnamese Navy with October being one of the biggest month with 99 

units officially added to the VNN asset«. 

As of 25 October, there were 317 VNN trainees undergoing on-tho-job 

training in the Start. Program.   The PCP Boat School class nuaber flv« 

that was composed of 70 VN sailors was graduated on 10 October and hav« 

reported for training at the various coastal division.    All the PCF*« 
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nwnned with .ioint USumti crews haw both th« U. S- and GVM tutlarial ensip» 

displayed.   Ihe VUN trainees have been conducting «11 operations of th« 

Coastal Surveillance Center at Qul Nhon, «nd the VNH CSC vatch officer has 

been participating in the Market Time patrols with th« VIM PCP craws.   Th« 

language problem and barriers that were initially encomtered hav« gradually 

diminished and are not considered a major problem «t this tlM. 

The PBR Boat School class six of 220 VHN trainees began arriving for on- 

the-job training aboard the various river divisions on 2ü October.   When th« 

total class has reported to the PBR's, there will b« 509 train««« in th« 

Rimmar FIVE ACTOV Program.   The intensity of Barrier Interdiction (TO 

19U.U) and Breezy Cove (TO 19U.2) operations has helped the scheduling of 

the VNN PBR training in those areas. 

Nonexistent or Infrequent pay has been considered one of the nor« dif- 

ficult problems that faced the administrators of the ACTOV Program.   Many 

of the VNN morale and absentee problems have been attributed to non-payment 

of trainees.    Failure to follow the established pay procedures, delays with- 

in the Vietnamese poastal system, and some RVNAF pay regulations which ar« 

not particularly to the transient trainee have been found to be the major 

reasons for the excessive delays in the trainees1 pay.   Vide dissemination 

of pay procedures have inproved the situation.    Impllnentaticn of new VNH 

pay procedures is expected to further alleviate this tibstael«. 

From 23 through 28 October, VNN trainees that varied in mntor from 36 

to 77 underwent an accelerated Kenner ski barge training program at Cat Lo. 

The training syllabus included fandliarisatlon with craft configuration, 

boat operation, engine break in, tactic, weapons firing, engine mintenane«. 
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and safety procedures.   Although the trainees were quite isczperieneed and 

young, they responded veil and continued to show inproveimt.   Attendance 

at the training sessions improved as messing facilities becans available 

GO 27 October.   On 29 October, the new trainees, eribarkad <B the USS LOZERN 

COUNT! (LST 902), began the two day transit to Chau Doc and Tran Hung Dao 

operations.    Because of the limited amount of training the TON received, 

they were to be accompanied by a U. S. sailor on the patrols until a sat- 

isfactory and stable proficiency level had bean establisbafl. 

At the end of the month, constructicn was in progress at nine of the 3$ 

bases planned for the Vietnamese Navy In the ACTOVLOO Frognn.   There were 

1,735 VKM personnel, 35.52 of the projected need, were receiving instruction 

in craft maintenance training.   Allocation of VNN personnel to the VNN logis- 

tic command 122 VNN, 31.72 of the projected need, in base mintenanee train- 

ing with 25 of the personnel designated to build dependent shelter, and 121» 

VKN, 28.52 of the projected need, enrolled in supply "A" at&ool. 
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NMVAL SUPPtÄT ACTIV1TT SIBMART 

Detachments of the N*wl Support Activity Saigon reported mMMroiw 

enemy attacks during the month of October.   The Naval Support Activity at 

Dong Tan received six rocket/mortar attacks which caused no personnel 

casualties but caused moderate damage to a NSA ami pontoon drydock and 

destroyed one building in the ATF 221 area.    NSA Hy Tho reported two aortar 

attacks which caused no casualties or damage.   Three separate eneay swianer 

sightings were reported at NSA Nha Be and one Viet Cong was killed in his 

attempt to inflict damage to Nha Be installations.   IKBM-16, located near 

Chau Doe, reported a ndami surfer (small craft) swamped by a passing Map« 

resulting in the drowning of one United States sailor. 

Naval Support Activity Detachments of Saigon listed tho following 

ships and craft utilized during October: 

Craft 
Short Tons 
Transported 

Measurement 
Tons Transported Dave Utilised 

ÜSS MARX (AKL 12) 206.8 412.8 16 

USS BRULE (AKL 28) 138.6 337.2 23 

IP-866 292.1 3«7.3 21 

1FR-889 165.0 221.0 20 

TKR-890 132.0 20fc.l 20 

MONDERO 288.4 218.8 26 

MOROCCO 231.5 13W.0 26 

LCMe(8) 5402.0 10,902.5 17 

The Naval support Activity Detachments of Saigon's craft accounted for 

11,874 short tons; 20,127.9 measurement tons; and 10,857 personnel 

transported during October. 
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Rival Swwvjrt Activity Detftchraenta' craft assets were deployed to 

various locations:    US.'J MARK ^AKL 12) returned from restricted availability 

and made her-firsf. load-out on 16 October.    USS BRULE (AKL 28) engaged in 

continuous cargo operations (less two days) alongside the USS AJAX (AR 6) 

at Vung Tau and engaged in continuous cargo operations for six days along- 

side the USS muiLA (ARS U) at An Thoi.    IF-e66 completed casualty repairs 

on 10 October and returned to regular cargo deliveries.    YFR-889 and IFR- 

890 continued resupply runs, less 10 days upkeep for each boat.    M0NÜER0 

and MOROCCO continued cargo deliveries throughout October.   The USS 

KRISHNA (ARL 38} moved from Dong Taa to long Xuyen on 2? October to replace 

the USS SATYR (ARL 23) which was repositloned off the west coast of the 

Republic of Vietnam in the vicinity of Song Ong Doe on 24 October.   The 

USS SPHINX (ARL 2U) provided service for Operation Giant Slingshot forces 

and USS TUTUILA (ARC 4) repaired PCF«8 at An Thoi.    Pour IFU's fro« 

Danang were employed in the Gulf of Thailand supporting four n«w advanced 

tactical support bases (ATSB's) on the western coast of the Republic of 

Vietnam.    The USS LUZERNE COUNTY (LST 902) served as resupply LST through- 

out the month of October. 

*•... 

Statistics for ammunition tonnage in II, III, and IV Corps Tactical 

Zones by detachments are: 

Saigon:    31 measurement tons. 

Vung Tau:    2,353 measurement tons. 

Cam Ranh Bay:    1,161.2 measurement tons. 

Total:    3,545.2 measurement tons. 
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During the »anth of October, the detachments were engaged in the 

following support setivitiest 

Cam Ranh Ray: 

Qui Nhon: 

An Thoi; 

Cat Lo: 

Nha, Be: 

Dong Tam: 

Binh Thuy: 

Saigon: 

A brick manufacturing plant is in operation 

supplying bricks to construction operations; 

construction of Vietnamese dependent shelter 

complex is underway and an amml drydock is on 

site for placement shelters. 

The electrical distribution system is completed 

and supplying electrical power and construction 

staging material is being rehabilitated. 

A Kaval construction battalion is on site for 

ACTOV construction. 

The construction of a boat repair building is 

underway. 

The air control tower is 100 percent completed. 

The water distribution system is 99 percent 

completed. 

The water supply system is 99 percent completed 

and the electrical distribution system is 85 per- 

cent completed. 

The Naval Forces Vietnam electrlval generator and 

distribution system is 99 percent completed; the 

eastern repair facility helo pad's construction 

has been held up because of a funding decision 

by Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam. 
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Newport: 

^n Luc: 

Tuyen Nhon: 

Go Dau Ha: 

Phu Cuong: 

Rach Sol: 

Ha Tien: 

Song Ong Doc: 

The covered storage area is IOC percent completed. 

ACTOV construction by 1<HX (civilian construction 

company) is in progress; the construction of 

Vietnamese deoendent shelters is underway i.e. 

the first three units are 100 percent completed. 

The overhead sand bagging for the Oiffel Bag 

platform/bunker has been completed. 

The construction of the new anml galley is 

awaiting the arrival of the amml. 

The phase II construction program is ne&ring 

completion by the 3rd Naval Construction Battalion. 

Construction of installations by the Third Naval 

Construction Battalion is underway. 

The construction of installations on the afloat 

aimis has been completed by the Third Naval 

Construction Battalion. 

The Installation of the Naval Operations Center 

on board an anrai has been completed; radio cables 

were rehabilitated and twenty KY-8 secure voice 

equipment were forwarded to the Naval Support 

Activity Detachment Danang for installation on 

PBR's for River Divisions 534 *nd 521. 

IXiring the month of October, detachments at Nha Be; Binh Thuy; Ben 

Luc; PBH Mobile Base II; YREM-16, 20, 21 and    US3 GARETP CüüNTI (LST 786) 

continued to provide support to Task Force 116 (Operation Game Warden) 
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units and advanced tactical support base assigned craft and units with 

repair/maintenance performed for Slingshot operations as required. 

The US.S SATTH (ARL 23), USÖ SPHINX (ARL 24), ÜSS KRISHNA (HRL 38). 

YRBH-17, and Naval Support ActirLty Detachment Dong Tarn continued to 

provide repair support for Task Force 194.7 units during October« 

The overall effectiveness of the general supply operations of NSA 

Detachments in fulfilling their role of supplying the operational forces 

has been tabulated as 73 percent gross effectiveness and 82 percent net 

effectiveness.    A total of 26,213 orders were issued and 729 back order« 

were released.    A total of 31,724 operational demands were processed. 

Support from the Amy depot at Long Binh during October was 58 

percent in October as compared with ten percent in September and y 

percent in August, 

The Supply Overhaul Assistance Personnel Team (SOAP) completed the 

inventory of NSP Cam Ranh Bay and is currently conducting an inventory of 

AnThoi. 

Naval Support Activity Saigon's 2nd quarter operation and maintenance 

funds have been decreased by appradnately one million dollars.    The 

programming efforts to absorb this decrease will be difficult without 

seriously degrading present missions and operations.    As a result, NSA 

Saigon plans to commit funds in excess of current first/second quarter 

funds by approximately one million dollars and attempt to absorb the over- 

run in the third/fourth quarters. 
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Th« raoveoent of cargo tonnages through th« 1 Corpe Tactical Corps 

ports was satisftictoiy during Octobsr.    Current sxport -e«.uirements, rsts» 

of cargo generation and weather forecasts suggest a satisfactory situation 

during Novedber.   CUNUS shippinr projections indicate substantially the 

name level of Import actWity in Kovember as was experienced in October. 

Sumaary of part operations follow: 

Port 

Danang 

Chu Lai 

Offload 
S/T M/r 

Backload 
S/T H/T 

Through-put 

137,587 21*1,522 67,03k 113,775 20^,612 355,297 

27,329 56,228 6,255 21,290 33,584 77,518 

Dong Ha/Cua Viet    11,527 17,868 18,292 40,16? 29,819 58,035 

Hue/Tan My             18,483 28,156 3.856 9.647 22,339 57,803 

55a Huynh                  2,155 2,706 106 449 2,261 3,155 

Heavy weather and noderate to rough surf conditions characterized the first 

13 days of October as coastal operations were hampered in the ICorps. 

Most coastal areas received 28 to 30 inches of rain during this period 

with the excection of the Tan My/Hue area which received in excess of 

50 inches.   The next 13 days was generally good and they were followed 

by heavy rains conmeneing on 27 October and moderate to rough surf 

conditions which hampered coastal operations for the remainder of the 

month.    Danang recorded a total of 40.06 inches of rain which was well 

above the nean of 23 inches. 
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'^'he follo'Cing support was provided during the month: 

1-5 October an! 20-25 October - ProTided 18 LCU/YFR»! in support of 

Keystone Cardinal units one and two troop withdrawal. 

U-18 October - Provided six LCH-8»J to transport Americal Division 

troops and ecuipraent from Chu Lai to beach area east of Mo Hue. 

19 October - Provided two LCU«s to assist the IBS THCHASTON (LSD 28) 

and US'? VANCOUVER (LSP 2) in the offload of 2/26 troops and equipaent at 

Danang. 

25-27 October - EOD Team and DOT TWELVE, Detachment ECHO personnel 

assisted CTG 115.1 in bunker destruction, beach survey and river obstacle 

removal in the Cua Dal River, 

27-28 October - Provided two ICM-S's to transport Americal Division 

equipment from Chu Lai to the Mo Due beach site. 

The small craft repair facility (SCBP) at Danang workload continued 

at a high tempo with 2,129 Jab orders processed during the month.    There 

were 45 craft docked in the AFDL during October.   The following significant 

events occurred: 

15 October - Comneneed support of VHN LCM-ä'S (BAG 32 craft). 

18 October - Transferred AFDL-22 on loan to the D.S. Amy. 

21 October - Conmeneed direct support of MSM»s.    Commenced shadow» 

graph installation on NSM-16. 

2? October - Commenced intermediate level PBH maintenance at SCRP 

(RIVDIV 543 - 8 PBR's). 
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rr octoh- r - Comenced Phong Chau clearance operations using SCrtF 

riivenj. 

The conbine-J gross effectiveness for supply demands at Danang *nd 

Chu Lai was T percent with a net effectiveness of 95 percent.    The over*- 

all class I supnly sitation remain«! good with 20 days of A rations on 

ha«l, anl 8,OJA,560 meals of C rations on hand and another 6,263,U8 meals 

due in. 

Fuel Issues in the I Corps Tactical Zone decreased from the September 

rate of 1,711,000 gallons per day to 1,578,000 gallons per day.    Neither 

weather nsr enemy action caused any significant delays in the movement of 

fuel to the I CT£ discharge ports or up the Cua Viet River. 

Battle damage repairs continued to progress satisfactory as the office, 

computer spaces and dial central office were completed. The warehouses wer« 

<& percent complete and the reefers were 873t complete at month* s end. 

The personnel status for the Naval Support Activity, Danang at the 

end of October was as follows: 

Enlisted Officer 

9,728 

Total 9,817 

On Board   9,581 443 

A total of 103 enlisted personnel were assigned temporary additional duty 

to Comsander Naval Portes, Vietnam for various projects.   There were .860 

persons performing base security duties and 183 persons performing afloat 

USA 
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security duii«a during the month.    During October, «3 persons extended 

their tours in Vietnam bringing the total for eilender 1969 to 1,11?. 

The rollo'fing numbers of personnel were assigned cargo handling duties: 

Hatch Teams 252 

Ramp Teams 129 

Checkers 136 

Admin Support 1U 

Fleet Air Support 42 

Total 703 

Civilian personnel status: 

U.S. Civil Service Ceilinx Ott Board Net Gain/Loss 

KAVSÜPPACT 63 47 +1 

COMNAVPORVRH» a 20 -2 

Total 84 67 -1 

Local National C^linÄ On Board Net Gain/Loss 

NAVSUPPACT 6,775 5,6W +445 

Other 9,509 8,198 +110 

Total 16,284 13,815 +555 

There wem a total of 170,986 military personnel in the I CTZ supported 

by the Naval Support Activity, Danang during October» 

The status of construction projects undertaken fay the Third Naval 

Construction Brigade and the Officer in Charge of Construction were as 

follow: 

Beneficial occupancy achieved for five 16,300 SP CH-47 hangars 

at Phu Bai/Camp Eagle. 

127 CONFIDBiTlAL 
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Completed «leven U,500 UF UH-1 hwig^rs at Hhu B»l/C-Bp Mgl«. 

Beneficial occuowicy date for the 12at han^r is 6 Noveaber« 

Completed an eleven span» 700 feet Lang Co Bridge. 

Beneficial occupancy achieved for 80X4? feet reinforced concrete 

air operations center for Fleet Kuine Air Wing. 

Beneficial occupancy achieved 30 October for 200 bed hospital 

for the First Medical Battalion-    The beneficial occupancy date for th« 

dental clinic has been delayed to 10 Noveaber pending receipt of critical 

material. 

Replaced two 80 feet concrete spans and repaired one pier of 

the Can Lau Bridge. 

Commenced consttnteilon of facilities at Marble Mountain to 

support the redeployment of two helicopter squadrons. 

The fuel storage area was conpleted on 20 October at Chu Lai. 

At Danang latrine facilities completed 15 October, vehicle 

maintenance facility completed 22 October, and the aircraft maintenance 

hangar completed 25 October. 

At Tan My the dredge Sandcaster dredged 11,270 cubic meters from the 

Perfume River, the dredge Davison removed 113,266 cubic meters from th« 

entrance channel and the dredge Swelloaster removed 104,832 cubic meter« 

prior to departing on 16 October for drydocking.    At Cua Viet the dredg« 

Sandcaster dredged 78,832 cubic meters fron the upper and lower river 

crossings, the Davison removed 68,779 cubic meters from the entrance 

channel and at Danang the Davison removed 18,335 cubic meters fro« th« 

Small Craft Repair Facility channel. 
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A total of l,UU6 patients were admitted to the Danang hospital 

during October, including 47 prisoners-of-war.    Of this total 205 war« 

battle casualties, 10^ for major surgei-y, 207 far minor surgery and 135 

malaria admission.    The average dally patient load was 422 with 400 beds 

occupied at month's end« 
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TH1KU HWAL CüMJTtvUCTION BRICADS 

During October there were 18 separate Incidents of enemy action 

a.-ainst Seabees and 50 recent of these occurred in the Dong Ha area. 

A total of 21 rockets, five mortars and U «PC's were received in nine 

attacks. Only one nine was found during the month and it was not 

detonated. The remaining incidents consisted primarily of small arms 

anl sniper fire. These attacks resulted in one Seabee killed and on« 

wound«d. 

The 1969 Line of Communication program, road upgrade, continued on 

schedule throughout the I Corps Tactical Zone.    Asphaltic concrete paving 

operations continued to make progress with three miles of first lift 

paving And two miles of second lift paving completed during October,    Of 

a total of 131.1 miles of highway to be paved in 1969, 129.7 miles have 

received the first lift and 123.5 miles have received the second lift. 

In Route QL-9, first lift paving was completed on 20.3 miles of 21.7 miles 

arri second lift paving completed on 16.7 of 21.7 miles.    On route QL>1 

first lift paving completed from Dong Ha south to Lang Co and second lift 

paving completed from Quang Tri south to Lang Co.    The 1.9 mile section 

of road from QL-9 to Camp Carol was completed during the month.    Paving 

assistance to the U.S. Marine Corps Ninth Engineer Battalion north of 

Chu Lai has resulted in a total of 30.2 miles of paving on QL-1, bringing 

the paving to 12.? miles north of Tarn My.    Maintenance work continued 

south Danang on route ML-I3C, ML-12E, ML-12W, ML-1C and ML-1D.    In the 

Hai Van Pass north of Danang, maintenance and drainage improvement work 

continued. 
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The phase dovn of asphalt producing operations continued through- 

out the rwnth with the Hue Bridge 5 closing on 5 October and Vinh Dai 

closing on 18 October.    The average tons per week produced at Phu Bal 

were 1,651, at Wuang Tri 1,865 and at Vinh IM 680 for a total average 

of &,196.    Seabee rock production has been completely phased   ut with the 

closing of Vinh Dai on 18 October.    Barging of rock continued with a target 

of 7,500 tons per week.   At Vinh Dai the average tons per week produce 

was 5,825 and another 5,599 by barging. 

There were 119 aircraft shelters under construction during the month 

with 28 shelters completed and another 26 shelters completed except for 

the concrete covers.   There are 43 shelters in the approved program oa 

hold and eigit shelters for the Fleet Air Support Unit, Danang will not 

be started until special shelters now under procurement are available« 

'.fork on the Dong Ha electrical distribution system continued and 

is now 93 percent complete and is scheduled to be completed on 15 Novem- 

ber.    Construction of the Dong Ha railroad bridge continued ahead of 

schedule.    The Seabees of NHCB-62 have completed 94 percent of the 557 

foot six span bridge and is scheduled for completion on 18 November. 

Sixteen UH-1 hangars for the U.S. Arm/ in the Northern I CTZ hare bee« 

completed and one additional hangar is scheduled for completion on 

8 November.    These 11,520 square foot wood frame hangars were erected at 

Camp Evans, Phu Bai and Camp Eagle«    Incrmaental turnover of completed 

hangars to the XXIV Corps units has been effected« 

Reconstruction of the 450-foot Song Sss railroad bridge by NMCB-11 

proceeded at a rapid pace to completion this month after having beea 
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»«.•rioualy delayed »y heavy flooding.    Thi» bridge «3 retjuired to reopen 

the Vietnamese National Railway System from Hue to ;u«ng Trl.   The Hu« 

bj-vass ferry pr.iject, which includes t-.»o ferry lar^iing with access road», 

security towers, fencing, and lighting i» 72 percent ccaplete.    Temporary 

facilities were placed in operetion on 3 Septenber and final completion 

of permanent facilities is expected in early November. 

Two of five 16,335 square foot CH-A7 helicopter hangars for the U.S. 

Army in the Phu Bal/Camp Eagle area reached beneficial occupancy during 

October and all are usably complete.    The Military Construction (HILCöN) 

project to rehabilitate the Phu Bai airfield has been released from a 

hold status by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.   Th« Seabees of 

NMCB-133 are preparing a construction schedule vhicfc must be approved by the 

Director of Air Bases before construction can begin. 

Ihval Construction forces were originally tasked with the construction 

of fit i military class 30 timber bridges on secondary roads north of Hue; 

howevar, at one site there was an existing bridge recurlng only repairs 

and the repairs have been completed.    Of the four new bridges the first is 

?0 percent complete with completion scheduled for 8 Novenber.    The second is 

five percent complete and is scheduled for completion on 15 November.    The 

schedules for the remaining two have not been established. 

The Seabees of NMCB-53 have completed the 70O-foot, 11 span Lang Co 

highway bridge was opened to traffic by dedication ceremonies on 11» October* 

In the Danang area work on the partial restoration of ASP-1 continued 

with completion scheduled for 15 November.    This project, consisting of 
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repiirs to earth berras, amo storage magazines, interior roads, draimtge 

structures, the electrical distribution sjmtem and buildings daiuged or 

destroyed is 61 percent completed and the completed facilities have been 

turned over on an Incremental basis.    Work continued on the First Marine 

Air Wing Tactical Air Data Center in Danang.    Final completion of this 

80-foot by 42-foot reinfoced air operations center has been delayed until 

10 Sovember due to non-receipt of electrical material.    Seabees of NHCB-4 

completed the third training facility for   the Naval Support Activity, 

Danang on U October.    This K1LC0N project Included . two two-story wood 

frane structures totalling 12,800 square feet and were dedicated on 

7 October.    Naval Construction forces continued with the repair of damage 

to the Naval Support Activity, Danang warehouses caused by a rocket attack 

in early September.   The work is being accomplished by NMCB's 8 and 53 

and is 95 percent complete with final completion scheduled for early 

November.    The 200-bed hospital for the First Medical Battalion is a 

multi-structure project in Danang consisting of both a Medical/Dental 

complex and a cantonment/support facilities.    The hospital was usably 

ccmpleted with beneficial occupancy of the dental clinic scheduled for 

17 Kxresber.    Facilities were turned over to the customer on an incremental 

basis. 

South of Danang, permanent repairs to the Cau Lau bridge on route 

P L-l were completed on 25 October by NMCB-4.    The project consisted of 

the replacement of two 80-foot prestressed concrete spans and repairs of 

one pier. 
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At the Marble Mountain Air Facility, the Seabees are comtroetlag 

operational, administrativ« and support facilities to accomodate the 

re-deploynent ol two helicopter squadrons to MäC-16.    This hl0> priority ; 

MILCON project is being undertaken by IMCB-U and facilities will be turned '-, 

over on a.i incremental basis.   The oroject is 25 percent ccnplcted with 

an estimated completion date of 6 December. 

In the Southern ICTZ the Seabees have completed repairs and upgrade » 

at six Special Forces airfields located at Tfaaong Due, Tra Gong, Ha Thanh, 

Ba To, Minh Long and Tien Phuoc.    Construction of screening and detention 

facilities for CORDS at four sites in I CTZ are being accomnlished by the | '/. 
j [ 

Seabees.   The projects consist of barracks, kitchen facilities, security '; 

posts, fencing and utilities.   The facilities at Tarn Ky and Hoi *n are 

completed, at Quang Kgal 73 oercent conplete, at Hue work has not started 

pending completion of fill requirements by local contractor under contract P 

to CORDS. 
i 

The Seabees of NMCB-7 continued with the construction of a 6,000 

square foot hangar with 1,200 square foot of storage and office space n 

for the 174th Aviation Company at Due Pho.   Initial work on the hangar 

was completed by NMCB-$8, and the project is 38 percent complete. 

During the month of October, NHCB-1 Increased its details in the III 

and IV Corps to 10 locations with a total of 205 men.    Completion of the 

VNN base at An Thoi has been delayed due to material deliveries and an 

increase in scope.   The project is currently hB percent complete.   The 

advance Tactical Support Base at Ha Tien has been completed.   Material* 
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Ha Tien.    The ATtiD at Kach Soi is 95 nercent complete and the ATSB at { 

have been received at An Thoi for comaencsment of the ACTüV base at 

Phu Cuong is 98 percent complete.   Work progressed si-tisfaciorilj on 

the VNN self help/maintenance program. 

Naval Construction i'orces have a funded backlog amounting to 33*3 

weeks of horizontal work and 36.3 weeks of vertical work.    The progranmed 

backlog amounts to an additioal 3.8 weeks of horizontal and 9.6 weeks 

of vertical work.    These projections are based on the planned redeploy- 

ment of five construction battalions prior to 15 December 1969» 

During October Seabee personnel were awarded two Navy Commendation 

Medals, four Navy Aehlevment Awards, five Purple Hearts and 64 Combat 

Action Awards. 

On 10 October, NMCB-5 completed its redeployment without relief as 

part of operation Keystone Cardinal.    On 10 October, NMCB-58 was relieved 

by NMCB-7 at Camp Shields in Chu Lai. 

From 19 to 23 October, Rear Admiral Walter M. Enger, CEC, USN, Chief 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, visited the Naval Construction Forces 

in the I CTZ and was briefed by the Commander Third Naval Construction 

Brigade on current Seabee operations. 

135 CONFIDBmAL 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

APPENDIX I 
GLOSSARY OP ABBREVIATICMS 

The following abbreviation» and terms are commonly used in the conbat 

ime by all agencies and are listed here in anplificaticn of those used In 

the text: 

ABF Attack by fire 

AMMI PONTOON A multi-purpose barge, standard size is twenty-eight feet 

by ninety feet 

AD Are« of operations 

ARVN Amy of the Republic of Vietnam 

ASPB Assault Support Patrol Boat 

ATC Armored Troop Carrier 

ATSB Advance Tactical Support Base 

A/H Automatic weapons 

Black Pony/Bronco CV-10 Twin Bigine Turboprop Ccunterlnsurgency Aircraft 

CCB 

CO 

CHICON 

CIDO 

CM) 

CO) US 

CRIP 

CS 

CT2 

CZ 

Command and Camnunications Boat 

Coastal Group 

Chinese Commonist 

Civilian Irregular Defense Group - mercenaries of Viet- 

namese, Laotian, Cambodian descent who fight primarily 

around their own villages 

Capital Military District 

Continental United States 

Civilian Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoon 

Tear gas grenades 

Corps Tactical Zone 

Coastal Zone 

►c-^i^rv. fcib 
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DelU Hawk 

Dustoff 

turn 

FSB 

FVMAF 

(DA 

OVR 

m 
JDS 

Kit Carson Scoot« 

LAfT 

LAW 

LCPL 

IDNU 

LHPT 

LOH 

IMP 

MAC? 

MATSB 

MEDCAP 

MCWITOR 

KRB 

MRF 

Hobavk OV-TC aircraft 

Madical evacuaticn by helicopter 

Btiov Initiated flrefi^it 

Fir« Support Base 

fnm World Military Assiatanc« Force» 

Ocn Daaage Assesnent 

Oofwniwnt of Vietnam 

Harasanant and Interdiction Fir« Support 

Joint General Staff (Vietnanese) 

Ftomar Viet Cong «ho hara con» over to the side of 

the Saigon goremnent and aenra with allied military 

«nits 

light Attack Fire Te&m (OV-IO'a) 

Light Anti-tank Weapon 

Landing Craft, Personnel, Large 

Vietnamese equivalent of USN Cbderwater Denollticn 

Ten 

Light Helo Fire Team 

08-6 Light Observation Helicopter 

Long Range Reecnnaissance Patrol 

Military Assistance Coicnand, Vietnam 

Mobile Advance Tactical Support Base 

Medical Civic Action Program 

Heavily armored LCM-6 (ItOran cannon or lOSim hcwitter) 

Mobile Riverine Base 

Mobile Riverine Fore« 

CONFIDENTIAL II 
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MSB 

MSÜ 

K5F 

NGFS 

NILO 

NIOTC 

NOD 

NVA 

PBR 

PCF 

PCW 

raa 

PSA 

Psyopa 

RAD 

RAQ 

RAD 

RAS 

RF/FF 

RPQ 

RSSZ 

RVNAF 

SAR 

SEAWOLF 

CCNFIDENTIAL 

Minesweeper, Bo»t 

Minesweeper, Dron« 

Mobile Strike Fore« - nercenarles who deploy «id 

go anywhere 

Naval Gunfire Support 

Naval Intelligence Liaison Officer 

Naval Inshore Operations Training Center 

Night Observation Oevlc« 

North Vietnamese Arngr 

Patrol Boat, River 

Patrol Craft, Fast (SWIFT Boat) 

Prisoner of War 

Provincial Reconnaissance unit 

Province Sector Advisor 

Psychological Operations 

River Assault Division 

River Assault Group (VNN) 

River Assault and Interdiction Division (VNN) 

River Assault Squadron 

Regional Forces/Popular Forces 

Rocket Propelled Grenade or River Patrol Oroiq> 

Rung Sat Special Zone 

Republic of Vietnam Air Force (or Armed Forces) 

Search and Rescue 

UH-IB Helo, heavily armed, USN operated 

I - III CCNJnDBlTIAL 
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SMDOV 

SXUfCR 

SLICK 

SPOOK! 

STAB 

TAOB 

OSARV 

vmc 

VMM 

ZIPPO 

CaiFIDENTUL 

C-119 «ircralt 

20' fiberglass mtor bo»t 

UH-1B Helo, USA opwatrf 

C-U7 aircraft 

Swimner Support Boat (skUnsr) 

Strik« Assault Boat 

Tactical Area of Haspmslbilily 

Itaitod SUtes Any, Vietn« 

Vietnamese Marine Corps 

Vietnamsse Ha^ 

Flame thrower equippad ATC cor MCNITCR 

Vaterbome Ouardposts 

If 
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DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY 
U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam, 

and 
Naval Advisory Group, Military Assistance 

FPO San Francisco 96626 
Command, Vletnan 

NAVFCRV/NAVADVGRP 
NOTE  05440 
021:pdp 
1 October 1969 

CONFIDENTIAL  (Unclassified upon removal of enclosures) 

NAVFORV/NAVADVGRP MACV NOTICE 05440 

From: 

To: 

Commander U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam/Chief, Naval 
Advisory Group, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 
Distribution List 

Subjt COMNAVFORV/CHNAVADVGRP Task and Advisory Organization 

End:  (1) Task Force 115 Organization 
(2) Task Force 116 Organization 
(3) Task Group 194,0 Organization 
(4) Task Group 194.7 Organization 
(5) Miscellaneous Advisors 

1. Purpose. To promulgate and forward for information 
enclosures (1) through (5). 

2. Information. The information compiled is as of 30 
September 1969"and is subject to change on short notice. 
With this Notice Task Group 194.7 has been added as 
enclosure (4). 

3. Cancellation, upon receipt of the next COMNAVFORV/ 
CHNAVADVGRP Task and Advisory Organization and for record 
purposes on 31 December 1969. 

EM\S1TH.TI00 
Distribution t CHIEF OF STAFF 
NAVFORV/NAVADVGRP NOTE 05216 of 31 JDL 1969 
Case 1 - Lists I thru VIII 

r/ 
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HAVADVCRPNOTE  (jSWfl KAVFORV/NAVADV« 

1 October 19f« 

COMMAVFORV/CHNAVADVGRP TASK AKD ADVISOPY ORGAKIZATIOW 

AL 

TT 115 

TG 115.1 

TASK FORCK 115 

COASTAL SURVEILLANCE CAPT J.J. S!IA>JAnAN,ÜSll 

TU 115.1.0 

TU 115.1.1 

TO 115.1.2 

TU 115.1.3 

TU 115.1.4 

TU 115.1.5 

TU 115.1.6 

FORCE 

NORTHERN SURVEIL- 
LANCE GROUP 
(MSC/MSO/WPB/PCF/ 
PG ASSIGNED) 

SEA TIGER (CAU DAI 
RIVER) ON SCENE 
COMMANDER 

NORTHERN OFFSHORE 
REACTION UNIT ONE 
(MSO/MSC/PG/WHEC 
ASSIGNED) 

NORTHERN OFFSHORE 
REACTION UNIT TWO 
(KSO/MSC/PG 
ASSIGNED) 

NORTHERN INSHORE 
REACTION UNIT 
(WPB/PCF ASSIGNED) 

NORTHERN BARRIER 
REACTION UNIT 
(MSO/HHEC ASSIGNED) 

DUFFEL BAG 
DETACHMENT 

(000996-90) 
COMMANDER 

COR D.R. STEPFFRUD#DSR 
(015861-50) 
COMMANDER AND FIRST 
COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR 
HQ ASHORE DANANG 

AS ASSIGNED 

SmOP CO, OFFSHORE 
PATOL ARfA ONE 

SENIOR CO, OPPSKORE 
PATROL ARFA TWO 

CDR D.R. STEPFFRUD,ÜPR 
(015661-50) 
COMMANDER AND FIRST 
COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR 
IIQ ASHORE DANAKG 

SENIOR CO, BARRIER 
PATROL UNIT 

LTJG G.L. CATLETT.USHR 

NORTHERN WPB SUPPORT LCDR T.C. VOLKE,ÜSCG 
UNIT COGARDIV 12 
(WPB ASSIGNED) 

CROUP-4 
DOWNCRÄKD AT 3 YEAR I^TiRVALSi 

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS 

(98IJ/USCG) 
COMMANDER COAST GUARD 
DIVISION 12 

SONFIDENIIAI 
Enclosure  (1) 
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1 October 1969 

TO 115.1.7 

TÜ 115.1.8 

TU 115.2 

TU 115.2.1 

TE 115.2.1.1. 

TE 115.2.1.2 

TE 115.2.1.3 

TE 115.2.1.4 

TE 115.2.1.5 

TE 115.2.1.6 

Fne?opnre (3) 

OTE OSUO 

NORTHERN PCF 
SUPPORT UNIT 

CHU 1AI 10SHORE 
REACTION UNIT 

CENTRAL SURVEIL- 
LANCE GROUP 
(MSO/HSC/WPB/PCP/ 
PGA'HEC ASSIGNED) 

NORTH CENTRAL 
SURVEILLANCE UNIT 

NORCEN OFFSHORE 
RFACTION ELEMENT 
THREE (MSO/MSC/ 
PG/tWEC ASSIGNED) 

NORCEN INSHORE 
REACTION ELEMENT 
(WPB/PCF ASSIGNED) 

NORCEN OFFSHORE 
REACTION ELEMENT 
THREE (SOUTHERN) 
(WHEC/MSO/PG/MSC 
ASSIGNED) 

UNASSIGNED 

UNASSIGNED 

UriASSIGNED 

LCDR D.R. BRFCKFNRIDGE 
C^r (031752-80) 
COMMANDER COASTAL 
DIVISION 12 

LT J.F. G1BLIN 
USN (092436-60) 
COASTAL DIVISION 12 

CDR H.C. BOSCHEN,USN 
(004379-70) 
COMMANDER AND SECOND 
COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR 
HQ ASHORE NHA TRANG 

LCDR J.I. ALLMAN III 
USN (016655-10) 
COMMANDFP A"D QUI NHOH 
CSC OFFICFR HQ ASHORE 
QUI NHON 

SEtnOR CO, OFFSHORE 
PATROL AREA THREE 

LCDR J.I. ALLMAN III 
USN (016655-10) 
COfrAT'DFR AND QUI NHON 
CSC TFICER HQ ASHORE 
Ol'I TIHON 

SENIOR CO, OFFSHORE 
PATROL AREA THREE 
SOUTHERN) 

coNFinrwriAL 
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TE 115.2.1.7 

TE 115.2.1.8 

TE 115.2.1.9 

TE 115.2.2 

TE 115.2.2.1 

TE 115.2.2.2 

TE 115.2.2.3 

TE 115.2.2.« 

TE 115.2.2.5 

TE 115.2.2.6 

TE 115.2.2.7 

TE 115.2.2.8 

TE 115.2.2.9 

CONFIDEMTIAL 

NAVPORV, 
1 October 1969 

NORCEK PCP 
SUPPORT ELEMENT 
COSDIV 15 (PCP 
ASSIGNED) 

ÜNASPIGNED 

ÜNASSIGNED 

SOUTH CENTRAL 
FURVEILL^KCF imiT 

SOGEN OPPSHORE 
REAGTION ELEMTNT 
POUR (MSO/MSC/WPB/ 
PGP ASSIGl^D) 

SOGEN OPPSHORE 
REACTION ELEMENT 
PIVE (KSO/MSC/PG/ 
WUEG ASSIGNED) 

SOGEN INSHORE 
REACTION ELEMENT 
(WPB/PCP ASSIGNED) 

UNASSIGNED 

UNASSIGNE9 

UNASSIGNED 

SOCEN PGP SUPPORT 
ELEMENT COSDIV 1« 
(PCP ASSIGNED) 

UNASSIGNED 

UNASSIGNED 

LCDR E.B. MCCONVILLE, 
USN (016673-40 
COMMANDER COASTAL 
DIVISION 15 

CDP P.C. BOSCPFW, Ü5!K 
(OOa 37<>-7ft) 
COMMAmrp AND SECOND 
Cr»A«rtAL ?ONF ADVISOR 
HO AFEORF WA TPA*?C 

SENIOR GO, OPPSHORE 
PATROL ARFA POUR 

SENIOR CO, OPPSHORE 
PATROL AREA PIVE 

CDR H.C. BOSCHEN 
COMMANDER AND SECOND 
COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR 
HQ ASHORE NHA TRAKG 

LCDR P.P. D0DSON,DSM 
(016770-60) 
COMMANDEP COASTAL 
DIVISION ia 

eOKFIDENTIAl 
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TG 115.3 

TU 115.3.1 

TU 115.3.2 

TU 115.3.3 

TU 115.3.4 

TU 115.3.5 

TU 115.3.6 

TU 115.3.7 

TU 115.3.8 

TU 115.3.9 

Enclosure (1) 

ÄPIDEHTIM. 

SOUTHERN SURVEIL- 
LANCE GROUP 
(MSO/MSC/WB/PCP/ 
WHEC/LST ASS1GV :•) 

SOUTHERN OPPSHORE 
REACTION UNIT SIX 
(MSO/MSC/PG/WHEC 
ASSIGNED) 

SOUTHERN OFFSHORE 
REACTION UNIT SEVEN 
(MSO/MSC/PG/WHEC 
ASSIGNED) 

SOUTHERN INSHORE 
REACTION UNIT 
(WPB/PCF ASSIGNED) 

MARKET TIME 
RAIDER UNIT 

MARKET TIME 
RAIDER UNIT 

SOUTHERN WPB 
SUPPORT UNIT 
COGARDIV 13 
(WPB ASSIGNED) 

SOUTHERN PCP 
SUPPORT UNIT 
COSDIV 13 (PCF 
ASSIGNED) 

CON SON RADAR 
SURVEILLANCE UNIT 

SOUTHERN OPERATION 
SUPPORT UNIT (AS 
ASSIGNED) 

CDR P.A. YOST, 
USCG COMMANDER AND 
THIRD COASTAL ZONE 
ADVISOR HQ ASHORF 
VUNG TAU 

SENIOR CO, OFFSHORE 
PATROL AREA SIX 

SENIOR CO, OFFSHORE 
PATROL AREA SEVEN 

CDR P.A. YOST, USC6 
COMMANDER AND THIRD 
COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR 
HQ ASHORE VUNG TAU 

AS ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

LCDR D.P. GATTOR, 
USCG, COMMANDER 
COAST GUARD 
DIVISION 13 

LCDR J.W. STREÜH,ÜSN 
(016293-20) 
COMMANDER COASTAL 
DIVISION 13 

LTJG E.D. RAMANN,USN 
(092843-70) 
OFFICER IN CHARGE 

SENIOR CO/OIC 
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TF 115.« 

TP 115.5 

VT 115.6 

TG 115.7 

.TO 115.7.0 

TO 115.7.1 

TE 115.7.1.1 

TO 115.7.2 

TB 115.7.2.1 

TO 115.7.3 

TO 115.7.« 

TO 115.7.5 

NAVPO; 
1 October 1969 

GULP OF THAILAND 
SURVEILLANCE CROUP 

ÜNASSIGNED 

GULP OP THAILAND 
OFPSHORE PATROL 
UNIT   (WHEC ASSIGNED) 

CDR KUr VNN 

CO WHEC ASSIGNED 
AREA EIGHT 

SEA FLOAT COMMANDER/ CDR J.C. PATRICK,USN 
GULF OP THAILAND/    (015839-20) 
SEA LORDS COMMANDER COMMANDER .MOBILE 

*  ADVANCEQ TACTICAL 
SUPPORT BASE 

SEA FLOAT/SEA LORDS 
LOGISTIC SUPPORT 
UNIT (LST) 

SEA FLOAT/SEA LORDS 
OPERATIONS/PLANNING 
UNIT 

SEA FLOAT/SEA LORDS 
KATERBORNE UNITS 
(PCFs ASSIGNED) 

SEA FLOAT BASE 
DEFENSE UNIT 

SEA FLOAT EOD/ 
DDT DET 

SEA FLOAT NGP8 
UNIT 

SEA FLOAT GROUND 
SECURITY UNIT 
(WHEN ASSIGNED) 

SEA FLOAT VNN 
POIWAR UNIT 

AS ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

SENIOR OINC 
PCP ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

CO, PG ASSIGNED 

O.S. ADVISORS 
AS ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

Enclosure (1) 
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1 October 1969 

TU 115.7.6 SEA FLOAT SEAL 
DETACHMENT, SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS GROUP ONE 

TE 115.7.6.1 SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
GROUP TWO 

TE 115.7.6.2 SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT UNIT 

TU 115.7.7 

TD 115.7.8 

TU 115.7.9 

TF 115.8 

SEA FLOAT/GULF OF 
THAILAND SEA 
LORDS SUPPORT UNIT 
(AN TMOI) 

SEA FLOAT AIR 
REACTION UNIT 
(SEAWOLVES) 

SEA FLOAT/GULF OF 
THAILAND SEA LORDS 
AIR RECON UNIT   (LOU/ 
SLICK ASSIGNED) 

OPERATIONAL 
READINESS GROUP 

LT M.F.  CRANE,USN 
(072426-50) 

OINC  SEAL DELTA 
PLATOON 

LTJG D.L.  NICHOLAS»USNR 
(092969-30) 

ASSISTANT OINC SEAL 
DELTA PLATOON 

LTJG J.G.  ENGSTROrSüSlI 
(092660-20) 

OINC MOBILE SUPPORT 
TEAM TWO DET ECHO 

LCDR C.L.   MILLER,Ü8N 
(016840-60) 

COMMANDER COASTAL 
DIVISION 11 

AS ASSIGNED 

AS ASSIGNED 

CAPT J.J.   SHANAHAN,OSN 
(000996-90) 

COMMANDER 

TU 115.8.1 KPB OPERATIONAL 
READINESS UNIT 

TU 115.8.2 PCP OPERATIONAL 
READINESS UNIT 

(20NFIDEN1MX 
Encloaure   (1) 

CAPT R.H.  NIESZ,USCG 
(3534/USCG) 

COMMANDER AND 
COHCOGARDRON ONE 

CDR C.F.   HORNE 111 DSU 
(004404-10) 

COMMANDER AMD 
COMCOSRON ONE 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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TO 115.8.3 

TU 115.8.« 

TF 115.9 

TÜ 115.9.1 

TU 115.9.2 

TU 115.9.3 

TU 115.9.« 

HARBOR DEFENSE 
READINESS UNXT 

PG OPERATIONAL 
READINESS UNIT 

HARBOR DEFENSE 
GROUP 

HARBOR DCFFNSE 
UNIT VUNG TAU 

HARBOR OFFENSE 
UNIT CAM RANH BAY 

HARBOR DEFENSE 
UNIT QUI NHON 

HARBOR DEFENSE 
UNIT NHA TRANG 

-*' 

KAVADVGRPrOTE OSWO NAVFORV/KAVADVGRPf 
1 October 1969 

LCDR G.H, OVFRPTRTIT, 
USN (016305-10) 
COMMANDER AND OIKC 
LUIIG ONE WESTPAC DFT 

LCDR J.R. SWAIN,USN 
(0168«3-60) 
COMCOSDIV THREE-TWO 

LCDR G.H. OVERSTPEET 
UPM (016305-10) 
COMMANDFR M^>  OIKC 
lUf«« ONE WFRTPAC DFT 

LCDR R.G. MrwrnOMEPY 
ÜFN (03n«»o«-f0) 
OINC HARPOR DFFTrSF 
VUNG TAD 

LCDR J.V. COOPFR^R. 
USN (016673-10) 
OINC HARROR DFFFNSE 
CAK RAfTH BAY 

LCDR W.W. POOLE,ÜSN 
(031183-00) 
OINC HARBOR DEFENSE 
QUI NHON 

LCDR W.G. MORPHY^SN 
(016863-68) 
OINC HARBOR DEFENSE 
NHA TRANG 

(immmmm 
Enclosure (1) 
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COWAVFORV/CHHAVADVGRP  TASK AMD ADVIFORY ORGAflZATTOW 

TASK  FORCr  116 

TF 116 

TG 116.2 

TU  116.2.1 

TU 116.2.2 

TU 116.2.6 

TF 116.« 

TU 116.4.8 

TU 116.4.9 

TU 116.6.7 

RIVER PATROL FORCE 

ASSIGNED TF  117 
UNITS 

RIVER ASSAULT 

P.IVTP. AfPAULT 
SOUADROr FIFTrFn 

TF  117  PUPPOPT 
UKIT 

VAL-«» 
(niNH TÜHY) 

VAL-«,   DET ALFA 
(BINH TLTY) 

VAL-«  DET BRAVO 
VUKG TAU 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT UNIT 
(B1KH THUY) 

TE 116.6.7.1       SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT ELEMENT A 
(NHA BE) 

GROUJM 
X)WNGP^?JD /.7 3 ZV?. ; -■ :S7AIS; 

ÜKLASSIPitD ATf ■•'. 12 YEARS 

DEPUTY FIRST SEA LORDS 
COKRIVPATFOR/COMRIVPAT- 
FLOT FIVE 
CAPT J.E.   FAULlt.USN 
(00086ii-<S0) 

SENIOR RAS CDR 
CDR R.G.   fTRPHY,üSN 
(015S63-20) 

COrPAP  13 
cnn P.C. »x'ppry.iTr' 
(015a«?S-20) 

co."PAr in 
CPP KL.   »TVPV,,TP., 
(015989-50) 

ro#uss rrrTT'Ar 
(APH-35) 

LCDR CD. n?wn»,tisH 
(016298-70) 

CO,VAL-«l 
CDR M.S.   RCHUMAN,USN 
(004616-30) 

OIC, VAL-4, DET ALFA 
LCDR R. EALLARD 
(030830-10) 

OIC VAL-4 DET FRAVO 
LCDR J. BUTTERFIELD 

OINC KST-2 
LT T.A.  MAFONjUSNR 
(080929-00) 

OINC MST-2,  DET A 
FNS P.M.   CUtriNGPAM 
ÜSNR 

Fnclosuro   (2) 

CONPIPHTIAr. 
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TE 116.6.7.2   SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT ELEMENT B 
(BEN LUC) 

TE 116.6.7.3   SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT ELEMENT C 
(MY THO) 

TE 116.6.7.*   SPECIAL OPEPATIONS 
SUPPORT ELEMENT D 
(NHA BE) 

TE 116.6.7.6   SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT ELEMENT F 
(CAT LO) 

TU 116.6.8 

TU 116.6.9 

TG 116.8 

TG 116.9 

TU 116.9.1 

BEACHJUMPER UNIT 
ONE TEAM 13 
(BINH THUY) 

EOD TEAM 
(SINK THUY) 

KELO SUPPORT GROUP 
(BINH THUY) 

RUNG SAT SPECIAL 
ZONE RIVER PATROL 
GROUP 

RSSZ RIVER PATROL 
UNIT (NHA BE) 

TE 116.9.1.1   RSSZ RIVER 
PATROL ELEMENT A 

TE 116.9.1.4   SAIGON RIVER PATROL 
ELEMENT D 
(NHA BE) 

GONFroEMIÄT 
Enclosure (2) 2 
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OINC MST-J, DET B 
LTJG R.C. KOFHLFR, 
USNR 

MST-2, OFT C 
LTJG J, TODD,USN» 

MST-2, DET D 
LTJG S.B. HAZARDfUSNR 

MST-2, DET F 
LTJG P.U. ANDERSON 
USNR 

OIC, BJD, UNIT ONE 
TEAM 13 
LT D.R. COKNER,DSN 

OINC EOD TEAM 38 
WO-2 J.R. LUNDBERG,USM 

CO,  FAL-3 
CAPT R.  FFCFWrrF,OM! 
(00H1O5-50) 

COMRSSZRIVPATGRO 
CDR C.J. VAGFS,JR.#üSlt 
(016201-50) 

COMRIVRCCT 59 
LCDR G.T. FLANAGAN,US» 
(016906-30) 

CCMRIVDIV 593 
LT L.A. BISSONNETTE,ÜSH 
(032503-90) 

COMR1VDIV 531 
LT T.P. McGINLEY,DSN 
(91630-70) 

• " J» V« 
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Tr 116.9.1.8 

TU 116.9.2 

TU 116.9.S 

TU 116.9.6 

TU 116.9.7 

TU 116.9.8 

SAIGON RIVER 
PATROL ELEMENT B 
(NHA  BE) 

RSSZ  MCM UNIT A 
(NHA BE) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

1 October 1969 

COMRIVDIV  571 
LT J.W. LITTSICI'.ÜSV 
(073918) 

COMINDIV 112 
LT R.H.  CPAM>ION,ü.«f' 
(032513-40) 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
UNIT A (NHA BE) 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
UNIT D (NHA BE) 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
UNIT F (CAT LO) 

RSSZ HELO UNIT A 
(NHA BE) 

OIC SEAL TEAM, DET A 
10TH PLATOON 
LTJG A.Y. nRYSON,USN 

OINC SEAL TEAM DET A 
9TH PLATOON 
LTJG ELLIS, USN 

OIC SEAL TEAM DET G 
ECHO PLATOON 
LTJG C. PROUTY 
(077523-00) 

OINC HAL-3, DET-2 
CDR W.E. SERIG, USN 
(015938-90) 

PATROL UTTITS LOCATED IN I CORPS AND UNDER OPERATIONAL CONTROL 
OF CTF CLEARWATER: 

RIVER DIVISION CDR HUE RIVER 
521 SECURITY GROUP 
(MOBILE BASE 1) 

RIVER DIVISION CDR DONG HA 
5«3 RIVER SECURITY 
(CAÜ VIET)     GROUP 

COMRIVDIV 521 
LT G.P. BPENT.USN 

COMRIVDIV 5«3 
LT S.H. JONES, TRN 
(078213-00) 

Enclosure (2) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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^cr 1«69 

COMNAVFORV/CHNAVADVGRP TASK AND ADVISORY OP.CAriZATICW 

COrPTPFfrPIAL 

1 October ir69 

CTG 194.0 

TASK GROUP 19».0 

FIRST SEA LORDS 
COMMANDER 

CTG 1911.1 

CTU 194.1.0 

CTÜ 194.1.3 

CTU 194.1.4 

CTU 194.1.5 

CTE 194.1.5.1 

CTE 194.1.5.2 

CTU 194.1.6 

FIRST SEA LORDS 
DEPUTY COMMANDER 

CRUSADES COMMANDER 

DEPUTY CRUSADES 
COMMANDER   (SAIGON) 

RSSZ  CRUSADES 
COMMANDER   (NHA BE) 

GIANT SLINGSHOT 
CRUSADES COMMANDER 
(TUYEN NIION) 

TP  115 CRUSADES 
COMMANDER 

CAU DAI  CRUSADES 
COMMANDER 

SEAFLOAT CRUSADES 
COMMANDER 

VINK TE CRUSADES 
COW.ANDER   (BA XOAI) 

CROUFM 
JOWNCRADED AT 3 Yf« i JV.ÄVAIS- 

ütCLAi>y;'.cD Af f£R 12 YEARS 

DEPUTY  COWAVFORV/ 
NAVLE DMAC 
RADM V.R. FLANAGAN,USN 
(000832-80) 

COMRIVPATFOR/ 
COMRIVPATFLOT FIVE 
CAPT J.R. FAULK,USN 
(000864-40) 

COMRIVPATFOR/ 
COMRIVPATFLOT FIVE 
CAPT J.R. FAULK,USn 
(000864-40) 

LCDR D.J.  VTU.TFP.USF 
(016135-40) 

O»« CTF  116 MONITOR 
TEAM 2 
I.TJG J.M. HOGAN, USKR 

OINC CTF 116 MONITOP 
TEAM 6 
LT J.R.   LFVINSON,   ÜSN 
(092433-30) 

COMCOPURVFOR 
CAM RANI!  BAY 

OINC I'ONITOR TEAM.  4 
AS AfSIGNED 

OIKC MOtTITOR TEAM  5 
AS AssicrrD 

OINC TF 116 MONITOR 
LT R.F. KPEDS, UfN 
(07638C-00) 

Enclosure (3) 
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i 
lavVFORV/i^VAÖVGll 
1 Octoter 1969 

CTU 1911.1.7 

CTO 194.1.9 

CTG 194.2 

CTU 194.2.1 

CTÜ 194.2.3 

Cit *.„'•. .Z.I* 

CTU 194.2.5 

CTU 194.2.6 

CTG 194.3 

CTU 194.3.1 

CTU 194.3.2 

CTU 194.3.3 

CTU 194.3.4 

CTE 05440 

TO 124.7 CRUSADrp 
COWAKOFB 

GIANT SLIRGSHOT 
CRUSADES COfWVNDER 
(TRA CU) 

INTERDICTION GROUP 
CDR SONG ONG DOC 

PATROL UNIT (PER) 
SONG ONG DOC 

PATROL UNIT (RAC) 
-'•T OKG DOC 

i^-V iiUPORT UNIT 
GULF OP THAILAND 

HELO SUPPORT UNIT 
(USS GARRETT COUNTY) 

SPEC VARPARE UNIT 

INTERDICTION GROUP 
COMMANDER (RÄCH GIA) 

PATROL UNIT 
(RACH GIA) 

PATROL UNIT 
(KINH SON) 

INTERDICTION 
OPS HELO SUPPORT 
UNIT (HARNETT CITY) 

LST SUPPORT UNIT 
(GULP OP THAILAND) 

RTVRTPTKFGRP MONITOR 
TEAM (AS ASSIGNED) 

OINC CTP 116 MONITOR 
TEAM 3 
LT J.C. YOUNG, USNR 

COMRIVRON 53 
LCDR L.H. THAMES, USN 
(031766-40) 

COMRIVDIV 572 
LT N.H. BERRY, USN 
(031950-80) 

OIC RAD 131 DET 

CO USS GARRETT COUNTY 
(LST 786) 

OIC HAL-3, DET-6 

OIC 8TH PH 
LTJG J. SCHUTZMANN,USNR 
SQUAD A 

COMRIVRON  51 
LCDR J.T.   HOCK,  DSN 

COMRIVDIV  513 
LT J.D.   LOPTUS,JR,   ÜPK 
(03213-90) 

COMRIVDIV 553 
LT G.   EISCHEN,  USN 

OINC HAL-3,  DET-8 
LCDR D.W.   STREY,USN 
(016360) 

CO,  USS HARNETT CITY 
(LST 821) 
LCDR K.L.   WARDEN,USN 

Enclosure  (3) 
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CTU 1%.3.5 

CTO 1%.4 

CTU 194.4.1 

CTE 194.4.1.2 

CTU 194.4.2 

CTE 194.4.2.1 

CTU 194.4.3 

CTU 194.4 

CTU 194.4.5 

CTU 194.4.6 

CTU 194.4.7 

CTE 194.4.7.1 

PATROL UNIT 
(RACII SOI) 

BARRJER OPS COR 
(TRBH-16) 

HA TIEN BOBDER 
PATROL UNIT 

HA TIEN BORDER 
PATROL UNIT 

RAID 72 CDR 
CHAU DOC 

RAID 131 CDR 
CHAU DOC 

VINH TE CANAL 
PATROL UNIT A 
(YRBM-16) 

VINH TS CANAL 
PATROL UNIT B 
(TRai-16) 

BARRIER R&7 NEST 
PATROL UNIT 

VINH TE CANAL 
PATROL UNIT C 
(«lEM-20) 

VINH TE CANAL 
PATROL UNIT D 
(YRBM-20) 

MINE SUPPORT ELEMENT 
(TREN.16) 

NAVFORV/NAVADVCRPNOTE 05440 
1 October 1969 

COKRIVDIV 554 
LT E.G. CRAIC, USI 
(032098*90) 

CDR J.G. STORMS, USM 
(004365-00) 

LCDR NGUYEN NAM THANH 

COKRIVDIV 532 
LT P.M. QUAST, USM 
(032132-70) 

LCDR NGUYEN NGOC TENH 
(60A700170) 

CCKRIVDIV 131 
LI W.M. KAHN, USN 
(072269-50) 

CCKRIVDIV 514 
LT M.L. KULFORD, USM 
(032069-30) 

COKRIVDIV 551 
LT F.J. HORVATH, USN 
(032527) 

COKRIVDIV 515 
LT J.F. O'CONNOR, «JSN 
(032389-10) 

COKRIVDIV 591 
LT K.L. DECLERCO, USM 
(032613-00) 

COKRIVDIV 512 
LT D.A. SPAUQT, USN 
(032104-50) 

COKRIVDIV 113, DET BRAVO 
E.C. FRAZIER, USM 

Enclo»ur« (3) 
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KAVFORV/Kf.VADVCU'lJCTE 05U0 CH-t 
20 U<:toN»r 1969 

CTU If.. ,'• BARRIER OPS HBLO 
SUPPORT UNIT 

CIS 194.4.8.t     UPPER MEKONG HELD 
SUPPORT UNIT 
(HUNTERDON OTT) 

w.ru 194.4.9 

CTO 194.5 

•CTG 194.6 

♦CTO 194.7 

(Noter Se« 

CTO 194.9 

CTU t94.9.2 

CTU 194.9.3 

CTU 194.9.4 

CTU 194.9.5 

CTB 194.9.5.1 

UPPER MEKONG DST 
SUPPORT UNIT 

COASTAL INCURSIOM 
COMMANDER (WHBI 
ASSIGNED) 

UPPER SAIGOM 
INTERDICTION GROUP 

;./N^- 

RIVERINE STRIKE 
GROUP COMMANDER 

anelosure (4) for details) 

GIANT SLINGSHOT 
INTERDICTION GROUP 
(BEN LUC) 

LOWER VAN CO TAT 
PATROL UNIT 
(MOBILE BASE II, 
TAN AN) 

MIDDLE YAM CO DONG 
BLTROL UNIT 
(TRA CU) 

MIDDLE VAN CO TAT 
PATROL UNIT 
(TUTBN NIK») 

UPPER VAM CO DONG 
PATROL UNIT 
(00 DAU HA) 

TAT NINH PATROL 
ELEMENT 

ÄÄ 'iVI'ltl 

CO, HAL-3, DBT-5 
LCDR E.F. IEAGER, USN 
(015925-00) 

00, HAU3, nBT-3 
LCDR B.W. B0RQU1ST, USN 
(091037) 

USS HUNIBRDOI CTI 
(LST $38) 
LCDR E.L. COL,  USM 
(016562-70) 

COMOOSURVPOB 
CAPT J.J. SHAMAHAH, USM 
(032411-70) 

LCDR G.T. FLANAGAN, USN 
(016906-30) 

OOMRIVSTEIKBGRP 
CAPT C.H. BLAIR« USI 
(000690-50) 

CDR A.C. SIGMOMD, USM 
(016119-90) 

OOMRIVDIV 573 
LT G.J. ELLIS 

OOMRIVDIV 552 
LT W. BRENNAH, USM 
(077808-00) 

(XMRIVDIV 513 

OOMRIVDIV 592 
LT J.R. POE, USM 
(032555-10) 

OOMRIVDIV 594 
LT T. FRENZUKSB, USN 
(032108-30) 

-v . ■ 
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CTU 194.9.6 

CTÜ 19U.9.7 

CTE 19a.9.7.0 

CTE 19a.9.7.1 

CTE 194.9.7.3 

CTU 194.9.8 

CTE 194,9.8.3 

CTU 194.9.9 

s® wmstb. ■ 

1 
i 

NAVFORV/NAVADVGRPNOTE     05440 
'  October  1969 

1 

UPPER VAM CO TAY 
PATROL ELEMENT 
(MOC HOA) 

COMPIVD1V  511 
LT  R.   CAROLSON,USN 
(076285-00) 

VNN CTG  211.1 
(BEN LUC) 

COHRAZDRON,     VNN 
LCDR PHAM VAN TIEÜ 
(54A700028) 

VNN  RAID 70 CDR RAID 70 
LT VOONG DAC AN 
v59A7005i7) 

VNN RAID 71 

VNN RAID 73 

HAL-3, DET-4 
(BEN LUC) 

HAL-3, DET-7 
(TAY NINH) 

SPECIAL OPS GROUP 
GIANT SLINGSHOT OPS 
(BEN LUC) 

CDR RAID 71 
LCDR NGUYEN QUANG 
460A700189) 

COR RAID 73 
LT HO TAM ANH 
{50A700132) 

OINC HAL-3, DET-4 
LCDR J. C. ALKIRE, 
USN  (016857-95) 

OINC HAL-3, DET-7 
LCDR M. L. STOCK, 
USN  (015904-90) 
OINC SEAL TEAM DET 
GOLF, GOLF PLT 
LTJG G. R. GRAY, USN 

Enclosure (3) 
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NAVPORV/HAVADVGRPHOTE 
1 October 1969 

COMNAVFORV/CHNAVADVGRP TASK AMD ADVISORY ORGAHIKATIOW 

TASK GROUP 194.7 

CTG 194.7 

CTÜ 194.7.3 

CTE 194.7.3.1 

CTE 194.7.3.2 

CTÜ 194.7.4 

CTE 194.7.1 

CTE 194.7.2 

CTE 194.7.3 

RIVERINE STRIKE 
GROUP COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
SQUADRON ONE THREE 
COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
DIVISION ONE THREE 
ONE COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
DIVISION ONE THREE 
TWO COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
SQUADRON ONE FIVE 
COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
DIVISION ONE FIVE 
ONE COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
DIVISION ONE FIVE 
TWO COMMANDER 

RIVERINE ASSAULT 
DIVISION ONE FIVE 
THREE COMMANDER 

CROUP-4 
DOWKGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTtiWALS; 

OcOASSIREO AFTER 12 YEARS 

COMRIVSTRIKEGRP 
CAPT C.H. BLAIR,USH 
(000890-50) 

COMRIVRON 13 
CDR R.G. MURPHY,USK 
(015868-20) 

COMRIVDIV 131 
LT H.M. KAHN.USN 
(072269-50) 

COMRIVDIV 132 
LT M.B. CONNOLLY, USN 
(032322-40) 

COMRIVROH IS 
CDR R.G. HENRY,USN 
(015989-50) 

COMRIVDIV 151 
LT R.R.  SCARBROUGB,USM 
(092480-40) 

COMRIVDIV 152 
LT R.C. BARTLETT,USH 
(078270-00) 

COMRIVDIV 153 
LT T.J.  LOPEZ,USN 
(081546-00) 

Enclosure  (4) 
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KAVFOR'.,  
1 October 1969 

COMNAVrORV/CHNAVADVGRP TASK AND ADVISORY OPGANIZATIOW 

ADVISORS 

SAIGON 
SENIOR NAVAL ADVISOR 

ASSISTANT SENIOR NAVAL 
ADVISOR 

SENIOR MARINE ADVISOR 

ASSISTANT SENIOR MARINE 
ADVISOR 

FIRST COASTAL ZONE 
ADVISOR 

SECOND COASTAL ZONE 
ADVISOR 

THIRD COASTAL ZONE 
ADVISOR 

FOURTH COASTAL ZONE 
ADVISOR 

THIRD RIVERINE AREA 
ADVISOR 

FOURTH RIVERINE AREA 
ADVISOR 

RSSZ ADVISOR 

FLEET COMMAND ADVISOR 

GROUP-4 

SAIGON 

SAIGON 

SAIGON 

DANANG 

NHA TRANG 

VUNG TAU 

AN THOI 

SAIGON 

CAN TOO 

NHA BE 

SAIGON 

JOWNCR^DED AT 3 YEAR .»J'^ÄVALS, 
ütCL\S:-.i:-;L-0 WMER 12 YEA!« 

CAPT C.F. RAUCH, JR. 
USN 
(ARVN U0895) 

CDR R.6. HAMM, USN 
(ARVN «0895) 

COL VANZUYFN, USMC 
(T-'Jin) 

LCOL T.D. PARSONS, 
USMC 
{T-«U13) 

CDR D.R. STFFFERUD 

(FOOTHILL 928) 

CDR H.C. BOSCKEN 

(NHA TRANG 3905) 

CDR P.A. YOST, JR. 
ÜSCG 
(SVN3-6537) 

CDR B. CLARK, USN 

LCDR T.L. SHORE,USN 
(ARVN 4052«) 

CDR R.A. CLARK, USN 

CDR C.J. WAGES, USN 

CDR G.W. DUCFARME.USN 
* (APVT «0956) 

ÜNGlMFiED 
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NAVFORV/?!AVADVGRPNOTE 05«»0 
1 October 1969 

SENIOR SHIPYARD ADVISOR   SAIGOH 

CTF CLEARWATER CAO VIET 

CDR f.C.  PILK1TJS,0.«» 
(ARVH <I0«68 

CKn J.E. EDHÜNDSON 
turn 

ONCtASSlFlEO 

Enclosure  (5) 


